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ABSTRACT

GENETIC AND BIOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF A CONSERVED, MULTI-GENE
SYSTEM REGULATING SPORE-ASSOCIATED PROTEINS IN
STREPTOMYCES COELICOLOR

By
Joseph Wade Sallmen II
December 2019

Dissertation supervised by Joseph R. McCormick, Ph.D.
Streptomyces coelicolor is a Gram positive, filamentous soil dwelling bacterium
that exhibits a complex life cycle including the transition from a vegetative mycelium to a
sporulating, aerial mycelium. Early genetic studies identified two classes of genes that
resulted in developmental blocks, bald and white. The bald (bld) phenotype occurs when
colonies cannot produce aerial hyphae. White (whi) colonies exhibit incomplete
sporulation and/or loss of production of the concurrently produced grey pigment. While
some of the original mutants have been explored, the developmental functions of many of
the identified genes are not well understood. Of particular interest is a multi-gene
regulatory system, with multiple paralogs of each gene present in S. coelicolor
chromosome, which are well conserved among other streptomycetes and morphologically
complex actinomycetes. The three genes encode 1) a predicted helix-turn-helix protein
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(WhiJR-like proteins), 2) a small, acidic protein of unknown function (WhiJS-like
proteins), and 3) an anti-sigma factor-like protein (WhiJA-like proteins). In order to
explore the roles of these genes in development, one such gene system involved in the
regulation of the spore-associated protein (sap) operon, sapCED, was analyzed. sapR
(whiJR-like), sapS (whiJS-like) comprise a divergently transcribed operon from sasA
(whiJA-like), which is the first gene in the sapCED operon. In order to investigate the
potential roles of this gene system in the developmental regulation of this sporeassociated protein operon, null mutants were isolated by recombineering. Single and
double null mutants were isolated and the effects on expression were assayed by the
extraction of spore-associated proteins and a transcriptional fusion of the sapCEDp to
luciferase. These assays indicate that in the absence of sapR and sapS, (either
individually or together) there was an increase in expression of the sapCED operon.
However, a single deletion of sasA has no observed phenotype. To determine proteinprotein interactions, sapR, sapS, and sasA were cloned into a bacterial adenylate cyclase
two-hybrid (BACTH) system. Analysis suggests self-interactions of SapR, SapS, and
SasA. SapR was shown to interact with SapS; and, SapS was shown to interact with
SasA. These interactions, save for SapS interacting with SasA, were recapitulated in a
homologous multi-gene system (SCO3421, SCO3423, SCO3424). Using an
electrophoretic mobility shift assay, SapR has been shown to interact with the promoter
region of sapCED. These results suggest a model for SapR and SapS in repressing the
development-associated sapCED operon, while SasA may function as a feedback
mechanism through its interactions with SapS. Additionally, nine spore associated-
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proteins were identified in common laboratory strains of S. coelicolor that may play
important roles for nutrient harvesting during germination.
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CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW
PROKARYOTIC GENE REGULATION

DNA-Binding Motifs in Bacteria
Transcriptional gene regulation in bacteria typically revolves around a combination of
positive or negative regulatory proteins known as transcription factors (Balleza et al., 2009).
These transcription factors derive their control over regulation predominately in their ability to
bind sequences of DNA in order to promote or prevent the recruitment of RNA polymerase to
initiate transcription. Perez-Rueda et al. (2004) examined the known and predicted DNA-binding
transcription factors found in 90 genomes of bacteria and archaea. The study found that over 80%
of the predicted transcription factors contained the helix-turn-helix (HTH) binding domain
(Pérez-Rueda et al., 2004). Within this domain, there are somewhere between 6-11 ancestral
types of the HTH motifs that originated in the last common ancestor of all life (Aravind et al.,
2005). These binding domains typically revolve around a core of three alpha-helices where one of
those helices typically interacts with the major groove to bind DNA with sequence specificity
(Aravind et al., 2005). Given that this type of protein is highly important to bacterial gene
regulation and one of the main proteins in my dissertation contains this motif, this protein domain
will be discussed at length (below) in the context of one of the founding members of the HTH
family, the λ repressor.
The remaining 20% of DNA-binding motifs found across the bacterial kingdom are
composed of less phylogenetically well distributed domains. One such domain, the zinc finger, is
type of DNA-binding domain that typically contains three beta strands and two alpha helices that
are stabilized by a hydrophobic core (Malgieri et al., 2015). Typically, there are residues
important for coordination of the N-terminal proximal beta strand and the more distal alpha-helix
that coordinate Zn2+ metal ions. This allows the alpha helix to stably interact with DNA (Malgieri
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et al., 2015). The original zinc finger protein examples were believed to be exclusive to the
eukaryotes until the first prokaryotic example from Agrobacterium tumefaciens was discovered
(Chou et al., 1998). This protein, Ros, led to the discovery of other zinc finger proteins in bacteria
and archaea; however, most are confined to the alpha proteobacteria (Malgieri et al., 2015). This
DNA-binding motif is particularly important for bacteria of the Rhizobiales, like
Sinorhizobium meliloti, where a zinc finger protein, MucR, plays a critical role in symbiosis with
plants (Bahlawane et al., 2008).
A somewhat less common motif in prokaryotes is the leucine zipper. Originally identified
in C/EBP in eukaryotes, the leucine zipper domain consists of an alpha-helical segment where
many leucines are found on the same face of the helix. The helix of one monomer can then
interact with the helix of the other monomer where the leucines interdigitate, the “zipper,” and
produce a dimer that can then interact with DNA (Landschulz et al., 1988). Some examples
include the protein SPB from Rhodobacter sphaeroides, a purple photosynthetic bacterium,
where SPB is important for responding to oxygen levels and promoting chemoheterotrophy by
repressing expression of light harvesting proteins (Shimada et al., 1996). Another example is in
the regulation of toluene degradation proteins in Pseudomonas putida. TodS is a response
regulator to toluene that contains a leucine zipper domain that binds sequences promoting the
expression of proteins responsible for toluene degradation (Lau et al., 1997).
Bacteriophage λ Background
Gene regulation in bacteria has been studied extensively in many systems. The
fundamental beginning of our understanding of gene regulation began with the studies of the lac
repressor and the repressor system of the λ phage of E. coli. Simultaneous work on both informed
much of the thinking at the time and ultimately provided the origination of what an operon is and
that genes were not always expressed. The identification of the lac repressor (Gilbert and MullerHill, 1966) and the λ repressor (Green et al., 1967) began the elucidation of how proteins and
DNA interact to regulate genes. Presently, background on the λ phage and its repressor will be
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used as an example of how genes can be negatively regulated in bacteria and how a transcription
factor like the λ repressor dimerizes and interacts with DNA.
In 1950, Ester Lederberg discovered the temperate bacteriophage λ of E. coli (Lederberg,
1950). It is a linear dsDNA virus that circularizes upon infection through its sticky ends called
cos sites. During the lytic life cycle, λ DNA is replicated numerous times and virions are
assembled until the host cell is lysed by viral machinery. This causes the release of newly
packaged viruses that can infect neighboring cells (Casjens and Hendrix, 2015). Bacteriophage λ,
like all temperate phages, has the ability to switch between lytic and lysogenic viral life cycles.
The lysogenic life cycle allows the λ phage to integrate into the host chromosome, which will be
replicated along with the bacterial genome and passed on to all daughter cells in subsequent
divisions until such a time when conditions become unfavorable for host and the virus will enter
the lytic life cycle. Other phages, such as P1, remain as a circular low-copy-number plasmid that
can independently replicate (Lobocka et al., 2004).
The choice between these two life cycles immediately poses the question of how does the
phage mediate the decision to enter lysogeny or lysis? The answer is that it involves a mechanism
than can respond to cellular conditions, in which, multiple DNA-binding proteins form a genetic
switch: Cro, λ repressor (CI), and CII (Casjens and Hendrix, 2015). Both cro and cI are actively
transcribed early in infection from divergently transcribed promoter (Figure 1.1). Early
transcription of these genes will allow for Cro and CI production. Both of these proteins bind the
same three operator regions (OR1, OR2, and OR3), but with different affinities (Johnson et al.,
1978). Cro prefers to bind OR3 (located directly upstream of the cI gene) while the CI protein
prefers to bind to OR1 (directly upstream of the cro gene) (Johnson et al., 1978, Dodd, 2004,
Ptashne, 2011). These proteins have similar functions, but opposite roles on which the virus
depends to determine whether the virus will proceed with a lytic or lysogenic life cycle.
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Ultimately, there are two possible scenarios (as illustrated in Figure 1.1. (i) Cro will bind
the OR3 operator sequence and prevent transcription of cI and will allow for: genome replication
to proceed, virion structural proteins to be produced, new viruses to be made, and host cell lysis
proteins to be produced, which allow the phages to burst free from the cell (Johnson et al., 1978).
(ii) CI will bind on OR1 and inhibit cro transcription and promote the transcription of its own
gene which will in turn allow for the activation of other genes required for lysogeny via CII
activation. These proteins will then promote prophage integration into the chromosome.
Lysogeny will be maintained by repression of main promoters by CI, which maintains its own
transcription. CI can maintain its own transcription via cooperative binding adjacent the OR1,
OR2, and OR3 sites and operator sites (OL1, OL2, and OL3) over 2 kb upstream via short and
long range cooperative binding. At normal concentrations CI forms a dimer and two dimers can
cooperatively bind so that it occupy the OR1 and OR2 sites. If the CI concentration is in excess,
it will bind the OL1 and OL2 and cause DNA looping, which will repress transcription of this
entire area (Stayrook et al., 2008). The proteins involved in this genetic switch process (CI and
Cro) recognize similar DNA-binding sites by virtue of their related helix-turn-helix domains and
served as the original models for describing this motif.
The Helix-Turn-Helix Motif
Studies of the λ phage and the lac operon of E. coli pioneered the identification of a
sequence-specific DNA-binding motif, now dubbed the helix-turn-helix motif (HTH). Both Cro,
Control of Repressor’s Operator (Anderson et al., 1981) and the λ repressor (Pabo and Lewis,
1982) were used in conjunction with Catabolite Activator Protein, CAP, (McKay and Steiz, 1981)
as models to delineate what this motif was and were used to identify other helix-turn-helix
domain-containing proteins by amino acid sequence analysis. Brennan and Matthews (1989)
outlined the main motif and its features as follows. The HTH consists primarily of two alpha
helices connected by a short peptide turn, which results in a motif usually between 20-25 amino
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acids in length. Certainly, there are numerous families of helix-turn-helix domains and, in fact,
Cro and CI make up the basis of a superfamily of helix-turn-helix proteins (the 434 Cro family).
There are over 30 variant families of the helix-turn-helix motif with most having two α-helices
but some, like the winged helix-turn helix, include flanking β-sheets to the HTH (Wintjens and
Rooman, 1996, Aravind et al., 2005). Typically, the first helix (N-terminus) is a stabilizing helix
which interacts with the DNA backbone through charged interactions between positively charged
amino acids and the negatively charged phosphates of the DNA. This allows the more C-terminal
recognition helix to insert into the major groove of the DNA and interact with bases through
hydrogen bonding, aromatic stacking, and van der Waals interactions. Other features are found
within the amino acid sequences themselves. For example, at position 9 in the motif, which is the
first amino acid in the turn, is usually a glycine. Another typical feature includes not having a
proline in the main alpha helices because proline is a well-established helix breaking residue.
Also, the 4th and 15th residues should not be charged and are usually alanine/glycine at position 4
and valine/leucine/isoleucine at position 15 (Brennan & Matthews, 1989). These rules, while
important, are not absolute and some proteins can function without these conserved residues.
In the next section, the structure and function of the lambda repressor will be analyzed
based on past and current research to help elucidate the mechanism by which repression of these
divergently transcribed operons is maintained and how repression feeds into gene regulation.
The λ Repressor Structure
The λ repressor is a protein of 236 amino acids in length and is subdivided into three
distinct domains: the N-terminal Domain (NTD), the connector region (or the cleavage sensitive
region), and the C-Terminal domain (CTD). The NTD is the first 92 amino acids and composes
the helix-turn-helix DNA-binding motif. This domain consists of five α-helices, of which the first
four helices form a globular core while the fifth helix extends beyond so that it can participate in
dimerization. Helices 2 and 3 contain the helix-turn-helix motif, which participates in DNA
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binding and is of the αGBBα type. These types of helices have the first α-helix and then a three
amino acid turn beginning with a glycine (GBB) followed by the recognition helix. Each family
within the αGBBα type have specific subsets of sequences involved in interactions and is
discussed below. In addition to these interactions, the first six amino acids that precede the first
α-helix form an N-terminal arm that also critically participates in DNA binding (Beamer and
Pabo, 1992).
Amino acids 132-236 comprise a twisted β-sheet of the CTD, which contains the
dimerization domain that allows for the homodimer to associate and also allows cooperative
binding of multiple dimers to form tetramers and subsequently octamers (Bell and Lewis, 2001,
Bell et al., 2000). Also, the CTD contains a dormant auto-protease domain that is inactive during
normal function but is activated during the bacterial SOS response when RecA (normally
interacting with LexA) binds the CTD. RecA binding changes the conformation of the λ repressor
so that the active site in the cleavage (sensitive) region places an adjacent Alanine 111 and
Glycine 112 in close proximity. This triggers the cleavage and degradation of the protein (Little,
1984, Sauer et al., 1982).
According to the Protein Data Bank (http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do), the
structure of the λ repressor has been solved in various forms over 10 times and under various
conditions. This mainly includes isolated domains, as in the C-terminal domain (Bell et al., 2000)
and the C-terminal domain multimerizing to form the octamer used in transcriptional repression
(Bell and Lewis, 2001), but not the entire protein. Most recently Stayrook et al. (2008)
crystalized the intact λ repressor homodimer bound to the operator region (Figure 1.3). This
finally provided a complete view of the protein interacting with the operator that has been studied
over the past 60 years.
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Interactions of the λ Repressor
When considering a DNA-binding protein, there are essentially two ways in which the
protein can recognize the DNA, either a direct or an indirect readout. A direct readout results
when individual amino acid side chains (or interacting side chains) directly “read” the bases/base
pairs through specific interactions like hydrogen bonding. An indirect readout is typically when a
protein acts nonspecifically to bind to the DNA molecule, this may result in bending or bulging of
DNA. An example of this can be seen in when positively-charged amino acids, like arginine or
lysine, interact with the negatively-charged phosphate backbone of DNA.
Specific interactions between the λ repressor and the operator region have been identified
by co-crystalizing the protein with a synthetic operator region. In the study by Beamer & Pabo
(1992), they used a synthetic consensus 18 bp oligonucleotide. Based on consensus sequences of
the 12 operator sites in the λ phage genome. They were able to show multiple contact points
between the recognition helix and the DNA bases in the operator region, while acting as a dimer
(Beamer and Pabo, 1992).
The λ repressor functions as a homodimer that can tetramerize with another CI dimer and
eventually even these tetramers can further oligomerize to form an octamer. Until the full crystal
structure had been solved, it was unknown how these dimers would or could interact and what
effects oligomerization might have on binding at the operator sites. As mentioned above, the
CTD consists of the dimerization domain. The structure of CI CTD is a 7-stranded β-sheet with a
short 5 amino acid α-helix. Amino acids that interact between monomers are found in the short Cterminal α-helix, where hydrophobic and stacking interactions between tryptophans and
phenylalanines and hydrogen bonding between glutamines and serines occur. In addition, the
parallel β-strands of adjacent monomers can interact to extend the contacts between the two (Bell
and Lewis, 2001). Figure 1.3 depicts the structure of two monomers interacting through their
CTDs where these contacts can be seen. Using previous data (Bell et al., 2000, Bell and Lewis,
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2001) in combination with their newer crystal structure data, Stayrook et al. (2008) developed a
model for binding, which presents a way for dimers to interact and the consequences dimerization
that may have. Based on their findings, they believe that the homodimers behave as a cylinder of
sorts that has a very large face of interaction. These dimers then interact further by their
cooperativity faces to form tetramers. It is important to note that this interaction occurs in the
CTD where there are 4 cooperativity faces of which two are used in the tetramer leaving two
others available to form an octamer. This, however, immediately implies that these interacting
octamers have no further recourse to interact with other homodimers of the λ repressor (Stayrook
et al., 2008).

Other Categories of HTH Domains
While the λ repressor (CI) represents one of the most well-described HTH domaincontaining proteins, the most commonly found HTH domain in bacteria is actually the winged
helix-turn-helix (wHTH), which comprises nearly 60% of the identified HTH domain-containing
proteins (Pérez-Rueda et al., 2004). This domain was typified by the OmpR protein of E. coli.
OmpR contains the core three alpha-helix segments but is flanked by two short beta-strands
(Martínez-Hackert and Stock, 1997). The role of OmpR is part of classic two-component
regulatory system that regulates osmotic stress in E. coli (described below). There are several
variations on the wHTH domain that include an additional C-terminal helix, that have only one
beta-sheet, and versions where a beta-strand is found within the helical bundle (Aravind et al.,
2005). Other large families include the AraC, LuxR, and TetR, which have a separate
evolutionary history, but all contain the four helix bundle motif (Aravind et al., 2005, PérezRueda et al., 2004). This motif adds another C-terminal alpha-helix which bundles alongside the
other three alpha-helices (Aravind et al., 2005). A more deviant wHTH motif is the MerR-like
family of regulators, which typically lacks the first alpha-helix and contains three beta-strands
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(Aravind et al., 2005). These proteins have been shown to respond to environmental stimuli and
bind sub-optimal promoter elements to promote transcription (Brown et al., 2003).

Sigma Factors and Anti-Sigma Factors
The mechanism by which a bacterial RNA polymerase decides where to begin
transcription is governed by a group of accessory proteins known as the sigma factors. These
proteins individually bind to RNA polymerase core enzyme and direct its placement on DNA at
specific locations (Feklistov et al., 2014, Paget, 2015, Helmann, 2019). In general, there are two
phylogenetically distinct groups of sigma factors in bacteria. The first and predominant family of
sigma factors is the σ70 family. The family is subdivided into four groups, where Group 1 is
typically referred to as the “Housekeeping” sigma factor family and Groups 2-4 are considered
“alternative” sigma factors (Paget, 2015, Feklistov et al., 2014). Each sigma factor group is
structurally different, but in general, various sigma factors can recognize up to four individual
recognition motifs: the -10, the extended -10, the -35, and the discriminator motifs (Paget, 2015,
Feklistov et al., 2014). This, however, contrasts with the remaining sigma factor family, the σ54
family. This group of sigma factors is distinct in activity and structure from the σ70 sigma factors
(Merrick, 1993). Factors in this family recognize -12 and -24 motifs in promoter sequences of
DNA (Merrick, 1993, Burrows et al., 2003).
The number and variety of sigma factors varies greatly amongst bacterial species. For
instance there are six σ70 family sigma factors and one σ54 sigma factor in E. coli (Bacun-Druzina
et al., 2011). On the other side of the spectrum, S. coelicolor has 63 σ70 family sigma factors.
One interesting thing of note in S. coelicolor is that the majority of the sigma factors are found in
the Group 4 (Gruber and Gross, 2003). Group 4 sigma factors are also known as extracytoplasmic
function (ECF) sigma factors and are structurally more distinct from the other σ70 groups
(Helmann, 2002, Lonetto et al., 2019). These sigma factors can vary widely in their responses and
functions. In fact, depending on the organism many of these functions can be completely distinct
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or separate (Feklistov et al., 2014). For example, in B. subtilis there are 18 σ70 sigma factors, of
which seven are ECF sigma factors (Gruber and Gross, 2003). The activity of all seven are
stimulated by some form of envelope stress and have overlapping regulons (Mascher et al., 2007,
Feklistov et al., 2014). Again, using S. coelicolor as a contrast, at least 15 of its ECF sigma
factors have independent regulatory pathways (Feklistov et al., 2014). Presumably, this is a layer
of regulatory control that allows for S. coelicolor and B. subtilis to have a tailored response to the
complex soil environment to undergo development leading to spore formation.
Sigma factors exert control over gene regulation by directing RNA polymerase to specific
genes or operons in their regulon; however, this is not the only way in which transcription is
controlled. In addition to sigma factors, there are proteins that specifically interact with or can
sequester sigma factors, called anti-sigma factors. These anti-sigma factors can directly bind with
their cognate sigma factor, thereby inhibiting its ability to interact with RNA polymerase (Hughes
and Mathee, 1998, Paget, 2015). Anti-sigma factor disassociation with the sigma factor is less
well understood, but can often involve either a stimulus from the external environment or a
partner switching mechanism (Paget, 2015). One such partner-switching mechanism involves an
anti-sigma factor antagonist, also known as an anti-anti-sigma factor. The anti-sigma factor
changes partners from the sigma factor (freeing it to interact with RNA polymerase) to the antianti-sigma factor or vice versa (Bouillet et al., 2018). This process often involves
phosphorylation, because anti-sigma factors typically contain a HATPase domain that can
phosphorylate a residue on their binding partners (Bouillet et al., 2018). Numerous examples are
found in both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria: sporulation in B. subtilis (below),
biofilm formation in Vibrio fischeri (Morris and Visick, 2010), and osmolarity response in
S. coelicolor (Martínez et al., 2009) are a few examples.
A well-studied system that is regulated by alternative sigma factors is that of sporulationspecific sigma factors in B. subtilis. One such example is of the sigma factor, σF, that controls the
transition from septation to the engulfing of the forespore compartment by the mother cell. This
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sigma factor is encoded by the spoIIAC gene in the spoIIA operon, which also includes spoIIAA
and spoIIAB (Schmidt et al., 1990). spoIIAA encodes an anti-sigma factor antagonist that can
sequester the gene product of spoIIAB, which is an anti-sigma factor for σF (Duncan et al., 1996).
In turn, SpoIIAB can inhibit σF which prevents σF from prematurely turning on forespore-specific
genes (Schmidt et al., 1990, Duncan and Losick, 1993).
The mechanism by which this regulation occurs has been well studied and provides a
good model for how partner switching can occur. In general, the mechanism revolves around the
concentration ratios of ADP and ATP in the forespore and mother cell (Kroos and Yu, 2000,
Yudkin and Clarkson, 2005). In the mother cell and pre-divisional cell, the ratio of ATP to ADP
is high which results in SpoIIAB to constantly be bound with ATP in its nucleotide-binding
pocket (Yudkin and Clarkson, 2005). ATP-bound SpoIIAB phosphorylates a serine residue on
SpoIIAA, which does not bind to SpoIIAB while phosphorylated, and immediately following, the
ADP is replaced with ATP in SpoIIAB. When SpoIIAB is bound to ATP, it can bind and
effectively sequester σF (Alper et al., 1994, Diederich et al., 1994). Thus, in the mother cell
forespore-specific genes are inhibited by the sequestration of σF. In the forespore, the ratio of
ATP to ADP is much lower (Kroos and Yu, 2000, Yudkin and Clarkson, 2005). This, in turn,
allows for the phosphorylation of SpoIIAA by SpoIIAB, but in this compartment the lower
abundance of ATP results in much slower replacement of ADP to ATP in its binding pocket
(Duncan et al., 1996, Diederich et al., 1994). This form of SpoIIAB has a lower affinity for σF
which results in its disassociation (Duncan et al., 1996). Simultaneously, the phosphatase SpoIIE
can remove the phosphate from SpoIIAA, which can now bind the ATP-deficient SpoIIAB which
now sequesters it and allows for full activity of σF (Duncan et al., 1995).
This system illustrates the complex dynamics of sigma factors with their cognate
regulatory proteins in B. subtilis, however, there are numerous systems that have been studied
across the bacterial domain. Many of these systems contain all four major components discussed
above, but many others are missing components.
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One-Component Regulatory Systems
A regulatory system is a way for a bacterial cell to respond to internal or external stimuli
and change its gene regulation accordingly. Perhaps one of the most well-known examples of one
component regulators is LacI from E. coli. The lac operon of E. coli was one of the original
systems where bacteria were shown to have specific responses to different exposures of nutrients
(Jacob and Monod, 1961). The nature of how E. coli responds to these changes promoted the
intense study of what we now know as the repressor of the lac operon, LacI. The sequence and
structure of LacI contributed to our understanding of how a single protein could respond to an
environmental stimuli by the allosteric binding of a small molecule, allolactose, which causes a
conformational change lowering affinity for DNA, thus allowing for the transcription of the lac
operon (Farabaugh, 1978, Lewis et al., 1996, Lewis, 2005).
There are several different one component regulatory systems where bacteria can respond
to a wide array of environmental stimuli (Ulrich et al., 2005). The TraR protein
of Agrobacterium tumefaciens responds to a hormone produced for quorum sensing; TraR can
then change gene expression to promote tumor formation (Vannini et al., 2002). Another example
from E. coli is the FNR protein. FNR controls, in conjunction with a two-component regulatory
system (ArcAB), the global response of E. coli to oxygen deprivation (Spiro and Guest, 1990).
FNR contains a domain that has an iron-sulfur cluster that is highly responsive to changes in
oxygen (Kiley and Beinert, 2003). This causes a change in gene expression of over 250 genes in
E. coli (Kang et al., 2005).
It is has been shown that the simpler one-component regulatory systems are widely more
abundant in bacteria than two-component regulatory systems. One study by Ulrich et al. (2005)
found that there are more than 17,000 one-component systems compared to 4,000 two-component
systems in the 145 bacterial genomes that were surveyed. Both one-component and twocomponent regulatory systems show an increase exponentially as genome size increases, with
one-component systems predominating (Ulrich et al., 2005).
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Two-Component Regulatory Systems
Two component-regulatory systems are composed of two proteins, a sensor protein and a
response regulator. In many instances, the sensor protein is a transmembrane protein that has a
domain capable of responding to some environmental stimuli that transmits the signal through an
autophosphorylation event. This phosphate is then transferred to the response regulator, which
can then exert differential control over gene expression (Ann M. Stock et al., 2000). The EnvZOmpR two-component regulatory system has been a well-characterized system regulating the
response of E. coli to the stress of osmolarity (Mizuno and Mizushima, 1990). Under high
extracellular osmolarity conditions, EnvZ, a transmembrane sensor kinase, responds by changes
to its conformation, which causes autophosphorylation and subsequent phosphorylation of OmpR,
a wHTH domain-containing protein (Mizuno and Mizushima, 1990, Martínez-Hackert and Stock,
1997). While phosphorylated, OmpR has different affinity for binding sites located upstream of
ompF and ompC (Bergstrom et al., 1998, Qin et al., 2001). OmpC and OmpF are porins of
different pore size that help E. coli handle the stress of osmolarity (Pratt and Silhavy, 1995).
Phosphorylated OmpR inhibits the production of the larger pore size OmpF and simultaneously
promotes the production of OmpC (Bergstrom et al., 1998). Under low osmolarity conditions,
OmpR is not phosphorylated by EnvZ, which causes OmpR to bind to different elements
upstream of ompF, promoting its transcription (Bergstrom et al., 1998)
Another example of two-component regulatory systems is the pho regulons in B. subtilis
and E. coli. Similar to EnvZ-OmpR, PhoR-PhoP in B. subtilis and PhoR-PhoB in E. coli perform
a role in phosphate starvation conditions (Hulett, 1996, Yamada et al., 1989). In this case under
phosphate-limiting conditions, PhoR phosphorylates PhoP/PhoB, which allows them to promote
the transcription of genes encoding alkaline phosphates to help mitigate phosphate limitation
(Yamada et al., 1989, Hulett, 1996). A somewhat similarly named, but wholly different in
purpose, is the PhoP-PhoQ system in Salmonella. This system manages virulence in response to
changing levels of Mg2+ (Groisman, 2001). These systems represent a variety of environmental
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stresses to which a bacterial cell can respond, though there are certainly numerous other examples
(Ann M. Stock et al., 2000).
STREPTOMYCES COELICOLOR LIFECYCLE AND DEVELOPMENT
Streptomyces coelicolor is a filamentous, spore-forming bacterium that exhibits a unique
developmental life cycle (Figure 1.4A), which makes it an attractive model for the study of
prokaryotic development. A member of the phylum of Actinobacteria, this multicellular Grampositive bacterium is the best characterized species of the Streptomyces genus. To accomplish its
complex lifecycle and extensive secondary metabolism, S. coelicolor contains an 8.7 Mbp linear
chromosome with long terminal inverted repeats and a high G-C content of over 72%, which
corresponds to more than 7000 putative genes (Bentley et al., 2002). In addition to the
chromosome, two naturally occurring plasmids are also found in S. coelicolor. SCP2 is a small,
circular 31 kb fertility plasmid with 34 ORFs while SCP1 is a large, linear fertility plasmid of 356
kb with long terminal inverted repeats and a predicted 353 ORFs (Haug et al., 2003, Bentley et
al., 2004). Among other things, SCP1 is notable for containing the gene cluster for
methylenomycin A production and spore coat protein production (Bentley et al., 2004).
Streptomyces life cycle begins when uninucleoid spores germinate to form syncytial hyphae
that grow and branch by cell wall tip extension forming a structure called the vegetative
mycelium (Flärdh et al., 2012, Flärdh, 2003). After interpreting environmental signals, the
vegetative mycelium produces aerial hyphae which synchronously divide into uninucleoid spores
(McCormick & Flardh, 2012). Early genetics studies identified two classes of genes that when
mutated produced two distinct phenotypes. Bald (bld) mutants are those defective in production
of the fluffy aerial hyphae producing smooth colony morphology. White (whi) mutants are those
strains that cannot complete sporulation and are blocked for production of the gray pigment that
occurs concurrently (Figure 1.4B).
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These two classes of genes play important roles in morphological differentiation that
commences after environmental stress of which only some signals have been elucidated (Flärdh
and Buttner, 2009, McCormick and Flärdh, 2012). In fact, S. coelicolor has 65 genes encoding
putative sigma factors that can mediate gene expression (Paget, 2015). One such factor, σBldN, is
an ECF σ factor that has a direct role in aerial hyphae formation. While not much is known about
the direct targets of σBldN in S. coelicolor, it has been shown in S. venezuelae that it is responsible
for promoting the transcription of the rodlin (rdl) and chaplin (chp) encoding genes (Bibb, et al.,
2012). The rodlins and chaplins in S. coelicolor are surfactants that form a hydrophobic sheath
(called the rodlet layer) around the nascent aerial hyphae, which allows them to escape the
aqueous environment of the vegetative mycelium (Elliot, et al., 2003; Claessen, et al., 2004). In
addition, σBldN promoters were identified by a consensus sequence that was mapped to the targets
in S. venezuelae, but also in S. coelicolor, reinforcing the likelihood that σBldN fulfills the same
role in both organisms (Bibb, et al., 2012).
While the functions of Bld proteins like σBldN have been explored and elucidated, some of the
earliest discovered bld genes are not fully characterized. For example, BldB is a small 99 amino
acidic protein that has numerous homologs in the S. coelicolor and other streptomycetes, but its
exact function is still unknown (Merrick, 1976). While bldB is involved in morphological
differentiation, mutants are also blocked in antibiotic synthesis (Eccleston et al., 2002). BldB is
similar to other members of a large family of proteins that was originally identified by the abaA,
locus which contained four open reading frames involved in the regulation of antiobiotic
biosynthesis (Fernandez-Moreno et al., 1992).
The whi class of genes has regulatory roles in aerial hyphae differentiation into spores and the
production of the gray pigment associated with spores. In fact, the gray pigment is produced by
the gene products of the whiE gene cluster which is in turn dependent on other whi genes for
expression (Kelemen et al., 1998). Other whi-encoded proteins, like WhiJ, have been identified
but their specific roles in regulation are unclear. This is in part due to the unusual fact that point
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mutations in whiJ result in the classic whi phenotype, but full deletions of this gene have no
phenotype (Ainsa, et al., 2010). Like BldB, WhiJ belongs to a larger family of proteins that is
abundant in S. coelicolor and other streptomycetes that appear to be regulators of gene expression
(Ainsa et al., 2010, Chandra and Chater, 2014).

Developmental Regulators in Streptomyces Species
The white and bald blocks in development have been an important focus of study in
Streptomyces cell biology and genetics. To that end, many of these regulatory proteins have been
studied extensively, while others have had less than a cursory exploration into their roles in
regulating the development of Streptomyces species. In this section, a review of recently
described white and bald regulatory functions will be examined. Essentially, the lynch pin of
Streptomyces development has recently centered around the “master regulator” BldD [for an
extensive review, see Bush et al. (2015)]. Originally, BldD was shown to be non-essential for
viability, but essential for morphological development and secondary metabolism in S. coelicolor
(Elliot et al., 2001, Elliot et al., 2003). It was shown to target at least three genes in S. coelicolor,
in addition to regulating its own expression (Elliot et al., 2001). Over time, study of BldD
function has migrated into the fast-growing and liquid-sporulating species, S. venezuelae.
Recently, the BldD regulon was expanded to include targets over 150 genes in Streptomyces,
including approximately 42 additional genes that encode regulatory proteins (Den Hengst et al.,
2010). BldD directly regulates the expression of BldA, WhiB, BldM, and at least two
developmentally important sigma factors: σWhiG and σBldN. Initially, expression of these genes by
BldD was implicated to be regulated by the signaling molecule c-di-GMP (Den Hengst et al.,
2010). Recently, it has been shown that BldD forms a dimer in the presence of four molecules of
c-di-GMP in order to effectively bind DNA (Schumacher et al., 2017). In addition to the BldD
regulation, it has been shown that there are additional regulatory mechanisms that may prevent
transcription of BldD genes all at once. For example, the regulatory protein WhiB is directly
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regulated by BldD, but it has an additional dedicated repressor, BldO that is essential for the
timely repression of WhiB, otherwise precocious sporulation ensues (Bush et al., 2017).
In addition to BldD, a second important regulator of development is WhiA, a eukaryotic-like
homing endonuclease domain-containing protein that functions as a regulator but is missing the
catalytic residues necessary for nuclease activity. WhiA functions as either an activator or
repressor of the expression of over 200 genes in Streptomyces (Bush et al., 2013). WhiA is not a
direct target of BldD and thus exists outside of the regulatory cascade associated with it (Den
Hengst et al., 2010). WhiA, along with WhiB, is directly responsible for activating the expression
of cell division and sporulation specific genes, such as ftsZ, ftsK, and whiG; however, it is a
repressor of growth related proteins such as filP (Bush et al., 2013). This provides an example of
the layered regulatory mechanisms in later stages of Streptomyces development. As an example
the sigma factor, σWhiG, is not expressed early in development due to the repression of BldD (Den
Hengst et al., 2010). Presumably, as c-di-GMP levels fluctuate during the life cycle or inhibition
of its own expression, repression is relieved allowing WhiA to promote the expression of σWhiG,
so it can, in turn, promote the expression of later stage regulatory genes, whiH and whiI.
Originally identified as a whi mutant, BldM was renamed because of its interesting ability to
regulate development at both the early aerial hyphal formation stage and the later differentiation
of hyphae into spores (Molle and Buttner, 2000). It was shown that BldM affects gene expression
in two separate clusters. The first cluster is regulated by a homodimer of BldM to repress, not
only its own expression, but promotes the expression of ssgB, ssgA (by way of regulator, ssgR)
and whiB. After WhiA activates expression of whiG, σWhiG can promote the expression of whiI.
WhiI and BldM then can form a heterodimer to regulate the expression of the second cluster of
genes (Al-Bassam et al., 2014). This second cluster in particular is responsible for the expression
of smeA and sffA, genes encoding proteins that may be important in development-associated
chromosome segregation (Ausmees et al., 2007) and also the gray pigment producing gene
cluster, whiE (Al-Bassam et al., 2014).
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WhiA does not function alone in its role to regulate gene expression. An actinobacterial
specific protein, WhiB, is necessary for WhiA DNA binding (Bush et al., 2016). Bush et al.
(2016) also showed that the regulons of WhiB and WhiA are identical, suggesting that WhiA and
WhiB function as a heterodimer to regulate gene expression. WhiB is the founding member of a
family of proteins (WhiB-like proteins, Wbl) that has been shown to be important in multiple
actinobacterial species with S. coelicolor containing 14 paralogs (Bush, 2018). There are seven
Wbl proteins encoded by Mycobacterium tuberculosis where WhiB1 has been shown to be an
essential protein that responds to nitric oxide and cAMP levels that play a role in infection (Laura
et al., 2010).
Another example of two regulatory proteins interacting together is the BldG-SCO3548
system. BldG is a SpoIIAA-like anti-sigma factor antagonist and SCO3548 is a SpoIIAB-like
anti-sigma factor (Parashar et al., 2009). It was shown previously that BldG phosphorylation was
critical for its role in regulating development (Bignell et al., 2003). These findings led to the
discovery of BldG interacting with SCO3548, which has a histidine kinase domain (Parashar et
al., 2009). In a BldG mutant, aerial hyphae formation could be saved by overexpressing BldG, but
could not be saved by concurrent overexpression of BldG and SCO3548 (Parashar et al., 2009).
These results suggested the co-dependence of these proteins functions.
While there are numerous other regulatory proteins involved in these developmental
transitions that have been studied, the next section will focus on a not as well understood multigene whiJ-like gene systems. These genes are found exclusively in morphologically complex
actinomycetes and their functions have not been fully understood and in certain aspects, parts
remain entirely unknown (Chandra and Chater, 2014).
Multigene whiJ-like Systems
There are three individual components found in a specific orientation in whiJ-like multigene systems. These systems are found throughout morphologically complex actinomycetes
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(Chandra and Chater, 2014). The system was named after the whiJ gene system because it was
the first characterized system (gene cluster diagrammed in Figure 1.5) which contained all three
components (Ainsa et al., 2010, Chandra and Chater, 2014). There are a couple of other
prominent homologs of these genes that will be discussed below but for simplicity, I will define
the three genes families as follows. WhiJ-like proteins are helix-turn-helix domain containing
proteins that I will refer to as WhiJR-like proteins. The small acidic protein family with a domain
of unknown function (DUF397) found encoded downstream of whiJ (SCO4542) will be called
WhiJS-like proteins. Finally, divergently transcribed from whiJRS is a gene (SCO4544) that
encodes a SpoIIAB anti-sigma factor-like protein from B. subtilis, which I will refer to members
homologous to this protein as WhiJA-like proteins.
Tables 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 provide the list of S. coelicolor homologs of WhiJR-like, WhiJSlike, and WhiJA-like protein respectively. These protein families have homologs that are found
encoded throughout the Streptomyces genus, and there are homologs also present throughout the
S. coelicolor chromosome (Figure 1.6). Typically, members of the WhiJR-like and WhiJS-like
proteins are encoded by genes that are found predominately paired in the S. coelicolor genome
with the whiJR-like gene found immediately upstream of the whiJS-like gene (Gehring et al.,
2000, Chandra and Chater, 2014). Table 1.4 describes the syntenic arrangement of whiJ-like
multi-gene systems in S. coelicolor. Sixteen of the paralogous ORFs are located immediately
downstream of a paralog of the whiJR gene family (Gehring et al., 2000). Of those 16 clusters,
eight of the clusters have the divergently transcribed whiJA gene. Not much is known about how
the proteins encoded by these gene families function as a system, if they do function as a system
at all. Recently, it was proposed that the encoded proteins of whiJ multi-gene system act as a
system to regulate the activity of WhiJ in its capacity to repress development (Ainsa et al., 2010).
WhiJR-like proteins belongs to the xenobiotic response element (XRE) helix-turnhelix/lambda CI family, of which there are at least 23 paralogs in S. coelicolor (Gehring, et al.,
2000; Ainsa, et al., 2010). These proteins range from 258-306 amino acids in length with the
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helix-turn-helix domain located near the N-terminus. Again, there is a dearth of information
regarding the function of these proteins in S. coelicolor, but one study by Ainsa et al. (2010)
showed that point mutations in whiJR (e.g. a glutamate to lysine change due to a mutation at
codon 104) led to the whi phenotype. However, a full deletion of this gene did not. Interestingly,
a deletion of the whiJS gene, SCO4542 (Figure 1.5), had a similar whi phenotype to the whiJR
point mutants but when both genes were deleted together, there was no phenotype. This very
unusual observation would seem to indicate that the proteins encoded by these genes must have
some direct or indirect interaction that controls the progression of development (Ainsa et al.,
2010).
The WhiJS-like family of proteins is comprised of small, acidic proteins, which contain a
domain of unknown function (DUF 397 superfamily) that ranges from 63-99 amino acids in
length (Eccleston et al., 2002, Eccleston et al., 2006, Chandra and Chater, 2014). S. coelicolor
alone contains over 20 paralogs in this gene family (Gehring et al., 2000, Chandra and Chater,
2014). The founding member of the WhiJS family of genes is actually the developmental
regulator, BldB. Unusually, BldB is monocistronic and not encoded near any of the other two
protein families. BldB has both N- and C-Terminal extensions compared to most other homologs
of WhiJS-like proteins (Eccleston et al., 2006). Eccleston et al. (2002) have shown that there is a
core of residues that are required for BldB dimerization that is conserved in other WhiJS-like
family members thus indicating that these proteins likely function as a dimer. Outside of this,
there have been a few conserved residues which have been indicated for functionality but their
function remains unknown (Eccleston et al., 2006).
Finally, the third family of genes encodes 48 putative anti-sigma factors, which contain
a C-terminal HATPase (Histidine kinase-like ATPase) and are homologous to the
developmentally-associated anti-sigma factor SpoIIAB from B. subtilis(Kim et al., 2008a). These
genes are found upstream and divergently transcribed from WhiJR- and WhiJS- encoding genes
in at least 8 instances in S. coelicolor (Gehring et al., 2000, Ainsa et al., 2010). These HATPase
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proteins occur in two major size classes; 31 range in size from 120-237 amino acids and 17 fall
into a much larger size range of 552-916 amino acids. The eight paralogs that occur next to
whiJR-like and whiJS-like gene pairs, all fall into the smaller size category. Several of the
homologs of WhiJA-like and WhiJR-like proteins do occur together in other arrangements. For
instance, there are several instances where the whiJR-like gene and whiJA-like gene are present,
but the whiJS-like gene is absent. Additionally, there are occurrences, like on SCP1, where two
whiJA-like genes are found right next to each other in the sapCED operon.
As mentioned above, discussion of the whiJ-like gene systems are often compared to the
abaA gene cluster because it was one of the first characterized clusters of these families,
specifically abaA ORFD (whiJS-like), abaA ORFE (whiJR-like), and abaA ORFA (whiJA-like)
(Table 1.1-3; Fernandez-Moreno, et al., 1992). Not much is known about how these genes
function, but it was shown that abaA ORFB was important for pleiotropic antibiotic repression
(Fernandez-Moreno et al., 1992). Most recently a different whiJ-like cluster was analyzed by
Santamaria et al. (2018), which encodes the proteins Scr1 (WhiJR-like) and Scr2 (WhiJS-like).
Interestingly, Scr1 and Scr2 are found to be positive regulators of antibiotic production in S.
coelicolor (Santamaria et al., 2018). This is in keeping with the abaA data, but the interpretation
becomes slightly more nuanced when one considers the actual whiJ system, since WhiJ appears
to act as a negative regulator of development (Ainsa et al., 2010). The one thing that both genetic
studies suggest is that proper regulation requires cooperation between the WhiJR-like protein and
the corresponding WhiJS-like protein, but do not provide any mechanism to suggest how these
two proteins biochemically interact. Unfortunately, the scr system lacks a putative WhiJA-like
protein encoding gene and Ainsa et al. (2010) did not comment on the role of the corresponding
protein in the context of their study, which leaves a hole in the context of how these proteins
interact with each other and, more generally, how they interact with targets under their control.
Two WhiJA-like proteins have been directly addressed in Streptomyces and they are
important for secondary metabolism and sporulation in S. coelicolor (Hindra et al., 2014, Kim et
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al., 2008b, Parashar et al., 2009, Mingyar et al., 2014). SCO4677 is a WhiJA-like protein that
appears to be important for actinorhodin production, but also promotes precocious sporulation
(Kim et al., 2008a). Interestingly, the anti-sigma factor SCO4677 was found to directly interact
with σF and with two predicted anti-anti-sigma factors (SCO0781 and SCO0869) (Kim et al.,
2008a). Presumably, these three proteins are part of how SCO4677 exerts control over
sporulation and secondary metabolism. Separately, a small RNA was found to be encoded in the
gene downstream of SCO4677. It is encoded at the beginning of SCO4676 on the opposite strand
and is transcribed through part of the intergenic region between SCO4677 and SCO4676. This
small RNA was important, but not absolutely required, for mRNA stability of the SCO4677
operon (Hindra et al., 2014). What genes are regulated and how these other factors are integrated
into regulation of both development and secondary metabolism remains undescribed. The other
WhiJA-like protein is SCO3548, which was shown to interact with BldG (described earlier). Not
much is known specifically about SCO3548 other than it interacts with BldG and can interfere
with the ability of BldG to regulate development, likely by phosphorylation (Bignell et al., 2003,
Parashar et al., 2009).
In S. coelicolor, there are 16 individual pairings of the WhiJR- and WhiJS-like protein
encoding genes. The abundance of these systems in streptomycetes and other morphologically
complex actinomycetes, but noticeably absent in less morphologically complex actinomycetes,
suggests they play a role in development and secondary metabolism. The role in development and
secondary metabolism has been obscured by the fact that the direct gene targets of these systems
have not been described. Usually, mutations in these gene systems seemingly having global
repercussions throughout morphology and metabolite production, suggesting their roles may be
integrated into the regulation of multiple genes, either directly or indirectly. Thus, a direct target
under the regulation of a whiJ-like multi-gene system would be ideal to determine the interactions
between these proteins and their targets. Fortunately, a whiJ-like multi-gene system has been
previously linked to the production of spore-associated proteins, SapC, D, and E.
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Spore-associated proteins (Sap)
In addition to the spore rodlet layer containing rodlins and chaplins, it has been shown that
there are other proteins that are associated with the spores of streptomycetes. Of the purported
dozens of spore-associated proteins (Sap), there have been only five such proteins characterized
in the literature. SapA and SapB were first identified by using a nonlethal detergent wash on
mature spores of Streptomyces coelicolor (Guijarro et al., 1988). SapA is encoded by a
chromosomal gene and nothing is known about its function. Subsequently, it was determined that
SapB was a proteolytically cleaved peptide derived from the product of a developmentally
regulated gene, ramS (Kodani et al., 2004). SapB plays a role similar to that of the chaplin
proteins in that it acts as a surfactant for newly formed aerial hyphae. It was found to be essential
for aerial hyphae formation on a rich medium with high osmolarity, while not produced on
minimal mannitol medium, a poor carbon source (Capstick et al., 2007, de Jong et al., 2012).
Exogenous application of SapB is capable of suppressing chaplin-deficient strain loss of aerial
hyphae production (Capstick et al., 2007).
In addition to chromosomal genes encoding SapA and SapB, the sapCED operon is located in
the terminal inverted repeats of the linear plasmid, SCP1, which encodes three spore-associated
proteins SapC, SapD, and SapE (Figure 1.7, (Bentley et al., 2004). Like SapA, there is nothing
known about the function of SapC-E. Genes surrounding them appear to be homologous to either
half of the genes in the nikkomycin operon from S. tendae (Bruntner et al., 1999) and others are
similar to proteins in phenyl-propionate compound degradation (mph operon) in E. coli
(Ferrandez et al., 1997). The identity of these proteins and their functions however have not been
tested in S. coelicolor. In fact, the identification of these proteins was as a result of their
overproduction in S. coelicolor.
SapC, D and E were isolated from strain HU3, a special strain that has SCP1 incorporated
into the chromosome (known as an NF strain). It was notable because it sporulates well,
overproduces the gray developmental pigment, SapB, and has a mutation resulting in dramatic
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overexpression from the sapCED promoter (Bentley et al., 2004). Genetic mapping indicated that
a spontaneous mutation occurred upstream and near the sapCED operon. Sequencing analysis of
the two genes divergently transcribed from sapCED indicated that a point mutation was located in
a four base pair overlap of sapR and sapS (SCP1.60 and SCP1.61, respectively) M. Ryan and J.R.
McCormick, unpublished result). While these two genes overlap, there does not seem to be any
specific trend for other pairs to overlap, though they are usually encoded with very little
intergenic region. The mutation simultaneously eliminated the stop codon in sapR and resulted in
a non-synonymous change in the second codon of sapS (sapRS1). sapR and sapS putatively
encode a WhiJR-like family protein and a WhiJS-like family protein, respectively.
sapR and sapS are representatives of the two major families of the multi-gene whiJ system.
sapR encodes a 32.5 kDa WhiJR-like protein of 290 amino acids (28% identical to WhiJR) and
sapS encodes a 8.2 kDa WhiJS-like protein of 74 amino acids (34% identical to BldB). The mutant
strain HU3 contains a point mutation in the four base pair overlap of sapR and sapS. Loss of the
stop codon results in sapR translation continuing downstream, out-of-frame for approximately 60
codons overlapping sapS (about 80% of the gene). Simultaneously, sapS has a missense mutation
in the second codon from a threonine to a proline. A transcript of appropriate size was observed
by Northern blot analysis consistent with the cotranscription of sapR and sapS from a divergent
promoter of sapCED, though the probe was larger in size (Bentley, et al., 2004). Because the
products of both genes are affected by the point mutation, it is not possible to know if the alteration
of one or both proteins results in overproduction of the sapCED operon.
The goal of this dissertation project was to investigate the regulatory roles of SapR and
SapS in the context of the multi-gene whiJ system by identifying the functions for these genes in
the sapCED operon regulation. This was accomplished by mutation analysis, analysis of putative
interactions between these proteins, and the putative interactions between the proteins and DNA.
Ultimately, the information will be used to expand the analysis to other members of these gene
families in an attempt to better appreciate their roles in Streptomyces development. In a separate
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but related study, an analysis of the composition of the spore-associated proteins in S. coelicolor
and other related species was conducted using mass spectrometry to try to define a core set of sporeassociated proteins for this genus.
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Table 1.1. S. coelicolor WhiJR-Like Homologs

WhiJR-Like
Protein
WhiJR
SCO4998
SCO1242
SCO2865
Scr1
SCO3421
SCO1979
SCO7615
SCO6537
SCO5125
SCO6003
SCO4176
SCO2246
SCO7579
SapR
SCO4301
SCO2253
SCO2381
SCO4678
SCO0704
SCO2513
SCO6629
SCO6129
SCO2869
SCO3365
SCP1.186
SCO6236

Percent Identity
to WhiJR
100
44.52
35.23
33.81
32.86
30.88
30.85
30.25
28.01
27.61
27.5
27.27
26.86
26.86
26.07
25.56
25.37
24.9
24.63
24.55
24.44
23.13
23.05
22.34
22.14
21.32
20.45

Length
283
283
286
280
295
274
286
290
287
287
286
280
258
291
290
279
284
278
282
305
277
277
303
281
280
282
291
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Table 1.2. S. coelicolor WhiJS-Like Homologs
WhiJS-Like
Protein
BldB
SCO0703
SCO3424
SCO7246
SCO1978
SCO2382
SCO2245
SCO7616
SCO2333
SapS
SCO5124
SCO6630
SCO2739
Scr2
SCO4679
SCO6128
SCO4300
SCO2738
SCO6235
SCO6000
SCO4177
SCO2252
WhiJS
SCO2514

Percent Identity

Length

100
37.84
36.59
35.44
32.58
30.65
28.57
28.41
28
27.4
25
24.62
24.19
22.58
22.22
22.06
21.25
20.97
20.83
20.55
20.48
18.33
16.67
13.79

98
75
83
80
91
65
69
89
54
74
68
67
65
63
63
77
89
65
81
81
89
73
63
96
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Table 1.3. S. coelicolor WhiJA-Like Homologs
WhiJA-Like
Protein
SCO4677
SCO6237
SCO6130
SCO6628
SCO7354
SCO5103
SasA
SCO6484
SCO7009
SCO7614
SCO0767
SCO4120
SCO7220
SCO3284
SCO5104
SCO7158
SCO6156
SCO5460
SCO1241
SCO3975
SCO1980
SCO3796
SCO4941
SCO0676
SCO5040
SCO2864
WhiJA
SCO0751
SCO5915
SCO0946
SCO3423
SCO1030
SCO0702
SCO6949
SCO3930
SCO0868
SCO4214
SCO4412
SCP1.58
SCO5978
SCO2560

Percent Identity
to SCO4677
100
50.69
43.75
42.36
38.26
36.97
36.94
36.75
36.13
36.03
35.9
35.34
34.82
34.45
34.45
34.45
33.61
32.56
32.33
32.19
31.5
31.25
31.03
30.97
30.65
30.33
29.84
29.77
29.75
29.41
29.41
29.06
28.78
28.32
28.06
27.78
27.61
26.92
25.93
25.53
25

Length
(a.a.)
144
160
117
196
802
155
158
860
593
173
835
552
667
711
880
812
135
220
170
212
237
722
105
864
737
183
141
828
171
696
154
172
192
153
188
147
146
163
147
161
792
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Table 1.3. S. coelicolor WhiJA-Like Homologs
WhiJA-Like
Protein
SCO5747

Percent Identity
to SCO4677
11.11

Length
(a.a.)
916
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Table 1.4. Synteny of whiJ-Like Multi-Gene Systems
whiJR-like gene
SCO0704
SCO1242
SCO1979
SCO2246
SCO2253
SCO2381
SCO2513
SCO2865
SCO2869
SCO3365
SCO3421
SCO4176
SCO4301
scr1
whiJ
SCO4678
SCO4998
SCO5125
SCO6003
SCO6129
SCO6236
SCO6537
SCO6629
SCO7579
SCO7615
SCP1.186
sapR

whiJS- or whiJA-like present?
Unusual Arrangement of whiJR- and whiJS-Like
No whiJS-like gene
Both
No whiJA-like gene
No whiJA-like gene
No whiJA-like gene
No whiJA-like gene
No whiJS-like gene
Orphan
Orphan
Both
No whiJA-like gene
Both
No whiJA-like gene
Both
Both
Both
No whiJA-like gene
No whiJA-like gene; unusual whiJRS orientation
Both
Both
Orphan (near 6539 which is similar to a whiJR-like )
Both
No whiJS-Like gene; Possible whiJA-like gene
Both
Orphan
Both
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B

C

Figure 1.1. The Lambda Phage Regulatory Region and Its Repressor.
(A) Diagram of CI regulation area. Note OR and OL operator sites and cI gene. (B)
When the λ repressor is abundant, it binds to the OR1 (and OR2 site through
cooperative binding) to repress cro transcription and activate its own transcription.
This causes the lysogenic life style. (C) When Cro is present, it binds to OR3 (and
to a lesser extent OR1 and OR2) where it inhibits cI transcription thereby allowing
progression to the lytic cycle. Adapted from (Dodd et al. 2004; Ptashne, 2011).
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Figure 1.2. Structure of the λ Repressor (CI) in Complex with the
Operator Region. This model depicts the crystal structure of the λ
repressor homodimer in complex with DNA (blue and green) where
the two CI monomers are shown in light blue and purple. Each
protein monomer binds to one half-site of the operator region
(inverted repeat). Modeled in Protein explorer (PDB ID: 3bdn) using
data from (Stayrook, et al., 2008).
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Figure 1.3. Dimer Interactions between Two CTD Monomers of the λ
Repressor. Labeled amino acids in the interface between the CTD of two CI
monomers (green and yellow) interact with other amino acids to form the
dimerization domain (red). These interface amino acids are found mainly in
loop L1 and the C-terminal α-helix. From (Bell, et al, 2000)
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A

B

Figure 1.4. Streptomyces coelicolor Life Cycle. (A) This figure shows the
progression from a single spore developing into a vegetative mycelium and
then developing aerial hyphae and sporulating. (B) Blocks in development are
shown during the life cycle. The red “X” is where bld mutants can no longer
proceed in differentiation, while the blue “X”s are where whi mutants can be
blocked. Colony morphologies of typical bld, whi, (below) and wild-type
(right) are shown. Adapted from (Flardh and Buttner, 2009).
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whiJA

whiJR

whiJS

Figure 1.5. A Typical Gene Arrangement of a whiJ-like
Multi-Gene System. This whiJ cluster represents a typical
arrangement and occurrence of a three gene families system in
Streptomyces. whiJR-like genes encode a xenobiotic resistance
element (XRE) helix-turn-helix (HTH) domain-containing
protein. whiJS-like genes encode a small, acidic protein with a
domain of unknown function (DUF397). whiJA-like genes
encode a SpoIIAB anti-sigma factor-like protein.
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whiJ
bldB
Figure 1.6. Distribution of whiJ-like Gene Cluster Homologs in the
S. coelicolor Chromosome. The linear S. coelicolor chromosome is represented
by the thick black line. The spheres represent the ends of the linear
chromosome. The diamond represents the origin of replication. Each bar
represents one homolog of a whiJR-like, whiJS-like, and whiJA-like genes. The
bars also represent the relative orientation of each cluster. The locations of
several landmark genes are identified around the circle Adapted from (Gehring
et al., 2000).
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Figure 1.7. The Genetic Arrangement of sapCED and sapRS Operons. Diagrammed is a gene map of the sapCED and sapRS operon
from the left terminal inverted repeat of SCP1. sapR (SCP1.60) encodes a WhiJR-like protein that is immediately upstream of sapS
(SCP1.61), which encodes a WhiJS-like protein (orange). Divergently transcribed is the sapCED, where sasA (SCP1.59, purple) is
located and encodes a WhiJA-like protein, the locations of sapC, sapD, and sapE are indicated (green arrows). The determined
transcription start site of sapCEDp is indicated by a black arrow for the sapCED operon (Bentley, et al., 2004) and the putative
transcription start site of sapRS is indicated by the red arrow.
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CHAPTER 2. GENETIC AND BIOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF
A CONSERVED MULTI-GENE SYSTEM IN S. COELICOLOR
INTRODUCTION
Streptomyces coelicolor is the best described species of the Gram-positive, soil dwelling
Streptomyces genus, primarily because it has become the model for bacterial development and
secondary metabolism. M145 is the sequenced strain of S. coelicolor which contains an ~8.7
Mbp, linear chromosome with approximately 20 secondary metabolite gene clusters (Bentley et
al., 2002). In addition to the large linear chromosome, S. coelicolor contains two independently
replicating plasmids, SCP1 and SCP2. SCP1 is a large, linear plasmid of about 356 kbp
containing terminal inverted repeats of 80 kbp (Bentley et al., 2004). The small circular plasmid,
SCP2, is approximately 31 kbp in length with approximately 34 genes (Haug et al., 2003, Bibb et
al., 1977). Notably, the plasmid SCP1 contains genes encoding many regulatory proteins and
multiple extracytoplasmic function (ECF) sigma factors in addition to the gene cluster dedicated
to the production of methylenomycin and an operon that produces spore-associated proteins
(Saps), known as sapCED (Bentley et al., 2004).
The sapCED operon is found in the terminal inverted repeats of SCP1, which results in a
merodiploid for these and other genes. SCP1 integrated into the chromosome of S. coelicolor
(SCP1NF) through a combination of homologous recombination and illegitimate recombination.
This genetic accident removed one of the terminal inverted repeats of SCP1 and approximately 33
kbp of the chromosome (Yamasaki et al., 2001). These Sap proteins were believed to be
developmentally regulated as judged by their accumulation on protein gels over the course of the
Streptomyces life cycle (Bentley et al., 2004). After they were mapped and sequenced, a rare TTA
codon in the second ORF of the 12 gene sapCED operon was found, which is controlled by the
developmental regulator BldA, which further supported the sporulation-associated expression of
sapCED as monitored by protein accumulation (Bentley et al., 2004). These proteins were
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originally identified in the same strain as the first two identified Saps, SapA and B (Guijarro et
al., 1988). SapA-E were identified using a nonlethal detergent wash of spores and were initially
chosen because of their prominence on fractionated protein samples (Guijarro et al., 1988,
Bentley et al., 2004).
Peculiarly, SapC, D, and E were not produced in wild-type strains at detectable levels
when compared to the strain used to identify them. Genetic mapping indicated that a spontaneous
mutation conferring elevated production of sapCED occurred upstream and near the sapCED
operon. Sequencing analysis of the two genes divergently transcribed from sapCED operon
indicated that a point mutation was located in a four base pair overlap of sapR and sapS (SCP1.60
and SCP1.61, respectively). The A to C transversion mutation simultaneously eliminated the stop
codon in sapR and resulted in a non-synonymous change in the second codon of sapS (sapRS1,
M. Ryan and J.R. McCormick, unpublished result). SapR is homologous to the previously
characterized developmental regulator, WhiJ, while SapS is homologous to the previously
characterized developmental regulator, BldB (Ainsa et al., 2010, Eccleston et al., 2002). The first
gene in the sapCED operon encodes a putative SpoIIAB-like anti-sigma factor.
The whiJ locus describes a group of genes that are commonly found encoded together on
the chromosome and plasmids of Streptomyces species and other morphologically complex
actinomycetes (Chandra and Chater, 2014, Ainsa et al., 2010, Gehring et al., 2000). Typically, a
WhiJ-like protein (hereafter referred to as WhiJR) is encoded upstream of a gene that encodes a
BldB-like protein (hereafter referred to as WhiJS). In addition, there is a divergently transcribed
gene that encodes SpoIIAB-like anti-sigma factor (hereafter referred to as WhiJA). There are over
20 WhiJR-, WhiJS-, and WhiJA-like proteins encoded by the S. coelicolor chromosome and
plasmids (Gehring et al., 2000, Chandra and Chater, 2014). The tripartite arrangement described
above is found in 8 separate groupings on the S. coelicolor chromosome, and with one (duplicate)
grouping in each terminal inverted repeat of SCP1 (Gehring et al., 2000). In 8 more instances,
the WhiJR- and WhiJS- encoding genes are found paired together without cognate WhiJA
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protein-encoding genes (Gehring et al., 2000). Additionally, there are various other combinations
of these genes and gene orphans (most notably, bldB) encoded across the chromosome (Gehring
et al., 2000). It should be noted while the whiJ locus is not present in all streptomycetes.
Predominately, the functional information about these gene families in Streptomyces is
confined to a few papers on bldB (Eccleston et al., 2006, Eccleston et al., 2002, Pope et al., 1998),
one paper on the whiJ locus (Ainsa et al., 2010), and a few papers on a WhiJA-like proteins,
SCO4677 and SCO3458 (Hindra et al., 2014, Kim et al., 2008b, Parashar et al., 2009). BldB,
perhaps the most characterized of the group, has been shown to have regulatory control over both
development and secondary metabolism (Eccleston et al., 2002, Pope et al., 1998). BldB has short
N- and C-terminal extensions, which makes it 20-30 amino acids larger than most of the WhiJSlike proteins in S. coelicolor. BldB was shown to form a dimer in vitro and in vivo, which was
critical for its function in S. coelicolor (Eccleston et al., 2002). In addition, it was further shown
that BldB contains 6 well conserved amino acids (W30, E44, R56, S58, W72, F75), when
compared to all of the WhiJS-like homologs present in the S. coelicolor chromosome (Eccleston
et al., 2006). It was shown that three of these amino acids are of importance for dimerization of
BldB (W30, R56, W72), while the others may play a role in how BldB exerts its regulatory
control (Eccleston et al., 2006). It is not known, however, if there are additional direct binding
partners of BldB. Deletion of the short N- or C-terminal extensions of BldB resulted in a change
in antibiotic production, but BldB retained its ability to interact with itself (Eccleston et al.,
2002). Nothing has been shown to suggest BldB directly interacts with DNA.
A WhiJA-like protein, SCO4677, had been previously shown to have an effect on
antibiotic production and was shown to have multiple interacting partners. Since SCO4677, like
all WhiJA-like proteins, resembles an anti-sigma factor, a study was conducted to find out if it
could interact with any of the known sigma factors in S. coelicolor (Kim et al., 2008a). Kim et al.
(2008) was able to show that SCO4677 was able to interact with a developmental σ factor in a
yeast two-hybrid screen. This is consistent with the WhiJA-like family being characterized as
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SpoIIAB-like anti-sigma factors. In B. subtilis, the σF-SpoIIAB interactions have been thoroughly
characterized (Duncan and Losick, 1993, Duncan et al., 1996, Diederich et al., 1994, Schmidt et
al., 1990). In addition, the B. subtilis spoIIA operon also encodes an anti-anti-sigma factor (or
anti-sigma factor antagonist), SpoIIAA. SpoIIAB uses a partner switching mechanism based on
the concentration of ATP in the cell (Duncan et al., 1996, Diederich et al., 1994). Surprisingly,
SCO4677 was found to not only interact with the developmental σ factor, but it was also found to
interact with two predicted anti-anti-sigma factor-like proteins (SCO0781 and SCO0869) in coimmunoprecipitation experiment (Kim et al., 2008a). Another WhiJA-like protein, SCO3548, was
found to interact with BldG (a SpoIIAA-like protein), that helps play a role in BldG regulating
development (Parashar et al., 2009).
At least in part, the whiJ multi-gene system has been shown to be dispensable for normal
development under laboratory conditions. The original isolated point mutants of whiJR resulted in
the traditional aerial mycelium morphological block (white phenotype). In contrast deletion of the
wild-type gene did not result in a white phenotype (Ainsa et al., 2010). However, it was shown
that the deletion of the WhiJS encoding-gene (SCO4542) resulted in a similar whi phenotype as
the point mutants of whiJR. This white phenotype could be suppressed by the simultaneous
deletion of whiJR (Ainsa et al., 2010). Together, Ainsa et al. (2010) suggested that these two
proteins work in concert to repress development in S. coelicolor in certain circumstances, but
under normal conditions, these proteins are not required for development. Their proposed model
was that WhiJ binds target developmental genes important for aerial hyphal formation, but is
released by the WhiJS protein under normal conditions (Ainsa et al., 2010). It should be noted
that they did not identify any direct targets under the control of the whiJ-multi gene system and
did not show that WhiJ actually bound DNA but was assumed to do so based on its proposed
helix-turn-helix domain. Ultimately, they did not determine anything about the function or
relationship with the WhiJA protein (SCO4543). These interactions illustrate that there are
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complex genetic connections within the whiJ system that have global effects on Streptomyces
development. How these interactions feed into the normal developmental program is not
understood, but the lack of identifiable targets (direct targets of WhiJR/S or with what sigma
factor that the WhiJA protein may interact) complicate the analysis.
No WhiJR protein has been shown to specifically interact with any other protein. Both
whiJR and the whiJR-like homolog, scr1, have been shown to have genetically linked phenotypes
with deletions of their corresponding whiJS-like protein. Mutations in these genes often have
similar phenotypes as mutations in their corresponding partner, but there is no direct evidence of
how this is accomplished or if there is some type of direct interaction between WhiJR-like
proteins and WhiJS-like proteins (Ainsa et al., 2010, Santamaria et al., 2018). Beyond these
observations, it can be predicted that WhiJR-like proteins should at a minimum interact with itself
given that many of helix-turn-helix domain-containing proteins function as homodimers.
There is a dearth of information related to the interconnected function of these proteins
and how their conserved gene synteny plays a role in regulation of development and secondary
metabolism in Streptomyces. Previously published work has demonstrated how individual
component proteins might interact, and in the case of BldB, a self-interaction was shown, but has
not successfully demonstrated how these proteins may interact with each other and to what they
may directly regulate. I set out to study the sapR multi-gene system because it was likely that
there was a direct target of the regulation of the sapRS system, the sapCED operon. I
hypothesized that the SapRS proteins directly regulated the expression of sapCED and,
potentially, their own expression. To test this hypothesis, I isolated null mutants of sapR, sapS,
and sasA, including a double mutant of ΔsapRS, and a triple mutant of ΔsapRS ΔsasA. The
mutants were tested for expression of the sapCED operon in multiple assays. In addition, I
attempted to define the TSS of the sapRS operon. Additionally, the protein-protein interactions of
the gene products encoded by the sapR multi-gene system using the bacterial adenylate cyclase
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two hybrid (BACTH) system were explored. This system allows for the interactions between two
different proteins fused to different domains of adenylate cyclase to be easily tested in E. coli
based on carbon catabolite repression in E. coli (Karimova et al., 1998). The helix-turn-helix
domain of SapR made it a likely candidate to bind directly to DNA. If SapR does indeed
regulated sapCED, the simplest way to do that would for SapR to bind directly to the promoter
region of sapCED. Thus, SapR was overexpressed and purified from E. coli using a system
which produces a tag-less version of the protein in order to conduct in vitro experiments, such as
electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs). Finally, in an attempt to expand the analysis
beyond the sapR gene system, two additional protein systems were tested in the BACTH to
determine if the interactions suggested by SapRSA were consistently observed across proteins
encoded by multiple whiJ-like multi-gene systems.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Basic Microbiological Methods
E. coli strains used in this study are described in Table 2.1. Strains of E. coli were used
for the cloning and maintenance of plasmids and were maintained at 37°C on LB medium for
propagation (Sambrook et al., 1989). LB was supplemented with antibiotics, where appropriate,
at the following concentrations: ampicillin (100 μg mL-1), apramycin (50 μg mL-1),
chloramphenicol (25 μg mL-1), and kanamycin (50 μg mL-1). When hygromycin was used as a
selective agent at 75 μg mL-1, LB without salt (NaCl) was used as the growth medium. In order to
make competent cells of E. coli, LB, SOB, and SOC were used as the growth medium to make
chemically competent or electrocompetent cells. M9 minimal medium was supplemented with
0.4% lactose and antibiotics were used at the following concentrations: ampicillin (50 μg mL-1
and kanamycin (25 μg mL-1). Strains, BW251113/pIJ790 and BT340, were grown at 30°C when
it was necessary to maintain the temperature-sensitive plasmids of each strain. BT340 was grown
at 42°C to induce the expression of the FLP recombinase protein.
Streptomyces strains used in this study are described in Table 2.2. Strains of S. coelicolor
were maintained primarily on Soy Flour Mannitol (SFM) solid medium at 30°C for four to five
days (Kieser et al., 2000). SFM was supplemented, where appropriate, with the following
antibiotics: apramycin (25 μg mL-1), hygromycin (50 μg mL-1), and kanamycin (50 μg mL-1). For
liquid media, Yeast Extract-Malt Extract (YEME) medium (Kieser et al., 2000) or International
Streptomyces Project medium 2 (ISP2, (Shirling and Gottlieb, 1966) were used at 30°C.

Plasmid DNA and Genomic DNA Extractions
Plasmids used in this study are described in Table 2.3. E. coli strains bearing plasmids
were grown in LB cultures with appropriate antibiotics for plasmid selection. Plasmid DNA was
extracted from E. coli cultures by alkaline lysis and phenol/chloroform extraction (Sambrook et
al., 1989). Extracted DNA samples were resuspended in sterile TE or nanopure water,
supplemented with RNaseA. Plasmid DNA was also extracted using the ZR Plasmid MiniprepTM-
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Classic (Zymo, D4016). In general, plasmids were verified by restriction enzyme digest and/or
PCR. Plasmid DNA stocks were stored at -20°C.
S. coelicolor strains were grown in YEME or ISP2 cultures at 30°C for 2-4 days.
Mycelium was pelleted, and genomic DNA was extracted using the Wizard® Genomic DNA
Purification Kit (Promega) and resuspended in TE. DNA was verified by PCR. Genomic DNA
was stored at 4°C.

Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)
Oligonucleotides used in this study can be found in Table 2.4. Taq DNA polymerase
(NEB) and Phusion DNA polymerase (Thermofisher) were used to amplify DNA fragments by
PCR. In general, Taq DNA polymerase was used under the following final conditions: template
(10 ng -1,000 ng), primers (0.4 mM), dNTPs (0.2 mM), DMSO (5%), Thermopol Reaction Buffer
(NEB, 1X final), Taq (0.1 U μL-1). Reaction conditions varied between primer sets and template,
but in general the following thermocycling conditions were used: initial denaturation at 94°C for
2-5 minutes; 25-30 cycles of: denaturation at 94°C for 30 seconds, annealing at 55°C (or 5°C
lower than the predicted lower Tm of the two primers) for 30 seconds, and extension at 72°C for 1
min/kb of DNA to be amplified; final extension at 72°C for 2-5 minutes.
Phusion DNA Polymerase uses a different buffer system and annealing temperatures
greatly change when moving to Phusion based reactions. In general, Phusion DNA polymerase
was used under the following final conditions: template (10 ng–1,000 ng), primers (0.4 mM),
dNTPs (0.2 mM), DMSO (3%), GC Buffer (Thermofisher, 1X final), Phusion (0.02 U μL-1).
Reaction conditions varied between primer sets and template, but in general three different
thermocycling conditions employed. Mainly, the following conditions were employed: initial
denaturation at 98°C for 30 seconds; 25-30 cycles of, denaturation at 98°C for 10 seconds,
annealing at 69°C (or a temperature calculated by the Thermofisher annealing temperature
calculator, https://www.thermofisher.com/us/en/home/brands/thermo-scientific/molecular-
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biology/molecular-biology-learning-center/molecular-biology-resource-library/thermo-scientificweb-tools/tm-calculator.html) for 10 seconds, and extension at 72°C for 15 seconds/kb of DNA to
be amplified; final extension at 72°C for 2-10 minutes. If primers did not have a Tm low enough
to conduct an annealing step, a two-step protocol was employed (the same conditions as above
except the annealing step was omitted). Finally, when large primers were used with only short
initial homology to template (~20 bp), two separate cycling steps were included. Those
conditions were as follows: initial denaturation at 98°C for 30 seconds; 10 cycles of: denaturation
at 98°C for 10 seconds, annealing at 69°C (or a temperature calculated by the Thermofisher
annealing temperature calculator) for 10 seconds, and extension at 72°C for 15 seconds/kb of
DNA to be amplified; 15 cycles of: denaturation at 98°C for 10 seconds, and extension at 72°C
for 15 seconds/kb of DNA to be amplified; final extension at 72°C for 2-10 minutes.
PCR products were fractionated in agarose gel electrophoresis. If necessary, PCR
products were purified using the DNA Clean & Concentrator kit (Zymo, D4006) and eluted in
sterile nanopure water or Tris EDTA (TE).

Molecular Cloning
Cloning individual DNA inserts generally followed this scheme. First, the vector and the
desired DNA (PCR product or other plasmid) were digested with the appropriate enzyme(s) from
New England Biolabs (NEB) and the vector was dephosphorylated with either Antarctic
phosphatase or shrimp alkaline phosphatase (rSAP) (both from NEB) according to the
manufacturer’s recommended conditions. Samples were fractionated in agarose gel
electrophoresis and the appropriate bands were excised. Excised bands were subjected to the
ZymocleanTM Gel DNA Recovery Kit (Zymo, D4002) and subsequent DNA was eluted in water.
Ligations were incubated overnight at 16°C with T4 DNA ligase (Sambrook et al., 1989).
Products from ligation reactions were transformed into appropriate E. coli strains and resulting
transformants were screened by digestion and/or PCR to confirm the insertion.
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In addition to the above method, two additional cloning methods were employed in this
work. Using the TA-TOPO cloning kit (Invitrogen), Taq-based PCR products were directly
inserted into a vector and screened either by blue-white screening (pCR2.1) or by positive
selection (pCR4). Similarly, cloning blunt-ended PCR products from high fidelity polymerases
used a blunt-ended TOPO kit (Invitrogen). The final method used a Quick Ligation Kit (NEB). In
this method, previously digested and gel extracted DNA fragments were mixed with a Quick
Ligase Buffer by pipetting up and down for 10 times. After this, ligation reactions were
transformed into competent E. coli.

Sanger Sequencing
DNA samples were sequenced based on the specifications of the BigDye® Terminator
v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (Thermofisher) as follows. Ten microliter reactions were created
based on the following reaction mixture: 300 ng of DNA, 0.64 pmol/μL of primer, 1X Big Dye
Buffer, 1 μL of Big Dye. Thermocycling conditions were as follows: initial denaturation at 96°C
for 1 minute; 25-30 cycles of the following, denaturation at 96°C for 10 seconds, annealing at
50°C for 5 seconds, extension at 60°C for 4 minutes. Sequencing reactions were purified using
Sephadex G-50 columns and reactions were analyzed by capillary electrophoresis on a ABI 3130
Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosciences).

Homologous Recombineering and Isolation of S. coelicolor Mutants
The λ RED homologous recombination system (Datsenko and Wanner, 2000) was used
to isolate gene replacement mutations and knock-in gene fusions using PCR-directed mutagenesis
of S. coelicolor cosmid 1-22 (Gust et al., 2006, Redenbach et al., 1998). First, deletion primers
were designed with homology to the beginning and end of the gene of interest (e.g., sapR). The
homology was typically up to and including the start/stop codons. In some cases, such as with
sapR, the gene downstream is co-transcribed and in fact overlaps with the 3’ end of sapR. In these
cases, the recombineered deletion end point was moved upstream of the stop codon (41 codons
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for sapR) to lessen the chance of an issue with genetic polarity. In addition, since sapR was the
first gene in the operon, nine additional codons were left downstream of the start codon, to help
mitigate any translation efficiency issues. In order to isolate a gene fusion to egfp, a similar
process was undertaken. In this case, homology was added up until penultimate codon for the
forward primer. For the reverse primer, homology after the stop codon was used. Codons for a
short linker peptide and egfp with an apramycin-resistance gene cassette were amplified from
cosmid H24-egfp (Jakimowicz et al., 2005). In both cases, the cassettes were amplified by PCR.
The PCR reactions were purified using the Zymo Clean & Concentrate kit and eluted in 12 μL
sterile, nanopure water. Mutant cosmids were screened by restriction digest and PCR.
In order to transfer mutant cosmids (or integrating plasmid vectors) from E. coli to
S. coelicolor, conjugation between a methyl-deficient strain of E. coli (ET12567) was undertaken,
due to the methyl restriction system in S. coelicolor (Gust et al., 2006). In the case of isolating
mutants based on the homologous recombination of mutant cosmids, trans-conjugants were
patched (or replica plated) on to SFM supplemented with apramycin (mutation) and SFM
supplemented with kanamycin (cosmid backbone) plates. A double cross-over event would result
in the loss of the vector kanamycin-resistance marker, thus apramycin-resistant and kanamycinsensitive colonies were used for subsequent purification (Gust et al., 2006). Colonies were
purified in two to three rounds of streaking to single colonies after which confluent lawns were
made from the purified colonies. Spores from confluent lawns were harvested and resuspended in
20% glycerol and stored at -80°C.
In order to isolate unmarked (scar) mutants, cosmids containing unmarked in-frame
deletion mutations were introduced through interspecies conjugation and apramycin-resistant
colonies (single cross-over events) were selected and purified. In this case, the apramycin
resistance derives from a marker in the backbone of the cosmid, not in the recombination genetic
environment. To ensure gene replacement between the mutant cosmid and the chromosome,
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apramycin-resistant trans-conjugants were screened for gene conversion. Strains that possessed
the scar mutation in both gene copies following single, homologous recombination event were
identified for spore lawns. To allow for the loss of the integrated cosmid by intramolecular
homologous recombination, spores were diluted and spread on SFM, without antibiotics, and
were grown at 30°C until sporulation. Colonies were replicated on SFM with apramycin and SFM
with no antibiotics. Apramycin sensitive colonies were purified and verified by PCR to contain
the scar mutation.

Spore-Associated Protein Extractions
In order to extract spore-associated proteins (Sap), a non-lethal detergent wash was
employed (Guijarro et al., 1988). Aerial mycelium from confluent lawns on SFM plates were
harvested by gentle mechanical disruption with a cotton swab and five milliliters saline to remove
mainly the spores from the vegetative mycelium. The crude spore solution was removed, and
plates were washed with an additional five additional milliliters of saline. The combined spore
mixture was centrifuged to recover spores. The spore pellet was resuspended in 1,200 μL of a
spore-associated protein extraction buffer (50 mM carbonate-bicarbonate, pH 10; 50 mM DTT;
and, 1% SDS). The spore suspension was incubated at 37°C for 90 minutes with frequent
vigorous vortexing (to minimize spore sedimentation and to help solubilize proteins). The
suspension was centrifuged to remove the spores. The protein-containing supernatant (about
1,200 μL) was transferred to a clean, sterile 1.5 mL tube. Three hundred microliters of 50%
trichloroacetic acid (TCA) was added to the mixture for a final concentration of 10% TCA. This
was immediately placed on ice and incubated for 30 minutes. The solution was cold centrifuged
at high speed for 10 minutes to pellet the precipitated proteins. The supernatant was discarded,
and the protein pellet washed with 5% TCA and then washed with 100% cold acetone. The final
protein pellet was resuspended by violent agitation in 50 μL of 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate
and incubated at 37°C.
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Protein Concentration, Fractionation, and Visualization
In order to quantify protein solutions, the Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit (Thermofisher
Scientific, Cat. No. 23225) was used in triplicate determination. Bovine Serum Albumin was used
as a reference. Normalized protein samples (typically 10 μg of total protein), were fractionated by
SDS-PAGE system with standard slab gels (typically from 10-18% acrylamide) or with pre-made
gradient gels (BIO-RAD Mini-PROTEAN TGX Gels, Cat. #456-1096). After electrophoresis,
polyacrylamide gels were stained with Coomassie Blue and destained in methanol/acetic acid.
Gels were rehydrated in deionized water before visualization. Images were taken on one of three
options: a UV alpha-imager, a LiCor Odyssey Fc Imager, or by a visible light camera
photography.
Protein analysis by Western Blot (probing SapC-EGFP) used similar gel conditions, but
after electrophoresis, a wet transfer of fractionated proteins to a methanol-activated PVDF
membrane (Millipore) was conducted (~100V for 60 minutes). The membrane was blocked with
a 1.5% powdered milk solution for one hour with agitation. Rabbit primary antibody against
EGFP (Life Technologies, A11122) in a 1:1000 dilution was applied to the membrane and
allowed to incubate with shaking overnight at 4°C. Goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody linked
with fluorescent EGFP (LiCor IRD-800CW, 925-3221) was applied to the membrane. The
membrane was incubated for 2 hours at room temperature with agitation. The membrane was
washed three times (twice with TBST, once with TBS) and the membrane was visualized (wet)
on the LiCor Odyssey Fc Imager for EGFP fluorescence.

Luciferase Assay
Because the S. coelicolor genome is 72% GC, a high GC codon-optimized promoterless
luciferase operon (luxCDABE) was used to assay the activity of the sapCEDp or the sapRSp
(Craney et al., 2007). The promoterless pFLUX, or the luciferase operon under the control of the
sapCEDp or sapRSp were introduced by interspecies conjugation to various strains. Plasmids
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integrated at the ΦBT1 attB site in the S. coelicolor chromosome. Strains were grown on SFM
agar plugs in a 96 well plate (in 4 replicates) and incubated at 30°C for 4 days. Emission
measurements taken every hour at 490 nm on the Spectramax i3X (Molecular Devices).

RNA Extraction
In order to determine the approximate transcription, start site of sapRSp, RNA was
extracted from Streptomyces strains grown on solid medium. ~106 spores were heat shocked at
50°C for 10 minutes and used for inoculation of SFM agar plates. Plates were incubated for 1-3
days at 30°C. After the requisite time, mycelium was quickly harvested by the addition of seven
milliliters of 0.85% saline and vigorously rubbed by a cotton swab to remove as much of the total
mycelium as possible. Mycelial pellets were recovered from this suspension by cold
centrifugation.
From cell pellets, RNA was extracted using the Quick-RNA Miniprep Kit (Zymo,
R1054). RNA was eluted in 50 μL RNase/DNase-free water and aliquots were removed to test for
purity and concentration by spectrometry (A260/A280 and A260/A230) and gel electrophoresis. RNA
stocks were stored at -80°C.

Reverse Transcription
Maxima H minus First Strand Synthesis Kit with dsDNase (Thermofisher scientific) was
used to reverse transcribe RNA based on the manufacturer’s suggestions. All of the following
incubations were conducted in a thermocycler. A 10 μL dsDNase reaction was setup with 1 μg of
total RNA, 1X dsDNase Buffer, 1 μL dsDNase, and DNase/RNase-free water. Reactions were
incubated at 37°C for 2 minutes. A 5’ phosphorylated, gene-specific primer (2 μL of a 10 mM
stock) was added to the reaction, along with 1 μL of dNTPs (10 mM) stock and 2 μL
DNase/RNase-free water. The reaction was gently mixed and incubated at 65°C for five minutes.
Four microliters of 5X RT buffer and 1 μL of Maxima H Minus Reverse Transcriptase (or 1 μL
DNase/RNase-free water for a negative control) were added to the reaction and incubated at 65°C
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for 30 minutes. The reaction was terminated at 85°C for 5 minutes. RNA was removed by NaOH
hydrolysis (100 mM NaOH, 1 mM EDTA; final concentration) at 70°C for 20 minutes. The
reaction was purified using an Oligo Clean & Concentrator (Zymo, D4060) and eluted in 12 μL
sterile nanopure water. The resulting cDNA was used directly for PCR verification or for
Adapter- and Radiation-Free Transcription Start Site (ARF-TSS) identification (Wang et al.,
2012).

Adapter- and Radiation-Free Transcription Start Site (ARF-TSS)
Purified cDNA was circularized using T4 RNA ligase 1 in the following conditions: 1X
T4 RNA Ligase reaction buffer, 10% PEG8000, 1 mM ATP, 1 U μL-1 T4 RNA Ligase 1 (NEB)
(Wang et al., 2012). Reactions were incubated overnight at 14°C and boiled for 2 minutes to
terminate the reaction. A Taq DNA polymerase inverse PCR was setup with nested primers to
amplify the now circularized cDNA using 35 cycles with 45 seconds of extension. The reactions
were fractionated on a 2% agarose gel and imaged using the LiCor Odyssey Fc imager. Reaction
products were used for TA-TOPO cloning. Recombinant plasmids of transformants were
screened by restriction digest and PCR. Plasmids verified to have inserts were then sequenced.

Bacterial Adenylate Cyclase Two-Hybrid System (BACTH)
To identify protein-protein interactions, the bacterial adenylate cyclase two-hybrid
system (BACTH) was used to fuse proteins of interest to different domains of adenylate cyclase
(Karimova et al., 1998). Genes to be tested in the BACTH were amplified by PCR from genomic
or cosmid DNA and were amplified to add and be in frame with KpnI sites on each end. The
genes were cloned into the KpnI site of pKT25, pKNT25, pUT18, and/or pUT18c (Euromedex,
Catalog No: EUK001). Orientation was verified by restriction analysis and sequencing. Plasmids
were transformed into competent BTH101 (ΔcyaA) cells and selected on LB ampicillin and
kanamycin plates. Independent colonies were patched onto MacConkey medium supplemented
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with maltose, IPTG, ampicillin, and kanamycin. Plates were incubated at 30°C for 24-48 hours
and observed after 24 and 48 hours.
A chromosomal library made from wild-type gDNA fragments in pKT25 (plus pKT25
adjusted for a +/- 1 frame shift) was constructed by Metis Hasipek (M. Hasipek Dissertation,
2016). For screening the genomic DNA library in the BACTH, plasmids containing the gene of
interest (e.g., pUT18-sapR) was transformed into BTH101. Competent cells of these plasmidcontaining strains were made and used to transform the genomic library. To determine
transformation efficiency, transformants were plated on LB medium supplemented with X-Gal,
IPTG, ampicillin, and kanamycin. All subsequent transformations were plated on M9 minimal
medium supplemented with lactose, IPTG, ampicillin, and kanamycin. In order to avoid
contamination with nutrient rich media, transformants were centrifuged to remove SOC before
plating by washing with 0.85% saline. Plates were incubated at 30°C for 3-5 days to select for
plasmids with protein-protein interactions (i.e. growth on lactose).

Protein Expression in E. coli and Affinity Chromatography
sapR was fused at its 5’end to the Saccharomyces intein-encoding gene, VMA1, which is
in turn fused to chitin-binding tag-encoding sequence using pTYB21 (NEB, Impact Kit). Proteinfusion expression was conducted in E. coli ER2566. Overnight culture of the E. coli strain
harboring the pTYB21-plasmid derivative, were used to inoculate 50 mL of fresh LB (1:100
dilution) and were grown to mid-log phase at 37°C (OD600 of 0.4) with selection. At this time,
SapR-fusion protein expression was induced by the addition of IPTG (isopropyl β-D-1thiogalactopyranoside) to a final concentration of 0.04 mM and cultures were transferred to a
16°C water bath and allowed to express overnight. Cells were recovered by centrifugation at 4°C
and resuspended in Column Buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5; 500 mM NaCl; 1 mM EDTA;
0.1% Triton X-100). Cell suspensions were sonicated for 10 seconds on, 20 seconds off, for one
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minute of sonication at 70% amplitude (Fisher Scientific, Model: FB120; probe model: CL-18)
Sonicated samples were centrifuged at 4°C and the clarified lysate was transferred to a new tube.
Chitin-affinity chromatography was performed at 4°C, according to the manufacturer’s
protocol (New England Biolabs). Columns were loaded with chitin beads and were washed with
10 volumes of column buffer. Clarified lysates were loaded onto the column and allowed to enter
and bind to the column matrix. The column was washed with 20 volumes of column buffer to
remove the unbound proteins. Cleavage buffer (20 mM Tris-HCI, pH 8.5; 500 mM NaCl; 50 mM
DTT; 1 mM EDTA) was allowed to enter the column and incubate overnight at 4°C. Purified
protein was eluted from the column with column buffer. Due to the nature of the Intein in
pTYB21, a small piece of the Intein copurified with SapR and dialysis was necessary. Dialysis
was conducted with a 10K Slide-A-Lyzer cassette (Thermo Scientific). Three buffer changes
were done: twice with 500 mL of 10 mM Tris, pH 7.0 at room temperature for two hours and one
final time overnight at 4°C.

Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assays (EMSA)
DNA fragments containing sapCEDp were amplified by PCR and purified using the
Zymo DNA Clean and Concentrate columns (Zymo). Constant concentrations of DNA (50 nM)
were mixed with increasing concentrations of purified SapR. The DNA and protein mixture was
incubated in 0.5X Tris Borate EDTA (TBE) buffer at room temperature for 20 minutes. Samples
were fractionated on a native polyacrylamide slab gel (10-15%, depending on the experiment) at
4°C for 3-4 hours. The polyacrylamide gel was stained with SYBR gold for 20 minutes and
visualized on an Odyssey Fc Fluorescent Imager (LiCor).

General Bioinformatic Information
In order to verify sequence constructs or determine unknown DNA sequences, DNA and
protein sequences were used in NCBI BLAST (https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi) to
determine homology between the experimentally acquired and sequences available in the NCBI
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database. To acquire direct sequences from various Streptomyes species, StrepDB was used
(http://strepdb.streptomyces.org.uk/cgibin/dc3.pl?accession=AL645882&start=4291472&end=4302043&iorm=map&width=900). To
construct various phylogenetic trees or make sequence alignments between proteins, Clustal
Omega (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalo/) was used (Madeira et al., 2019).

Multi-Gene BLAST Analysis
The entire bacterial GenBank subdivision (BCT) was downloaded and converted into a
compatible query database for MultiGeneBlast (MGB) following standard procedures. The loci
subjects for the MGB synteny BLAST were SCP1.59, SCP1.60, and SCP1.61 or SCO3421,
SCO3422, SCO3423, and SCO3424 from Streptomyces coelicolor A3(2) (accession:
NC_003888.3). For SCO3421 related MGB, internal homology was detected for SCO3422 with
the other subject loci and was consequently excluded from the synteny BLAST to prevent the
misidentification of homologs.
To create a species tree, the GenBank assembly accession numbers provided by the MGB
output were used to obtain the genomic sequence of the MGB hit candidates using in-house
scripts. Genomic data was available for 144 organisms that contained the 166 operons.
Incomplete assemblies were removed from further analyses, resulting in 94 genome assemblies.
The nucleotide sequences of 120 housekeeping genes were extracted from each genome
assembly, concatenated into one sequence, aligned using HMMER, converted to their amino
sequences using NCBI reference material, and realigned using HMMER via in-house scripts.
Fasttree was run on the final alignment with options wag, gamma, and quote enabled.
To create the gene tree, after the species tree was pruned, 84 unique species were
represented in the dataset. The MGB operon data for the 84 species was used to generate the gene
tree. The amino acid sequence data of the 84 MGB blast results were obtained from GenBank and
their operons were reconstructed using in-house scripts. The operons were aligned with MUSCLE
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using default settings and a UPGMA phylogeny was constructed with the MEGA software suite.
Gene transfer events were evaluated using the NoTung algorithm. A rooting analysis from
NoTung identified Streptomyces lincolnensis NRRL 2936 as the most probable root and this
organism was used to root both the gene and species trees. The final tree representations were
generated in FigTree.
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RESULTS
sapR, sapS, and sasA Compose a Multi-Gene whiJ-Like System
Numerous proteins have been implicated as being directly or indirectly involved in the
progression of the major stages in the Streptomyces life cycle (Hopwood et al., 1970, Chater,
1972, Bush et al., 2016, Bush et al., 2013, Bush, 2018). Many of these gene products have been
extensively studied (reviewed in Chapter 1), but others have not. Proteins that play a role in
development fall into two categories. Bald (Bld) proteins are involved in the regulation of
erection of aerial filaments. Whereas, white (Whi) proteins typically are involved in the
maturation of aerial filaments, sporulation, and the production of the grey pigment. One
developmental regulator, WhiJR (SCO4543), is the founding member of a tripartite system of
gene products that each have dozens of homologs encoded across the S. coelicolor chromosome,
and across the morphologically complex actinomycetes (Gehring et al., 2000, Chandra and
Chater, 2014). The characterization of WhiJR has been reported in only one publication (Ainsa et
al., 2010), where it was shown to work in tandem with the downstream gene product (SCO4542),
a small acidic protein with a domain of unknown function (WhiJS). The third member of this
system is WhiJA (SCO4544), a SpoIIAB-like anti-sigma factor, whose function was undefined in
this system. Recently, these systems of gene families were coined to be called multi-gene whiJlike systems (Chandra and Chater, 2014).
The large linear plasmid, SCP1, contains terminal inverted repeats, where the sapCED
operon is located. Upstream and divergently transcribed from the sapCED operon, is a two-gene
operon, which encode a WhiJR-like and WhiJS-like protein. Previously, it was shown that a
strain with a single base pair mutation in the four base pair overlap of these two genes was
sufficient to cause an overproduction of the operon encoding SapC, D, and E (Bentley et al.,
2004). The genes encoding the WhiJR-like protein and WhiJS-like protein have been named sapR
(SCP1.60/SCP1.293) and sapS (SCP1.61/SCP1.292), respectively. They were so named for their
ability to regulate the spore-associated protein operon, sapCED. SapR shares 28% identity with
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WhiJR, while SapS shares 23% identity with WhiJS. Interestingly, by comparing all of the
homologs of WhiJR-like proteins, SapR most closely branches with Scr1 (Figure 2.1A). Scr1 has
been recently described as a regulator, with a WhiJS-like protein (Scr2), of antibiotic production
in S. coelicolor (Santamaria et al., 2018). SapR and Scr1 share 40% identity (Figure 2.1B). SapS
does not branch as closely with Scr2 in a separate phylogeny with its homologs (Figure 2.2A),
sharing only about 25% identity.
The first gene of the sapCED operon (SCP1.59/SCP1.294) encodes a SpoIIAB-like
protein. This spoIIAB-like gene was named sap anti-sigma factor A (sasA) for the anticipated
function of its predicted gene product. The identity of the σ factor regulated by sasA is unknown
and no sigma factor is encoded in the nearby genetic surrounding. SasA is 35% identical to
WhiJA and 37% identical to SCO4677, a previously characterized WhiJA-like protein (Figure
2.3B). There is no WhiJA-like protein encoded near scr1 and scr2.
Since this multi-gene whiJ-like systems have been relatively understudied compared to
other regulators of development unique to complex high GC bacteria and there was preliminary
genetic evidence to suggest that this system regulates the sapCED operon, it seemed to suggest a
good model system to study the roles and interactions of these proteins in the context of sporeassociated proteins.

Deletions of sapR and sapS Cause a Slight Morphological Delay
In order to study the roles of SapR, SapS, and SasA, null mutants were constructed using
recombineering (Gust et al., 2006). Unfortunately, the history and genetic background of the
strain where the sapRS1 mutation was originally identified is not well known. In order to better
address the roles of these proteins and simplify the analysis of my study, a clean starting parent
for my genetic studies was used instead. A wild-type strain of S. coelicolor was chosen that
contains SCP1 integrated into the chromosome, which results in only one of the terminal inverted
repeats being present, and thus only one copy of sapRS and sapCED. The wild-type strain is a
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derivative of M145, the original sequenced strain of S. coelicolor (Bentley et al., 2002). Single
gene replacements of sapR, sapS, and sasA were isolated in this background. Additionally, a
double deletion mutant of sapR and sapS was also isolated. Double recombinants (marker
replacements) were screened by antibiotic resistance phenotypes (ApraR KanS) and verified by
PCR. At least 3 independent isolates were examined for uniformity of phenotype. Finally,
unmarked null mutations were isolated for sapR, sapS, and sapRS to determine if transcriptional
polarity was an issue in the case of the sapR insertion-deletion and to be used for other
experiments that may require starting with an unmarked strain.
As shown in Figure 2.5, there was a slight delay in development for each of the single
mutants of sapR and sapS and the double mutant of sapRS, as evinced by the lack of the sporeassociated gray pigment production around 3 days of growth (Figure 2.5B). Eventually, the
various sapRS mutants do produce the gray pigment, but lack a depth of gray that the wild type
strain exemplifies. This is somewhat surprising because wild-type strains lacking SCP1 proceed
with development uninterrupted, as in the sequenced wild-type strain M145. This delay of
development in the sapRS mutants is particularly obvious when the mutants were genetically
complemented with a 2.3 kb fragment containing sapRS integrated in trans (pJWS17) which
restores wild type growth and spore pigment production. This phenotype was consistent between
both the marked and marker-less mutants of sapRS. Unlike sapRS, the sasA mutant did not
display any delay or obvious phenotype. This is not entirely unsurprising because there is low
transcription from the sapCED operon in wild-type (Bentley et al., 2004) so the loss of the sasA
gene product is not obvious.
As previously mentioned, SapR and SapS are plasmid encoded, and thus not found in strains
that are SCP1-. Thus, their deletion causing a delay in development could be due to their
regulation of other genes causing the delay or an imbalance relative to other SCP1 encoded genes.
Perhaps, it is likely that this delay could be a result of the over production of the sapCED operon,
whether by their protein functions or merely the taxation of their overproduction. This would not
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explain the observed phenotype in HU3, which has a dark grey phenotype, more similar to the
wild-type. Again, the history of this strain is unknown, so there could be a compensatory
mutation, but this is unknown at this time.

Deletions of sapR and sapS Cause Increased Production of SapC, D, and E
To assess the direct effects of the sapRS regulatory mutations on sapCED, wild type and
mutant strains were grown on Soy Flour Mannitol Agar (SFM). After 5 days of growth at 30°C,
spores were harvested and subjected to a nonlethal detergent wash to extract spore-associated
proteins. This method was employed in the original identifications of SapA-E (Guijarro et al.,
1988, Bentley et al., 2004). Equivalent amounts of protein from wild type and mutant
preparations were fractionated on a polyacrylamide gel (Figure 2.6). The protein extraction from
the wild type contained many proteins, but lacked obvious bands for SapD (44 kDa), SapE (19
kDa), and SapC (17 kDa) when compared to the sapRS1 point mutant strain that was originally
used in their identification (positive control). Similar banding patterns appeared for the wild-type
and marked deletion-insertion mutant strains of sapRS, except for prominent bands for SapC, D,
and E for the mutant (arrows, Figure 2.6A). It was not obvious that the loss of SapR and SapS
production had any effect on the accumulation of other Saps, but appeared to be specific for
SapC, D, and E. Elevated accumulation of SapC, D, and E was confirmed to be a result of the
deletion mutations introduced as evinced by the complemented strains (3rd panel, Figure 2.6A),
where the accumulation levels of SapC, D, and E have returned to the undetectable wild-type
levels. As with the macroscopic phenotypic observations, the deletion of sasA did not produce
any obvious phenotypic differences from the wild type in terms of SapC, D, and E accumulation
or the accumulation of other Saps.
Since the initial mutant for sapR is ΔsapR::aac3(IV), it was possible that the insertion
deletion could have a polar effect on the expression of sapS. For this and other reason, unmarked
deletion mutants were generated (ΔsapR, ΔsapS, and ΔsapRS). In addition to showing a similar
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light grey phenotype as the marked mutant phenotypes (data not shown), these mutants were
useful in construction of other strains, such as introducing a marked fusion of sapC to egfp. In
order to isolate this sapC fusion strain, a knock-in mutation was isolated using PCR-directed
mutagenesis (Gust et al., 2006). A sapC-egfp fusion was introduced into each of the unmarked
null mutants and the wild-type. Strains were verified by antibiotic selection and PCR. The
isolation of these strains was to done to primarily support the Coomassie-stained gel analysis with
a more specific western blot assay. Because there are no antibodies to SapC, D, or E, an antibody
against EGFP was used. To that effect, spore-associated proteins were extracted from spores
harboring a fusion of sapC-egfp. The anti-EGFP western blot in Figure 2.6B illustrates elevated
production of the sapC-egfp in the mutant strains compared to the nondetectable amounts of
SapC-EGFP in the wildtype background. This result further confirms the previous observation on
the Coomassie-stained gel analysis, but this assay unambiguously confirms the presence of SapCEGFP in the spore-associated protein extractions of sapRS mutants. Additionally, this also
demonstrates that the SapC-EGFP was able to be secreted and assembled in the spore envelope.

Isolation of a Triple Mutant for sapRS and sasA
In order to complete the analysis of this tripartite gene system, a triple mutant was
isolated to study the expression of sapCED in the absence of all three genes. To do this, PCR
targeting mutagenesis was used to replace sasA with an antibiotic-resistance cassette flanked by
FLP recombinase sites (Gust et al., 2006). Since sasA was the first gene in the operon and the
subsequent gene was only located 17 base pairs downstream, 21 base pairs were left intact at the
5’ and 3’ ends of the gene, which resulted in 435/477 bases (91%) of the gene being deleted. To
further address any possibilities that the marker replacement strategy could have downstream
polarity affects on the production of SapC, D, and E, the antibiotic resistance cassette was
removed by FLP recombinase, leaving an 81-base pair in-frame scar in its place. After isolating
the ΔsasA mutant cosmid (pJWS15), sapRS was replaced by an antibiotic-resistance cassette and
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the subsequent cosmid (pJWS20) was introduced into the wild-type. Mutants were isolated as
apramycin resistant and kanamycin sensitive, and verified by PCR and antibiotic selection to have
the desired mutations (ΔsapRS::aac3(IV) ΔsasA) and lack the cosmid backbone. Sporeassociated protein extractions of four independent isolates of the triple mutant were conducted.
Interestingly, the triple mutant isolates did not produce SapC, D, and E at the elevated levels as
for ΔsapRS mutant (Figure 2.7). This result would suggest that SasA may positively regulate the
sapCED operon.
In order to confirm this phenotype, genetic complementation of the sasA mutation was
conducted. A PCR fragment containing the entire intergenic region between sapRS and sapCED
plus the sasA gene were amplified, simultaneously adding SpeI sites. The resulting SpeI fragment
was cloned into a ΦBT1 site-specific integration vector (pMS82) and introduced in trans into the
attB site by conjugation with the triple mutant, selecting for hygromycin-resistant colonies.
Genetically complemented mutants were verified by PCR and antibiotic selection
(ΔsapRS::aac3(IV) ΔsasA/sasA+). Spore-associated protein extractions were undertaken on
complemented mutants. As previously shown, the ΔsapRS mutation resulted in overproduction of
SapC, D, and E, but when combined with the ΔsasA mutation there was no detectable production
of SapC, D, and E (Figure 2.7). If this phenotype was because of the additional ΔsasA mutation, I
would have expected that restoring expression of sasA by complementation should restore
elevated production of SapC, D, and E; however, it did not (Figure 2.7). This would seem to
indicate that the phenotype of the triple mutant is due to additional effects. It could be that even
though precautions were taken in the construction of the in-frame gene deletion, the mutation
causes a transcription elongation or mRNA stability issue preventing the elevated expression of
sapCED. sapCED mRNA accumulation was not directly tested. Otherwise, it could be a result
from something in the construct or attB integration site blocking sasA expression.
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Deletions of sapRS Result in a Prolonged Expression of sapCED
As a second way of determining the role of SapRS with respect to developmental
regulation of the sapCED operon, a 256 bp fragment containing the mapped wild-type sapCEDp
was cloned upstream of a codon optimized luxCDABE operon from Photorhabdus luminescens
(Craney et al., 2007). This resulting plasmid allowed for the isolation of S. coelicolor strains that
express luxCDABE under the control of the sapCEDp. Luminesce can be measured without the
addition of an exogenous inducer because the operon encodes both luciferase (LuxAB) and the
LuxCDE proteins necessary for making the luciferase substrate (Craney et al., 2007). The
promoter-less plasmid and sapCEDp constructs were introduced into wild type and mutant strains
by conjugation, where they integrated at the ΦBT1 attB site. Strains were grown on SFM agar
plugs in a 96 well plate and incubated at 30°C for 4 days. Emission measurements were taken
every hour at 490 nm (Figure 2.8). The wild type and sapRS mutants do show promoter activity
starting around 36 hours as judged by an increase in luminescence. The luminescence of the wildtype strain peaked around 55 hours and then began to decrease over time. The mutant strains of
sapRS peaked around a similar time point but continued to have higher activity at later incubation
times relative to the wild-type. This evidence would suggest that the elevated accumulation of
SapC, D, and E observed in the mutant strains may be as a direct result of increased expression
from the sapCED promoter in sapRS mutant strains.

sapRSp Expression is Decreased in the absence of sapRS
The entire intergenic region between sapRS and sapCED, containing sapRSp, was cloned
into the lux expression vector, placing expression of luxCDABE are under the control of sapRSp.
This construct was introduced into wild-type and mutant strains of S. coelicolor and was
integrated at the ΦBT1 attB site. Strains were grown on SFM agar plugs in a 96 well plate and
incubated at 30°C for 4 days. Emission measurements taken every hour at 490 nm (Figure 2.9).
In the wild-type strain (sapRS+), expression of sapRSp-lux seemed to be concurrent with
expression of the sapCED operon. However, in the absence of wild-type sapRS (the SCP1- strain,
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or sapRS1 strain), expression was observed from the sapCED promoter but expression from the
sapRS promoter was barely detectable above background. This would be consistent with the
interpretation that sapRS may autogenously activate the expression of the operon, while
repressing the sapCED promoter.
It was unclear previously if the expression of sapCED was driven by a chromosomal or
plasmid-borne sigma factor. SCP1 encodes three putative ECF sigma factors, but nothing is
known about their expression and regulation (Bentley et al., 2004). An important piece of
evidence was observed on the expression of sapCED in the SCP1- strain from Figure 2.9A. It
appeared that the sigma factor responsible for directing the expression of sapCED is located on
the chromosome and not on SCP1. Here, the detected expression of luciferase would indicate the
sapCEDp expression is recognized by a chromosomally encoded sigma factor.

Promoter Mapping of the sapRS Operon
Previous work had shown by northern blot that an approximately 1.35 kbp RNA
accumulated during development, which was consistent with it encoding both sapR and sapS;
however, the probe was longer than sapRS, so it was not certain that it did encode sapRS. There is
a 3’ stem loop at the end of sapS that would result in a potential transcript of 1,163 bp plus the
length of the undetermined 5’ UTR, because the transcription start site (TSS) has not been
identified (Bentley et al., 2004). Determining the approximate transcription start site could help
determine if there might be any overlapping regulation of sapRS and sapCED, if they had any
overlapping divergent promoter elements. There are 253 base pairs separating the predicted start
codons of sasA and sapR. Previously, the TSS of sapCED was determined by high-resolution
primer extension assays to be 68 base pairs upstream of the sasA start codon (Bentley et al.,
2004). Based on that information and the location of the predicted -10 and -35 sequences, there
would be about ~150 base pairs between the -35 of the sapCEDp, and the start codon of sapR.
There are predicted direct and inverted repeats that surround the -35 of the sapCEDp which could
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be the binding site of a transcription factor, such as SapR. If there is indeed a role for SapR in
directly binding to the promoter of sapCED to block transcription, it might play a role in its own
regulation. In order to begin to address this, I employed adapter- and radiation-free transcription
start site analysis (ARF-TSS) followed by PCR amplification to determine the transcription start
site of sapRS (Wang et al., 2012).
To do this, a 5’ phosphorylated primer was designed to anneal 224 base pairs
downstream from the start codon of sapR on the non-coding strand (Figure 2.10A). Total
S. coelicolor RNA from cells grown on solid media for ~68 hours was isolated and subjected to
reverse transcription using the phosphorylated primer. The RNA was hydrolyzed, and the
remaining cDNA was circularized by T4 RNA ligase 1. After circularization, two nested primers
within the sapR gene sequence were used for inverse PCR amplification. Resulting PCR products
were cloned, and random colonies were chosen for analysis. Ultimately, a single potential
transcription start site was not identified by the technique, but a variety of accumulated ends were
observed (Figure 2.10E). The farthest predicted TSS was 58 bp upstream of the start codon of
sapR, though this only had one independent isolate. Next, analysis of three other independent
isolates suggested the TSS could be around 44 bp upstream of the start codon of sapR. Strangely,
there were 4 independent isolates that had a predicted TSS at the 4 bp past the start codon of
sapR. This result plus the other intermediate results in between suggested that there may be
degradation of RNA or incomplete reverse transcription.
In order to distinguish smaller cDNA products produced from degraded mRNA or RNA
secondary structure formation blocking reverse transcription, an independent PCR protocol using
total cDNA (using the same phosphorylated primer from ARF-TSS) was used in parallel to the
circularization reaction (Figure 2.11). Using a primer that anneals near the beginning of the noncoding strand of sapR (REV2), PCR that would include the 5’ end of sapR and the 5’ UTR was
conducted by using primers annealing in the upstream intergenic region. Primers 1-3 were
designed to anneal at the predicted endpoints determined by ARF-TSS. Other primers were tested
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at 20 base pair increments with non-overlapping sequences. It was anticipated that if the end point
determined by ARF-TSS represented the TSS then the next non-overlapping product would not
produce a PCR product. Clearly, based on this analysis with multiple primers as larger regions
were tested, cDNA endpoints can be detected as far as what would be as the opposite strand from
the -35 of sapCEDp (Figure 2.11F). Larger fragments were not tested and the drop in intensity of
the largest fragment may not be significant and was not reproduced. The sapRS promoter was not
unambiguously determined by the combination of the two assays, but these results indicate that
there could be substantial overlap of the promoter regions of the two divergently transcribed
operons and sapRS could be autogenously regulated.

Investigating Potential Protein-Protein Interactions of SapR, SapS, and SasA
To test for potential biochemical interactions between SapR, SapS, and SasA, the genes
encoding each were cloned into the Bacterial Adenylate-Cyclase based Two-Hybrid assay
(BACTH) plasmids (Karimova et al., 1998). The genes encoding the three proteins of interest
were each cloned into four plasmid vectors (pKT25, pKNT25, pUT18, and pUT18c) to ensure
that fusion location could be minimized as a factor in determining interactions. During this
experiment, pairs of plasmids were co-transformed into a cya-deficient strain of E. coli.
Transformants were then patched onto MacConkey Agar plates and observed for color change.
Positive results (two proteins interacting) are indicated by a pink patch, while a negative result is
indicated by colorless patch.
Figure 2.12A shows a summary of the observed results. From this study, SapR, SapS,
and SasA were each shown to interact with themselves. The SapS self-interaction is consistent
with previously studied SapS-like protein, BldB, which was shown to dimerize by several assays,
including the BACTH and chromatography (Eccleston et al., 2002), SapR- and SasA-like proteins
have not been shown previously to self-interact, though other anti-sigma factors have been shown
to self-interact (Hughes and Mathee, 1998). In addition to these self-interaction results, the data
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suggests that SapR interacts with SapS, and SapS interacts with SasA. Empty vectors were also
tested as negative controls in Figure 2.12A (data not shown). The interaction between SasA
(SpoIIAB-like protein) and SapS prompted the question of whether SapS is similar to SpoIIAA
(anti-sigma factor antagonist of SpoIIAB). Using the sequence of SpoIIAA in BLAST does not
pull out SapS (or any WhiJS-like protein) using S. coelicolor or vice versa for SapS and
B. subtilis. However, when the two proteins were directly aligned there appears to be share 20%
identity Figure 2.12B. Additionally, part of a potentially conserved stretch of amino acids on
SapS includes the residue in SpoIIAA that is phosphorylated by SpoIIAB (arrow, Figure 2.12B).
This suggests that SapS interacts with SasA, but that interaction could potentially include a
phosphorylation event.

Screening a Random Genomic DNA Library for Additional Protein-Protein Interactions
A previous graduate student created a library in the BACTH using a Sau3AI-partially
digested wild-type genomic DNA (M. Hasipek, Ph.D. Dissertation). This library was generated
from a strain that lacks SCP1 (sapCED- and sapRS-). Any potential interaction would be with
chromosomally encoded proteins and not with any protein encoded on SCP1 (sigma factors, antisigma factors, or other proteins). This library was constructed in pKT25 plus two other plasmids
based on pKT25 to maintain frame (+/- 1 bp). BACTH plasmids expressing SapR-, SapS-, and
SasA-CyaA fusions were transformed into BTH101 and competent cells were made from the
resulting plasmid-containing strains. Library DNA was transformed into these cells and were
plated on LB X-Gal Plates. These plates were used to determine the approximate number of
colonies that could be expected during the transformation (~15-25 colonies/1 μL of
transformation mixture). LB X-Gal plates were not used for the screening process due the high
amount of background/false positives. Instead, M9 minimal medium supplemented with lactose
was used as a screening medium because an interaction would be required for growth when
lactose was the sole carbon source
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While greater than 150,000 colonies were screened for each corresponding protein bait,
resulting in identification of around 30 different potential interactions, interactions were able to
be subsequently verified upon retransformation. To retest if the interaction was genuine, the
plasmid was isolated, digested, and retransformed. Less than ten positive clones made it to this
stage and when sequenced, they were either out of frame, an additional stop codon was found
upstream in the library plasmid (pMH97), or it was the S. coelicolor adenylate cyclase (cyaA)
gene, complementing the E. coli mutation. One potential interacting partner for SapS made it
through successive rounds of transformation. This insert contained a portion of the SCO5205
gene fused in-frame with the T25 subunit. Despite repeated attempts, the SapS-SCO5205
interaction was not consistently demonstrated. Typically, half the colonies would not grow on M9
lactose or exhibit color change on MacConkey, but others would. SCO5205 is a tetracopeptiderepeat-containing protein, which are proteins with solenoid-like structures, that are often used as
adaptor proteins in bacteria (Mittl and Schneider-Brachert, 2007). The expressed SCO5205
fragment was missing the first 130 amino acids of the 608 amino acid protein, thus missing
roughly half of the predicted tetracopeptide domain. The full-length SCO5205 protein was never
tested in the two-hybrid assay with SapS. Nothing further was done with the library.

Overexpression and Purification of SapR
In order to study the direct interactions of SapR and SapS with the intergenic region
upstream of the sapCED operon, the most logical choice was to begin with SapR. SapR has a
predicted helix-turn-helix domain, which is typically involved in protein-DNA binding. To test
this interaction, sapR was cloned into pTYB21 of the NEB Impact System. This system is based
on intein cleavage, which allows for the production and isolation of a protein without a tag. First,
the protein is expressed as a fusion to an intein, which also contains a chitin binding tag. After
self-cleavage of the intein was induced by the addition of DTT, the tag-less SapR protein was
eluted from the chitin column. Proteins were fractionated on a 12% polyacrylamide gel to
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determine the purity of SapR (Figure 2.13). SapR was dialyzed in 10 mM Tris to remove the
small intein fragment that co-eluted with SapR during the cleavage and column elution process.
After dialysis, SapR protein samples were quantitated and the molarity was determined.

SapR binds specifically to the promoter of sapCED
The entire intergenic region between the divergently transcribed sapCED and sapRS (259
bp, 62% GC content; Figure 2.14) was amplified by PCR, purified, and quantitated. As a
nonspecific control, the constitutive ermE promoter was amplified by PCR as well (262 bp, 69%
GC content). This sequence was approximately the same size but with slightly higher GC content
than the experimental sequence.
The sapCEDp or ermEp DNA fragments were incubated with increasing concentrations
of SapR. These reactions were immediately fractionated on a native 10% polyacrylamide gel and
stained with SYBR gold (Figure 2.15). A shift for the SapR-sapCEDp complex was observed
while no such shift was apparent for SapR-ermEp, which is consistent with the expectation that
SapR would bind to sapCEDp to directly regulate gene expression.
This intergenic region fragment is large (259 bp). In order to narrow the location of the
DNA binding site, smaller fragments of the sapCEDp were generated using PCR.As shown in
Figure 2.14, three new nested DNA fragments from the intergenic region were tested: a 125 bp
fragment, a 95 bp fragment, and a 65 bp fragment. All fragments have the same 3’ end. These
smaller fragments were incubated with SapR and reaction products were fractionated on a native
15% polyacrylamide gel. As shown in Figure 2.16, there is a shift for SapR for the original 259
bp, the 125 bp, and the 95 bp fragments; however, the 65 bp fragment did not show an obvious
shift. This was of interest because the 30 bp missing from the 65 bp fragment contained the
predicted -35 site and overlapping direct and indirect repeats. The simplest interpretation
suggested that SapR binds to one or both of these repeats.
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SapS and SapR may Cooperatively Bind DNA
SapS was purified (Figure 2.19A), similarly as described for SapR (above). SapR and
SapS were added in combination with the sapCED promoter region with increasing
concentrations of SapS. While, this experiment was only performed once, there is the appearance
of a slightly higher shifted band with increasing concentration of SapS (arrow, Figure 2.19B).
While intriguing, this result must be further tested to ensure its accuracy and should be
complemented with the testing of the smaller fragments as well.

Protein-Protein Interactions of Homologous SapR Multi-Gene Systems
In order to ask if the protein-protein interactions between the proteins encoded by sapR
multi-gene system are typical, I wanted to apply a two-hybrid analysis with two other
homologous multi-gene systems. The first and most obvious choice was the founding system
based around whiJ: WhiJR (SCO4543), WhiJS (SCO4542), and WhiJA (SCO4544). whiJR and
whiJS were cloned into the BACTH plasmids and tested in E. coli. whiJA was unfortunately only
successfully cloned into pKNT25 but was used for investigating interactions between WhiJR and
WhiJS. A summary of results for the WhiJ system is shown in Figure 2.18. It appears that the
WhiJS protein, SCO4542, interacts with itself and unlike SapS, it only interacts in one set of
plasmids and qualitatively appears to be much weaker of an interaction.
The SCO3421 multi-gene system is one of the most frequently present whiJ-like systems
in Streptomyces genomes and orthologs can be found in other complex actinomycetes (Chandra
and Chater, 2014). Genes encoding SCO3421R (WhiJR-like), SCO3421S (WhiJS-like), and
SCO3421A (WhiJA-like) were cloned into all four plasmids of the BACTH and were tested in
E. coli. A MacConkey maltose plate assay indicated that all three proteins were capable of
interacting with themselves (Figure 2.19). Similar to the SapR system, SCO3421R and
SCO3421S weakly interacted with each other, but SCO3421A and SCO3421S did appear to
interact with each other. This may indicate that the interaction between WhiJS-like and WhiJA-
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like proteins are not as well conserved, or it was simply not observed in this assay. Though it does
appear that much of the other interactions are conserved between at least the SapR and SCO3421
systems.

Conservation of the sapR and SCO3421 Multi-Gene Systems
To address whether the sapR multi-gene system is frequently found in actinomycetes, a
multi-gene BLAST was performed with SapRS and SasA. When compared against all available
bacterial sequences in NCBI, there were no single species appeared to have putative genes
encoding orthologs of sapRSA, save for S. coelicolor (Figure 2.18). There were two other
instances where a sapRS-like operon was found. One on the plasmid, pNO33 of S. albulus, and
one on the chromosome of an actinomycete, Frankia sp. EAN1pec. Not much is known about the
Frankia species, but S. albulus produces the antimicrobial agent, ε-poly-l-lysine (Shih et al.,
2006). pNO33 was implicated in production of or resistance to ε-poly-l-lysine, but no recent work
has demonstrated if that is accurate (Takagi et al., 2000). It is interesting that both sapRS and the
orthologs in S. albulus are found on plasmids and it appears that the sapRS ortholog in the
Frankia species are found to be encoded near a mobile genetic element. This would seem to
indicate that this system may have been subject to horizontal gene transfer, but it is not widely
found in actinomycetes.
The SCO3421 multi-gene system was previously described as more frequently found in
the genomes of complex actinomycetes (Chandra and Chater, 2014). This analysis was done
using the SCO3421 sequence against 100 actinobacterial genomes. Here, I wanted to determine if
the SCO3421 system as a whole could be identified against all of bacteria. A multi-gene BLAST
was performed against the bacterial genome database in NCBI. SCO3421 orthologous systems
were detected in over 150 actinobacterial species, and as expected, none were detected in nonactinomycetes. It is present in many closely related non-streptomycetes, such as Kitasatospora
and Thermobifida species. The sequences were aligned against each other and a maximum-
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likelyhood phylogenetic tree was constructed (Figure 2.21). This tree was complemented by the
species tree generated by comparing 120 house-keeping genes (Figure 2.22). Beyond the
identified species with all three protein-coding genes, there were others that had other insertions
or deletions that would have complicated the analysis. This abundance of the SCO3421 multigene system would indicate it may have a significant role in the biology of the morphologically
complex actinomycetes and would warrant further investigation in the future.
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DISCUSSION
whiJ-like multi-gene systems are conserved amongst morphologically complex
actinomycetes, which makes them an ideal model in helping to understand what allows bacteria
like Streptomyces, Frankia, Kitasatospora, and others become morphologically complex.
Previously, there were only a few isolated studies on disparate gene systems on gross
macroscopic phenotypes (defects in development and/or secondary metabolism) of mutants for
these genes (Ainsa et al., 2010, Eccleston et al., 2006, Santamaria et al., 2018). Here, I have
described a whiJ-like multi-gene system that directly regulates one nonessential aspect of
development (the production of SapC, D, and E). The sapR multi-gene system is encoded within
the terminal inverted repeats of the large linear plasmid SCP1. Previously, it was shown that the
biology of the plasmid integrated into the biology of its host (Bentley et al., 2004). In order to
determine what effects that the expression the sapR multi-gene system has over the sapCED
operon, I have genetically and biochemically characterized this system to explain the interactions
of the encoded proteins and the targets of their regulation.
The original strain (HU3) for Sap characterization contained a spontaneous point
mutation, sapRS1, that caused a robust expression of sapCED which was not observed in the
wild-type strains of S. coelicolor. Unfortunately, the history and genetic background of HU3 was
unknown and so a strain constructed in our own laboratory collection was chosen (J. McCormick,
unpublished result). This strain, a wild-type NF strain of S. coelicolor (HU35), was used to isolate
mutations in sapRS and sapCED. Individual insertion-deletion null mutants of sapR or sapS or a
double deletion of both, recapitulated the elevated expression of SapC, D, and E of the sapRS1
mutant. Though the migration of bands on a Coomassie blue-stained polyacrylamide gel are
consistent with the previously identified SapC, D, and E (Bentley et al., 2004), they were not
absolute proof of identity. In order to verify this elevated expression, a fusion of EGFP to the Cterminus of SapC was constructed and introduced into the wild-type strain to allow unambiguous
proof. Mutants of sapRS were also generated in this background to accumulation the production
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of SapC-EGFP by way of western blotting. This result is consistent with the PAGE data and was
further supported by genetic complementation. When a 2.3 kbp fragment containing sapRS (as
the only two complete ORFs) was integrated in trans in both the mutants and the mutants
expressing sapC-egfp, there was a return to wild-type levels of production. This data would
suggest that SapR and SapS are necessary for repression of the sapCED operon under normal
laboratory conditions.
A triple mutant of sapRS and sasA was constructed to see if there were any potential
effects of losing all three gene products on the production of SapC, D, and E. While initially it
appeared that the deletion of sapRS was suppressed by the loss of sasA, the triple mutant was not
complemented by sasA provided in trans. In theory, sasA should have restored the elevated
expression of sapCED as observed in the ΔsapRS mutant, but unfortunately this was not the case.
When constructing the triple mutant, sasA was deleted so that there would be an 81 base pair scar
in addition to several codons on the 5’ end and the 3’ end to maintain transcriptional read through
and not interfere with the ribosome binding site of the downstream gene. The triple mutant was
not complemented with the sasA insert in two different orientations. Four independent isolates of
each were examined, all with the same result. Even though every precaution was taken to ensure
that transcriptional polarity was not an issue, it appears that the simplest explanation for the data
is that there is some break down of the transcript or some mRNA instability that results in a lack
of sapCED expression.
Based on the spore-associated protein data in the absence of sapRS, it was clear that there
was an increased accumulation of SapC, D, and E in the spore envelope, with none detectable in
wild-type sapRS. However, the transcriptional expression may provide a slightly more nuanced
understanding. A plasmid containing the luciferase operon was used to assay the transcriptional
activity of the sapCED promoter. This expression was monitored in the null mutants of sapRS
(double and single mutants). This provided useful information in three separate ways. First, when
a comparison was made between the sapRS1 mutant in HU3, compared to any of the null mutants
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in HU35, there is almost a ten-fold increase in light production by sapRS1. Second, when
comparing the wild-type HU35 with the sapRS mutants, all of the strains produce activity under
the control of the sapCEDp at a reduced level. The difference between the wild-type and mutant
in this case was that the signal produced in sapRS mutants continue uninterrupted, while the wildtype luminescence decreases to near zero during the later stages of development. This may
suggest that the elevated accumulation of SapC, D, and E may be as a result of the continuous
expression from the sapCEDp late in the life cycle, which could result in their shunting to the
spore surface. Finally, there was activity from the sapCEDp in an SCP1- strain. This would
suggest that the sigma factor responsible for promoting the transcription of sapCED must be
present on the chromosome and not encoded by SCP1.
Virtually nothing is known about the regulation or expression of the sapRS operon. To
examine the timing and activity of the sapRSp, I introduced a plasmid containing the luciferase
system under the control of sapRSp. Surprisingly, I observed a marked decrease in expression of
sapRSp in the absence of SapR and SapS. For instance, in an SCP1- wild-type strain of
S. coelicolor (sapRS-), there is almost no expression of sapRSp, but there is signal produced from
the sapCED promoter. Additionally, in an SCP1NF wild-type strain, where there is one copy of
sapRS, there is expression of sapRSp that coincides with the expression of sapCEDp. These data
would indicate that there is some manner of positive auto-regulation by SapR and SapS on their
own expression.
The exact location of the transcription start site of sapCED has been previously
established (Bentley et al., 2004), but has not been established for sapRSp. The previous
experiments with luciferase indicated there was some potential for auto-regulation by SapRS and
so, it was important to determine where the actual transcription start site occurs. To determine
that, I used a combination of ARF-TSS and PCR mapping to determine the transcription start site.
Based on the ARF-TSS information, it appeared that the TSS was located approximately 58 base
pairs upstream of the ATG of sapR, though there were multiple potential start sites as judged by
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individual cloned inverse PCR products. However, if we suppose that the longest fragment
detected (the 58 bp) was the putative TSS, which would put approximately ~100 base pairs
between the promoter regions of sapRS and sapCED. This, however, was somewhat contradicted
by PCR mapping of the TSS. I used primers in approximately 20 base pair increments and probed
upstream of the sapR start codon, using the same cDNA generated for ARF-TSS. This data
suggested that the TSS of sapRS could overlap with the -35 of the sapCEDp; however, the TSS
remains inexactly described.
There has been a lack of direct evidence understanding the role of whiJ-like gene system
proteins interactions within the system. Some studies have shown that two proteins, BldB and
SCO4677, have specific interactions (Kim et al., 2008a, Eccleston et al., 2002). BldB was shown
to self-interact (Eccleston et al., 2002) and SCO4677 has been shown to interact with a
developmental sigma factor and two anti-anti-sigma factors (Kim et al., 2008a). To date, no one
has shown any biochemical interactions between WhiJR-, WhiJS-, and WhiJA-like proteins. Here
I have described multiple protein-protein interactions, some consistent with previously cited
examples, and others that have not been described. Importantly, SapS was shown to interact with
itself in the BACTH. This is consistent with the work on the developmental regulator, BldB,
where it was shown in the BACTH to interact with itself (Eccleston et al., 2002). In addition to
this, SapS shares conserved residues that were shown to be important in the dimerization
interaction (Eccleston et al., 2006). Of the six highly conserved residues, SapS shares five out of
the six amino acids with BldB (Figure 2.2B). The sole amino acid, for which SapS has a
substitution, was not shown to be important for dimerization (Eccleston et al., 2006). SapR and
SasA were also shown to self-interact in the BACTH, which would be expected for a potential
helix-turn-helix DNA-binding protein and an anti-sigma factor. However, SapR and SapS
interacting with each other is a novel interaction that I have observed in the BACTH. This
interaction could provide an explanation as to why the single deletions of sapR and sapS result in
a similar phenotype as the double deletion, because this interaction is necessary to the function in
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repressing the sapCED operon. Still, these interactions need to be corroborated with another
independent assay.
Perhaps, the most unexpected observed interaction was that of the SapS and SasA.
Previously in Streptomyces, it was shown that SCO4677 (WhiJA-like protein) could in fact
interact with σF and a SpoIIAA-like anti-sigma factor antagonist (Kim et al., 2008b). However,
the interaction between a WhiJS-like protein and a WhiJA-like protein had not previously been
described or suggested. It appears that SapS and SpoIIAA share about 20% identity though they
do not appear homologous. Interestingly, SapS has an amino acid sequence similar to SpoIIAA
including the phosphorylated serine residue where SpoIIAB would phosphorylate SpoIIAA
(Najafi et al., 1995). From the luciferase data, it was suggested that there is expression from the
sapCEDp which could result in SasA production. This, in turn, could allow SapS to be
phosphorylated. It could be possible that SasA phosphorylates SapS which may provide a
feedback loop on its expression. However, more experimentation is necessary to confirm this and
the other interactions before they can be unambiguously confirmed.
SapR contains a putative DNA-binding domain and its self-interaction suggested that it
may bind DNA. To test DNA-binding, I overexpressed and purified SapR and performed an
EMSA with SapR and promoter fragments of sapCEDp. This experiment showed that this protein
was able to bind specifically to the sapCEDp in vitro. Using nested fragments, the binding site
was narrowed to be on or around the predicted -35 region for sapCEDp. In light of this and the
genetic data, it is likely that SapR is directly repressing sapCED by occluding the -35 region and
thus inhibiting the transcription of the operon. Though, it would appear in vivo that SapR requires
SapS to repress DNA. This could be explored in future EMSAs with purified SapS.
Since the SapR multi-gene system is not present in many actinomycetes, I attempted to
expand my analysis of whiJ-like multi-gene systems by cloning the whiJ and SCO3421 multigene systems into the BACTH. While the proteins encoded by the whiJ system did not appear to
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interact, the proteins of the SCO3421 system recapitulated all the interactions of the sapR system,
save for the analagous SapS-SasA interaction. These interactions (or lack there of) may be
indicative of similarities and differences between systems that have evolved and diverged over
time. Of the three systems tested, the SCO3421 system is by far the most well-distributed across
the morphologically complex actinomycetes and could provide an interesting starting point for
future studies on developmental regulators.
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Table 2.1: E. coli Strains Used in This Study

Strain

Genotype

Source

BT340

F- Δ(argF-lac)169
Φ80ΔlacZ58(M15) glnV44(AS) λrfbC1 gyrA96 recA1 endA1 spoT1
thiE1 hsdR17 / pCP20

Datsenko and
Wanner, 2000

BTH101

F- cya-99 araD139 galE15
galK16 rpsL1 hsdR2 mcrA1
mcrB1

Euromedex

BW25113

F- Δ(araD-araB)567
ΔlacZ4787(::rrnB-3) λ- rph-1
Δ(rhaD-rhaB)568 hsdR514

Datsenko and
Wanner, 2000

ER2566

F- λ- fhuA2 lacZ::T7 gene1
[lon] ompT gal sulA11 R(mcr73::miniTn10)2 [dcm] R(zgb210::Tn10) endA1 Δ(mcrCmrr)114::IS10

New England
Biolabs

ET12567

F- dam-13::Tn9 dcm-6 hsdM hsdR
recF143 zjj201::Tn10 galK2
galT22 ara-14 lacY1 xyl-5 leuB6
thi-1 tonA31 rpsL136 hisG4 tsx-78
mtl-1 glnV44

Datsenko and
Wanner, 2000

JM109

endA1 glnV44 thi-1 relA1 gyrA96
recA1 mcrB+ Δ(lac-proAB) e14[F' traD36
proAB+ lacIq lacZΔM15]
hsdR17(rK-mK+)

Promega

JSB1
JSB110
JSB12
JSB126
JSB130
JSB144
JSB174
JSB2
JSB21
JSB23
JSB43
JSB45

BTH101 pKT25 pUT18c
BTH101 pJWS75 pJWS76
BTH101 pJWS35 pJWS39
BTH101 pJWS77 pJWS83
BTH101 pJWS78 pJWS84
BTH101 pJWS82 pJWS85
BTH101 pJWS81 pJWS83
BTH101 pKT25-Zip pUT18cZip
BTH101 pJWS46 pJWS37
BTH101 pJWS47 pJWS38
BTH101 pJWS58 pJWS47
BTH101 pJWS58 pJWS60
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This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study

Strain
TG1

TOP10

Genotype
supE thi-1 Δ(lac-proAB)
Δ(mcrB-hsdSM)5 (rK-mK) / F´
traD36 proAB lacIqZΔM15
F- mcrA Δ(mrr-hsd RMSmcrBC) Φ80lacZΔM15ΔlacX74
deoR recA1 araD139 Δ(araAleu)697 galU galK
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Source
Sambrook et al

Invitrogen

Table 2.2: Streptomyces Strains Used in this Study
Name
M145
HU3
HU35
JWS5
JWS6
JWS7
JWS8
JWS9
JWS10
JWS14
JWS15
JWS16
JWS17
JWS18
JWS19
JWS20
JWS21
JWS24
JWS27

Parent

Genotype
Prototroph SCP1- SCP2Prototroph SCP1NF sapRS1 SCP2*
Prototroph SCP1NF SCP2-

HU35
HU35
HU35
HU35
HU3
HU35
JWS5
JWS5
JWS6
JWS6
JWS7
JWS7
HU35
HU35
HU35
HU35

JWS39

JWS20

JWS43
JWS44
JWS45
JWS46
JWS116
JWS119
JWS122
JWS125
JWS128
JWS131
JWS136
JWS139
JWS147
JWS150
JWS165
JWS168
JWS218

JWS20
JWS20
JWS20
JWS20
M145
M145
M145
HU35
HU35
HU35
HU3
HU3
JWS62
JWS62
JWS60
JWS60
JWS116

ΔsapRS::aac3(IV)
ΔsapR::aac3(IV)
ΔsapS::aac3(IV)
sapC-egfp aac3(IV)
sapC-egfp aac3(IV)
ΔsasA::aac3(IV)
ΔsapRS::aac3(IV) attB::pMS82
ΔsapRS::aac3(IV) attB::sapRS
ΔsapR::aac3(IV) attB::pMS82
ΔsapR::aac3(IV) attB::sapRS
ΔsapS::aac3(IV) attB::pMS82
ΔsapS::aac3(IV) attB::sapRS
ΔsapRS::aac3(IV) ΔsasA::frt
ΔsapRS:: frt; sapC-egfp aac3(IV)
ΔsapR:: frt; sapC-egfp aac3(IV)
ΔsapS:: frt; sapC-egfp aac3(IV)
ΔsapRS::aac3(IV) ΔsasA::frt
attB::pMS82
ΔsapRS::aac3(IV) ΔsasA:: frt attB::sasA
ΔsapRS::aac3(IV) ΔsasA::frt attB::sasA
ΔsapRS::aac3(IV) ΔsasA:: frt attB::sasA
ΔsapRS::aac3(IV) ΔsasA:: frt attB::sasA
attB::luxCDABE
attB::sapCp-luxCDABE
attB::sapRSp-luxCDABE
attB::luxCDABE
attB::sapCp-luxCDABE
attB::sapRSp-luxCDABE
sapRS1 attB::luxCDABE
sapRS1 attB::sapCp-luxCDABE
ΔsapR:: frt attB::luxCDABE
ΔsapR:: frt attB::sapCp-luxCDABE
ΔsapRS:: frt attB::luxCDABE
ΔsapRS:: frt attB::sapCp-luxCDABE
ΔsapS::frt attB::luxCDABE
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Source
Bentley et al. 2002
Bentley et al. 2004
J. McCormick
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study

Name
JWS222
JWS230
JWS234

Parent
JWS119
JWS8
JWS8

JWS242

JWS21

JWS246

JWS21

JWS254

JWS24

JWS258

JWS24

JWS266

JWS27

JWS270

JWS27

Genotype
ΔsapS::frt attB::sapCp-luxCDABE
sapC-egfp aac3(IV) attBΦBT1::pMS82
sapC-egfp aac3(IV) attBΦBT1::sapRS+
sapRS:: frt sapC-egfp aac3(IV)
attBΦBT1::pMS82
sapRS:: frt sapC-egfp aac3(IV)
attBΦBT1::sapRS+
sapR:: frt sapC-egfp aac3(IV)
attBΦBT1::pMS82
sapR:: frt sapC-egfp aac3(IV)
attBΦBT1::sapRS+
sapS:: frt sapC-egfp aac3(IV)
attBΦBT1::pMS82
sapS:: frt sapC-egfp aac3(IV)
attBΦBT1::sapRS+
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Source
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study

Table 2.3 Plasmids Used in this Study
Name

Parent

pCR2.1
pCR4BluntTOPO
pCR4TOPO
pFLUX
pIJ4026
pJR43

pGEM3

pJWS10

pJR43

pJWS11
pJWS12
pJWS13
pJWS14
pJWS15

pJWS6
pJWS7
pJWS8
SCP1-22
pJWS14

pJWS16

pRT801

pJWS17

pMS82

pJWS20
pJWS21

pJWS15
pJWS15

pJWS23

pCR2.1

pJWS26
pJWS27
pJWS28

pCR4BluntTOPO
pCR4BluntTOPO
pCR4BluntTOPO

pJWS32

pCR4BluntTOPO

pJWS33

pMS82

Description
Quick cloning vector used for A-overhang PCR
products; Uses Blue/White Screening for cloning
selection
Quick cloning vector used for blunt-ended PCR
products; Uses suicide ccdB gene for cloning
selection
Quick cloning vector used for A-overhang PCR
products
Contains promoterless, codon-optimized
luxCDABE

Craney et al.,
2007

Source of ermEp

M.J. Bibb

Contains ~7kb KpnI-HinDIII fragment from A3(2)
with N-terminus of sapC;
Religated SacI digested pJR43; contains a 3.6 kb
HinDIII-SacI fragment from within sapC until
within SCP1.62
ΔsapRS::frt
ΔsapR::frt
ΔsapS::frt
ΔsasA::aac3(IV)
ΔsasA::frt
2.3 kb PvuII-NotI fragment of pJWS10, containing
sapRS, ligated into pRT801
2.3 kb PvuII-SpeI fragment of pJWS16, containing
sapRS, ligated into pMS82
ΔsasA::frt; ΔsapRS::aac3(IV)
ΔsasA::frt; Δbla::aac3(IV)
TA-TOPO vector with sapCEDp amplified by PCR
with BglII sites added. Insert is 264 bp and contains
the intergenic region between sapR and sasA
Amplified sapR with intein primers subcloned into
TOPO
Amplified sapS with intein primers subcloned into
TOPO
Amplified sasA with intein primers subcloned into
TOPO
Contains sasA plus the sapRS/sapCED intergenic
region and some downstream amplified by Phusion
with SpeI sites added
Contains SpeI fragment of pJWS32 in one
orientation
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Source
Invitrogen
Invitrogen
Invitrogen

J. McCormick
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study

Name

Parent

pJWS34

pMS82

pJWS35
pJWS36
pJWS37
pJWS38
pJWS39

pUT18
pKNT25
pKNT25
pUT18
pKT25

pJWS41

pMS82

pJWS42

pFlux

pJWS43

pFlux

pJWS46
pJWS47
pJWS56
pJWS57
pJWS58
pJWS59
pJWS6
pJWS60
pJWS61
pJWS62
pJWS63
pJWS64
pJWS65
pJWS66
pJWS67
pJWS68
pJWS69
pJWS7
pJWS70

pUT18c
pKT25
pUT18c
pUT18
pUT18c
pKT25
SCP1-22
pKNT25
pKT25
pUT18c
pUT18
pUT18c
pKT25
pKNT25
pUT18
pKT25
pKNT25
SCP1-22
pKNT25
pCR4BluntTOPO

pJWS71
pJWS72

pFLUX

pJWS74
pJWS75
pJWS76
pJWS77
pJWS78
pJWS79
pJWS8

pUT18
pUT18c
pKT25
pKNT25
pUT18
pUT18c
SCP1-22

Description
Contains SpeI fragment of pJWS32 in the opposite
orientation of pJWS33
sapR cloned into pUT18 at KpnI site
sapR cloned into pKNT25 at KpnI site
sapS cloned into pKNT25 at KpnI site
sapS cloned into pUT18 at KpnI site
sapR cloned into pKT25 at KpnI site
SpeI fragment of pJWS40 cloned at the SpeI site of
pMS82
BglII fragment of pJWS23 cloned at BamHI site of
pFlux; sapCp orientation
BglII fragment of pJWS23 cloned at BamHI site of
pFlux; sapRSp orientation
sapR cloned into pUT18c at KpnI site
sapS cloned into pKT25 at KpnI site
sapS cloned into pUT18c at KpnI site
sasA cloned into pUT18 at KpnI site
sasA cloned into pUT18c at KpnI site
sasA cloned into pKT25 at KpnI site
ΔsapRS::aac3(IV)
sasA cloned into pKNT25 at KpnI site
whiJ cloned into pKT25 at the KpnI site
SCO4542 cloned into pUT18c at the KpnI site
whiJ cloned into pUT18 at the KpnI site
whiJ cloned into pUT18C at the KpnI site
whiJ cloned into pKT25 at the KpnI site
whiJ cloned into pKNT25 at the KpnI site
SCO4542 cloned into pUT18 at the KpnI site
SCO4542 cloned into pKT25 at the KpnI site
SCO4542 cloned into pKNT25 at the KpnI site
ΔsapR::aac3(IV)
SCO4544 cloned into pKNT25 at the KpnI site
PCR amplified ermEp from pIJ4026, using oEP1
and oEP2 primers
EcoRI digested ermEp fragment from pJWS71,
blunted with Mung bean nuclease and ligated into
the EcoRV site of pFLUX
SCO3421 cloned into pUT18 at KpnI site
SCO3421 cloned into pUT18c at KpnI site
SCO3421 cloned into pKT25 at KpnI site
SCO3421 cloned into pKNT25 at KpnI site
SCO3423 cloned into pUT18 at KpnI site
SCO3423 cloned into pUT18c at KpnI site
ΔsapS::aac3(IV)
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Source
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study

Name
pJWS80
pJWS81
pJWS82
pJWS83
pJWS84
pJWS85

Parent
pKT25
pKNT25
pUT18
pUT18c
pKT25
pKNT25

pJWS86

pMS82

pJWS88
pJWS89
pJWS9

pTYB21
pTXB1
SCP1-22

pKNT25
pKT25
pMS82
pRT801
pTXB1
pTYB21
pUT18
pUT18c
SCP1-22

Description
SCO3423 cloned into pKT25 at KpnI site
SCO3423 cloned into pKNT25 at KpnI site
SCO3424 cloned into pUT18 at KpnI site
SCO3424 cloned into pUT18c at KpnI site
SCO3424 cloned into pKT25 at KpnI site
SCO3424 cloned into pKNT25 at KpnI site
sapRS cloned into SpeI site (insert amplified by
PCR adding site)
sapR cloned in pTYB21 at NotI and SapI site
sapS cloned in pTXB1 at NdeI and SapI site
sapC-egfp aac3(IV)
Contains cyaA T25 polypetide with MCS at coding
region of N-terminus for use in BACTH
Contains cyaA T25 polypetide with MCS at coding
region of C-terminus for use in BACTH
Integrating plasmid vector marked with
hygromycin resistance
Integrating plasmid vector marked with apramycin
resistance
IMPACT system vector, contains Saccharomyces
cerevisiae VMA intein and chitin binding domain
for C-Terminal fusions
IMPACT system vector, contains the mini-intein
(Mxe GyrA intein) and chitin binding domain for
N-Terminal fusions
Contains cyaA T18 polypetide with MCS at coding
region of N-terminus for use in BACTH
Contains cyaA T18 polypetide with MCS at coding
region of C-terminus for use in BACTH
Wild-type cosmid containing sapRS-sapCED
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Source
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
Euromedex
Euromedex
Gregory et al,
2003
Gregory et al,
2003
New England
Biolabs
New England
Biolabs
Euromedex
Euromedex
Redenbach et
al., 1998

Table 2.4: Oligonucleotides Used in this Study
Oligonucleotide

Sequence

1006SapRFWD

ATAGCTCCAGCGGTGTGCGTTC

1247SapRFWD

GTCCCACCAGGCTGAAGCGGTG

1554SapRFWD

CACTTTCCTGCGCACAGTCTG

267SapRFWD

CTTCGGTTCCTCGCATGGTGTC

3421seq1
3421seq2
3423seq1
3423seq2
3424seq1
3424seq2
4542seq1
4542seq2
4544seq1
4544seq2

GAG CTT CAA GAC GAG GGA CG
CGT TCG GAC ACC TCG ATC AG
GCTGTCGCTGAAGGAGTC
CTCGTGGTCTCGGAACTC
CAGCAACTCGCAGGGATC
CAGCATGGCCTCGATCTC
CAACACCTGCGTGGAGATAG
TCTTGAGGCTCTGTATGAGG
CGTGCATGGTGAGGATGAG
GTACGGCACACCAAAGGTC

510SapRFwd

GTTGCTGAGGTCCTCGTTGTC

763SapRFWD

GTTTGTCGAGGTAGAGGTTTC

apra check REV

TTATGAGCTCAGCCAATCGA

CEDpromoterFW
D1
CEDpromoterRE
V1
CEDpromoterRE
V2
FWDsapRSpeI
FWDsapRSpeI
FWDSapSFLAG
FWDSapSHIS
FWDShort

ACTGGGACCACCTCGATCTT
GCCGTCGTCCACTTCGATC
GGTTGATGCTCGCCCTCATG
CATTAGACTAGTGACGTGCTCCGATCA
CCCCG
CATTAGACTAGTGACGTGCTCCGATCA
CCCCG
AAGGACCACGACATCGACTACAAGGA
CGACGACGACAAGTGAATGGAGAAGG
AACGACC
GGCGGCGGCCACCACCACCACCACCA
CTGACGAACCACGCACCCGAC
CATTAGACTAGTGACGTGCT
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Application
Sequencing sapRS-sapCED
region
Sequencing sapRS-sapCED
region
Sequencing sapRS-sapCED
region
Sequencing sapRS-sapCED
region
Sequencing SCO3421
Sequencing SCO3421
Sequencing of 3423
Sequencing of 3423
Sequencing of 3424
Sequencing of 3424
Sequencing of 4542
Sequencing of 4542
Sequencing of 4544
Sequencing of 4544
Sequencing sapRS-sapCED
region
Sequencing sapRS-sapCED
region
Confirmation of presence or
absence of backbone; also, in
conjunction with Check
Primers for deletions
Nested oligo for ARF-TSS of
sapCEDp
RT Primer for sapCED
mRNA
Nested oligo for ARF-TSS of
sapCEDp
Amplification of sapRS plus
promoter region, addition of
SpeI site
Used for constructing tagged
SapR and SapS
Used for constructing tagged
SapR and SapS
Used for constructing tagged
SapR and SapS
Used for constructing tagged
SapR and SapS

Oligonucleotide
IPsapRFWD
IPsapRREV
IPsapSFWD
IPsapSREV
IPsasAFWD
IPsasAREV

Sequence
GGTGGTTGCTCTTCCAACATGGCTCAA
TCAGCGGCAGC
GGTGGTGCGGCCGCTCATGGTCGTTCC
TTCTCCA
GGTGGTCATATGATGACGAACCACGC
ACCCGA
GGTGGTTGCTCTTCCGCACTGCTTTCT
GATGTCGAACT
GGTGGTCATATGATGAGCTATCCCGC
ACACGC
GGTGGTTGCTCTTCCGCAGGCGGTGA
GGGGGAGGGTGC

KpnI3421FWD

GAT TAG GGT ACC T ATG CTG CTC
GGA TCA CA

KpnI3421REV

GAT TAG GGT ACC GAG AGT TGA
AGG AGT CCC

KpnI3423FWD

GAT TAG GGT ACC T ATG CTC GAG
CCG TTA CGG

KpnI3423Rev

GAT TAT GGT ACC ATC CGG AAC
AGT GCC CA

KpnI3424FWD

GAT TAG GGT ACC T GTG GAC CAC
GAC GTG T

KpnI3424REV

GAT TAG GGT ACC CTC GCG ATC AGG
TGG TC

KpnI4542FWD

GAT TAG GGT ACC T GTG ACC GTA
CGC CCC

KpnI4542REV

GAT TAG GGT ACC ACA GTG GAC CTC
TTG AGG

KpnI4544FWD

GAT TAG GGT ACC T ATG CCT GAA
ACC GAG CC

KpnI4544Rev

GAT TAT GGT ACC GCC GCG ACA AGG
TCA

KpnIsapRFWD

GAT TAG GGT ACC TAT GGC TCA ATC
AGC GGC AG
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Application
Amplification of sapR for
pTYB21; Add SapI site
Amplification of sapR for
pTYB21; Add NotI site
Amplification of sapS for
pTXB1; Add NdeI site
Amplification of sapS for
pTXB1; Add SapI site
Amplification of sasA for
pTXB1; Add NdeI site
Amplification of sasA for
pTXB1; Add SapI site
Amplification of SCO3421
for BACTH; Addition of
KpnI Site and a T
Amplification of SCO3421
for BACTH; Addition of
KpnI Site
Amplification of SCO3423
for BACTH; Addition of
KpnI Site and a T
Amplification of SCO3423
for BACTH; Addition of
KpnI Site
Amplification of SCO3424
for BACTH; Addition of
KpnI Site and a T
Amplification of SCO3424
for BACTH; Addition of
KpnI Site
Amplification of SCO4542
for BACTH; Addition of
KpnI Site and a T
Amplification of SCO4542
for BACTH; Addition of
KpnI Site
Amplification of SCO4544
for BACTH; Addition of
KpnI Site and a T
Amplification of SCO4544
for BACTH; Addition of
KpnI Site
Amplification of sapR for
BACTH; Addition of KpnI
Site and a T

Oligonucleotide

Sequence

KpnIsapRREV

GAT TAG GGT ACC GGT CGT TCC TTC
TCC ATA GC

KpnIsapSFWD

GAT TAG GGT ACC TAT GAC GAA CCA
CGC ACC

KpnIsapSREV

GAT TAG GGT ACC TGC TTT CTG ATG
TCG AAC TCG C

KpnIsasAFWD

GAT TAG GGT ACC TAT GAG CTA TCC
CGC ACA

KpnIsasARev

GAT TAT GGT ACC GCG GTG AGG GGG
AGG

KpnIwhiJFWD

GAT TAG GGT ACC T GTG GCG CCA
AGG

KpnIwhiJREV

GAT TAG GGT ACC AAT TCC TTC GCC
AGG TGG

luxChkFWD

CGGGTTCCCCCTCGACTCTACTAG

luxChkRev

CGACCTGGCCGTTGATGATGAACG

oEP1

GTC GCG GTT GAT CGG CGA TC

Application
Amplification of sapR for
BACTH; Addition of KpnI
Site
Amplification of sapS for
BACTH; Addition of KpnI
Site and a T
Amplification of sapS for
BACTH; Addition of KpnI
Site
Amplification of sasA for
BACTH; Addition of KpnI
Site and a T
Amplification of sasA for
BACTH; Addition of KpnI
Site
Amplification of whiJ for
BACTH; Addition of KpnI
Site and a T
Amplification of whiJ for
BACTH; Addition of KpnI
Site
Confirmation of insert in
pFLUX
Confirmation of insert in
pFLUX
Amplification of ermEp

oEP2

AAG CTT CAC TGG CGC CGG TTG CGG

Amplification of ermEp

CTACTTCACCTATCCTGCCC

Confirmation of presence or
absence of backbone; also, in
conjunction with Check
Primers for deletions

oriTcheck REV

REVFLAG
REVsapRLinkFla
g
REVsapSHIS

CTTGTCGTCGTCGTCCTTGTAGTCGAT
GTCGTGGTCCTTGTAGTCGCCGTCGTG
GTCCT
GTAGTCGCCGTCGTGGTCCTTGTAGTC
GCCGCCGCCTGGTCGTTCCTTCTCCAT
AG
GTGGTGGTGGTGGTGGTGGCCGCCGC
CCTGCTTTCTGATGTCGAACT

REVsapSSpeI

CATTAGACTAGTGCAGATCACTGCTTT
CTGAT

REVsapSSpeI

CATTAGACTAGTGCAGATCACTGCTTT
CTGAT

REVShort

CATTAGACTAGTGCAGATCACT
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Used for constructing tagged
SapR and SapS
Used for constructing tagged
SapR and SapS
Used for constructing tagged
SapR and SapS
Amplification of sapRS plus
promoter region, addition of
SpeI site
Used for constructing tagged
SapR and SapS
Used for constructing tagged
SapR and SapS

Oligonucleotide
RFLAGCHKFW
D
RSpromoterFWD
1
RSpromoterFWD
2
RSpromoterREV
1

Sequence
ACGTCCTTTGACCTGCTCCG
CTGTGCGAACTGTTCGGCAT
GCATCAGCCGCATCGAAACC
GATTGGATCTGCCGTTCGTC

RSpromoterREV
2

TTCGGTGTCGCGGAGCTTC

RSpromoterREV
4

GTTGGCTGCCGCTGATTGAG

RStoEpFWD1
RStoEpREV1
RSTSSCHECKF
WD1
RSTSSCHECKF
WD10
RSTSSCHECKF
WD2
RSTSSCHECKF
WD3
RSTSSCHECKF
WD4
RSTSSCHECKF
WD5
RSTSSCHECKF
WD6
RSTSSCHECKF
WD7
RSTSSCHECKF
WD8
RSTSSCHECKF
WD9

GAT TAG TCT AGA GTC GCG GTT GAT
CGG CGA TC
GAT ACC GGT TAC TGG CGC CGG TTG
CGG TC
GGTACGGCAGACTGTGCGC
TGCTACCTGACGTGTGCAACTG
GGCAGACTGTGCGCAGGAAA
GCATTCGGCGGAGGCGAA
GCAGCACGTTCGACCGGTAC
GCGAAGGAGAGGCCCTATGTGT
CCGCACCTGCAAGTGGAATATTCC
GCGCAGAAGGTTCTGAGCAAGT
CGCACTCGCTGCGCAAGT
ACTGACCTCTAGAGTGACCCCATG

sapCBglFwd

GAGATCTTCAATTGGCTGCCGCTGATT
GAG

sapCBglRev

GAGATCTACACATTGCGACCGGAC
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Application
Used for constructing tagged
SapR and SapS
Nested oligo for ARF-TSS of
sapRSp
Nested oligo for ARF-TSS of
sapRSp
RT Primer for sapRS mRNA
Nested oligo for ARF-TSS of
sapRSp; Scanning promoter
region of sapRSp
Nested oligo for ARF-TSS of
sapRSp
Used to change the sapCED
promoter to ermEp promoter
Used to change the sapCED
promoter to ermEp promoter
Scanning Promoter Region
for beginning of sapRSp
Scanning Promoter Region
for beginning of sapRSp
Scanning Promoter Region
for beginning of sapRSp
Scanning Promoter Region
for beginning of sapRSp
Scanning Promoter Region
for beginning of sapRSp
Scanning Promoter Region
for beginning of sapRSp
Scanning Promoter Region
for beginning of sapRSp
Scanning Promoter Region
for beginning of sapRSp
Scanning Promoter Region
for beginning of sapRSp
Scanning Promoter Region
for beginning of sapRSp
Amplification of sapCEDsapRS intergenic region;
adding BglII Sites
Amplification of sapCEDsapRS intergenic region;
adding BglII Sites

Oligonucleotide
sapCGFPFwd

Sequence
CACCCGCGCGACCCGCAATAGCTCCG
GAACGGAGCGCCCACTGCCGGGCCCG
GAGCTG

sapCGFPRev

GTGCACGCCCCTGGCATCCGAGGATT
CCGGCCCGAAGGTCACATATGTAGGC
TGGAGCTGCTTC

sasASpeIFWD

GATTAG ACTAGT
CTGCCGCTGATTGAGCCATC

sasASpeIREV

GATTAG ACTAGT
GTCATCGCAGCGGGTCTCAT

SCP159CF
SCP159CR
SCP159F

AGCGAGTGCGCATGGGGTCA
CTATGACCATCGCGCTCGGA
GGGTGATCGGAGCACGTCATGAGCTA
TCCCGCACACGCTATTCCGGGGATCCG
TCGACC

Application
Creation of SapC-EGFP
Fusion
Creation of SapC-EGFP
Fusion
Amplification of sasA and
promoter region, adding SpeI
sites
Amplification of sasA and
promoter region, adding SpeI
sites
Verification of sasA deletion
Verification of sasA deletion
Construction of sasA deletion

SCP159R

TCTCGGCAGTTCCTTCGGTCAGGCGGT
GAGGGGGAGGGTTGTAGGCTGGAGCT
GCTTC

SCP16061CF

AAGTGCGCAGAAGGTTCTGA

SCP16061CR

TTCGGTTCCTCGCATGGTGT

SCP16061F

CGACGGCCGATGGCTCAATCAGCGGC
AGCCAACCGGCGGATTCCGGGGATCC
GTCGACC

Construction of ΔsapRS
deletion

SCP16061R

GCCACCCTCGGTGCGCTGCTCAGGAA
TCTGTGCAGATCATGTAGGCTGGAGCT
GCTTC

Construction of ΔsapRS
deletion

SCP160CR

CGCTGCCGGAAGACGCCTCG

Confirmation of ΔsapR
deletion

SCP160R

AAAGGACGTCGTGAACTTGCGTACGT
CGTGGCGTTTGTCTGTAGGCTGGAGCT
GCTTC

Construction of ΔsapR
deletion

SCP161CF

ATCCTGAACTTCGAGGACGA

Confirmation of ΔsapS
deletion

SCP161F

GCTCCTCCGGGACGTCGCTATGGAGA
AGGAACGACCATGATTCCGGGGATCC
GTCGACC

Construction of ΔsapS
deletion

SHISFWDCHK

ACTTGCTTCCTGAACGGCGC

SUPERCOS
CHECK FWD

CGGCTACACTAGAAGGACAG
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Construction of sasA deletion
Confirmation of ΔsapRS
deletion
Confirmation of ΔsapRS
deletion

Used for constructing tagged
SapR and SapS
Confirmation of presence or
absence of backbone; also, in
conjunction with Check
Primers for deletions

Oligonucleotide
whiJseq1
whiJseq2

Sequence
CGT AGT GAT CGG TGT CGA AC
CTT CGG CCC AGA TGA GTC AG
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Application
Sequencing whiJ
Sequencing whiJ

A

B

Figure 2.1. Phylogenetic Tree of S. coelicolor WhiJR-like Proteins. (A) All WhiJR-like proteins
encoded in the S. coelicolor genome were aligned and grouped in a tree using Clustal Omega
(including homologous proteins on the plasmid SCP1). Scr1, a previously characterized WhiJR-like
protein, and SapR branched together in the tree. (B) Shown, is an alignment produced in Clustal
Omega between SapR and Scr1 (~40% identical), showing conserved residues. An “*” indicates a
conserved residue, a “:” indicates amino acids that have strongly similar properties, and a “.” Indicates
amino acids that have weakly similar properties.
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A

B

Figure 2.2. Tree of S. coelicolor WhiJS-like Proteins. (A) All WhiJS-like proteins encoded in the
S. coelicolor genome were aligned and grouped in a tree using Clustal Omega (including homologous
proteins on the plasmid SCP1). (B) Shown, is an alignment produced in Clustal Omega between SapS
and BldB (~27% identical). Highlighted residues are conserved amongst most WhiJS-like proteins
(Eccleston et al., 2006), though SapS has a substitution of asparagine for the conserved serine. Three of
the conserved amino acids (W30, R56, and W72) of BldB were shown to be important for dimerization.
An “*” indicates a conserved residue, a “:” indicates amino acids that have strongly similar properties,
and a “.” indicates amino acids that have weakly similar properties.
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A

B

Figure 2.3. Phylogenetic Tree of S. coelicolor WhiJA-like Proteins. (A) All WhiJA-like proteins
encoded in the S. coelicolor genome were aligned and grouped in a tree using Clustal Omega
(including homologous proteins on the plasmid SCP1). (B) The most well-characterized WhiJA-like
protein is SCO4677 and while it does not branch as closely with SasA, an was alignment produced in
Clustal Omega between SasA and SCO4677 (~37% identical) to determine what residues may be
important. An “*” indicates a conserved residue, a “:” indicates amino acids that have strongly similar
properties, and a “.” indicates amino acids that have weakly similar properties.
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Figure 2.4. Depiction of Mutant Strains Used in this Work. The top line is an
abridged depiction of the sapRS and sapCED operons in the wild-type strain. The
asterisk in the next line indicates the location of the point mutation in the mutant strain
HU3 (sapRS1). The remaining lines describe various double and single mutants
constructed. A bar that replaces an arrow indicates a deletion of the gene via marker
replacement (or a scar).
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A

B

C

Figure 2.5. Macroscopic Observation of sapRS mutants. Normalized
amounts of spores (~106) of wild-type and mutant strains were
inoculated on SFM and were grown at 30°C for (A) 36 hours, (B) 68
hours, and (C) 120 hours. Mutants of sapRS appear delayed in
morphological development as judged by gray pigment formation. This
is not the case for the sapRS1 mutant which appears to normally
proceed with morphological development as judged by gray pigment
formation, though this strain is in a different genetic background from
the others isolated here.
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B

α-EGFP

Figure 2.6. Analysis of Spore-Associated Protein Expression for mutants of sapRS and sasA.
Spores were isolated after five days of growth on SFM. Proteins were extracted from mutant strains
followed by nonlethal detergent wash and fractionated on a 12% polyacrylamide gel and (A) were
Coomassie blue stained. HU35 (WT), HU3 (RS1), JWS5 (ΔRS), JWS6 (ΔR), JWS7 (ΔS), JWS10
(ΔA), JWS14 (ΔRS/-), JWS15 (ΔRS/RS+), JWS16 (ΔR/-), JWS17(ΔR/RS+), JWS18 (ΔS/-), JWS19
(ΔS/RS+).
Extractions from wild-type and mutants expressing sapC-EGFP were subject to western blot
analysis (B) probed with anti-EGFP antibody. JWS230 (WT), JWS234 (WT/RS+), JWS242 (ΔRS),
JWS246 (ΔRS/RS+), JWS254 (ΔR), JWS258 (ΔR/RS+), JWS266 (ΔS), JWS270 (ΔS/RS+ )
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Figure 2.7. Analysis of Spore-Associated Protein Expression of a triple
mutant of sapRS and sasA. Spores were isolated after five days of growth on
SFM. Proteins were extracted from wild-type and mutant strains followed by
nonlethal detergent wash and fractionated on a 12% polyacrylamide gel and were
Coomassie blue stained. HU35 (WT), HU3 (sapRS1), JWS5 (ΔsapRS::aac3(IV)),
JWS20 (ΔsapRS::aac3(IV) ΔsasA::SCAR), JWS39 ((ΔsapRS::aac3(IV)
ΔsasA::SCAR attBΦBT1::pMS82), JWS43-46 ((ΔsapRS::aac3(IV) ΔsasA::SCAR
attBΦBT1::sasA+).
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Figure 2.8. Expression of luciferase under the control of sapCEDp. Strains were grown on
SFM agar plugs 30°C over 98 hours and the wavelength at 490 nm was recorded every eight
hours. Data points are the average of three replicates per strain with background luminescence
from the promoter-less strain subtracted, with similar results for three independent isolates of
each strain. Strains are listed in pairs, sapCEDp-lux together with the lux background strain, as
follows: WT: JWS128 (sapCEDp-luxCDABE), JWS125 (luxCDABE); sapRS1: JWS139 (sapRS1
sapCEDp-luxCDABE), JWS136 (sapRS1 luxCDABE); ΔsapRS: JWS168 (ΔsapRS sapCEDpluxCDABE), JWS165 (ΔsapRS luxCDABE); ΔsapR: JWS150 (ΔsapR sapCEDp-luxCDABE),
JWS147 (ΔsapR luxCDABE); ΔsapS: JWS222 (ΔsapS sapCEDp-luxCDABE), JWS218 (ΔsapS
luxCDABE).
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Figure 2.9. Expression of luciferase under the control of sapCEDp and sapRSp. Strains
were grown on SFM agar plugs 30°C over 98 hours and the wavelength at 490 nm was
recorded every eight hours. Data points are the average of three replicates per strain with
background luminescence subtracted, with similar results for three independent isolates of each
strain. (A) The expression of sapRS and sapCED in a strain lacking sapRS is shown. (B) The
expression of sapRS and sapCED in a strain with sapRS is shown. Strains are listed, sapCEDplux or sapRSp-lux, lux background strain, as follows: JWS121 (M145 sapCEDp-luxCDABE),
JWS116 (M145 luxCDABE); JWS122 (M145 sapRSp-luxCDABE), JWS116 (M145
luxCDABE); JWS128 (HU35 sapCEDp-luxCDABE), JWS121 (HU35 luxCDABE); JWS131
(HU35 sapRSp-luxCDABE), JWS121 (HU35 luxCDABE).
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Figure 2.10. Adapter- and Radioactivity- Free Transcription Start Site Mapping of the sapRS
operon. (A) mRNA is extracted from a wild-type sapRS+ strain. (B) Reverse transcription with a
phosphorylated primer that anneals within sapR. (C) cDNA is circularized. (D) Inverse PCR with
nested primers. PCR products are cloned into TOPO cloning vector. Individual colonies are
sequenced and TSS is determined. (E) Summary of 13 clones with DNA inserts identifying
potential TSS, sites as determined by ARF-TSS.
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Figure 2.11. Promoter Mapping of the sapRS Operon Using Scanning PCR. (A)
mRNA is extracted from a wild-type sapRS+ strain. (B) Reverse transcription with a
phosphorylated primer that anneals within sapR. PCR is conducted with a primer that
anneals within the sapR cDNA (REV2) and a primer upstream (black arrow) which will
result in a PCR product (C) or no product (D). (E) A text map of the intergenic region
between sapCED and sapRS, including a portion of the sapR sequence. Primer annealing
locations have been marked with colored arrow. REV1 is the primer used for reverse
transcription. REV2 is paired with the primer arrows in black. (F) PCR analysis using
REV2 primer paired with one of the numbered primers (lane headers) using input from
reverse transcription reactions (+RT) or control reactions with a small amount of
background without reverse transcriptase (-RT).
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Figure 2.12. SapR, SapS, and SasA interactions in a BACTH assay. (A) BTH101, an E. coli
cya mutant, was co-transformed with various combinations of two-hybrid plasmids, expressing
fusions of proteins of interest to adenylate cyclase domains. MacConkey medium supplemented
with maltose was used to screen for positive interactions at 30 °C for 48 hours. Positive
interactions are indicated by pink color, while negative interactions are clear. BTH101 was also
transformed with the BACTH positive (small leucine zipper proteins) and negative (empty
vector) controls. Strains are from left to right, top to bottom: JSB2, JSB1, JSB12, JSB21, JSB23,
JSB45, JSB43 (B) Since SapS interacted with SasA, SapS was aligned in Clustal Omega with
SpoIIAB interacting partner SpoIIAA (117 a.a.) from B. subtilis. The conserved phosphorylated
residue is indicated with an arrow.
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100 kDa

Figure 2.13. Purification of SapR. Four samples, from different stages of the
overexpression and purification process, were fractionated on a 12% polyacrylamide gel.
The first lane is the PageRuler Plus Prestained Protein Marker (Thermofisher), where the
100 and 35 kDa bands are labeled for reference. The second lane is a protein sample from
an uninduced culture containing the SapR expression plasmid. The third lane is a protein
sample from an induced 16 hour culture containing the SapR expression plasmid. The
fourth lane is a sonicated, then boiled, protein sample from an induced culture containing
the SapR expression plasmid. The fifth lane is a protein sample eluted from the chitin
column. SapR is 32.5 kDa, SapR+ Intein/CBD is 88 kDa.
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Figure 2.14. The intergenic region of sapRS and sapCED. The curved black arrow represents
the mapped TSS for sapCED. The two yellow highlighted sequences upstream of the arrow
represent the putative -10 and -35 sequences for the sapCEDp (Bentley et al., 2004). Inverted
repeats are indicated by black and red colored arrows. Directed repeats are indicated by orange
arrows. Nested fragments bounded by red bars were used for further analysis. The 3’ end of the
nested fragments is the same for each.
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Shift

Figure 2.16. SapR binds the promoter of sapCED in an
Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assay (EMSA). sapCEDp or ermEp (as
a nonspecific control) fragments (50 nM) were incubated with increasing
concentrations of SapR (1:2, 1:3, 1:4), or no SapR (-). Reactions were
fractionated on a native 10% polyacrylamide gel and were stained with
SYBR gold.
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SapR

Shift

Figure 2.18. The Location of the SapR Binding Site Narrowed
by Using a Nested Set of Fragments. 50 nM of sapCp or the
nested fragments were incubated with 200 mM SapR (+) or
nothing (-). Reactions were fractionated on a native 15%
polyacrylamide gel and were stained with SYBR gold. There is an
observed shift for the full sapCp, 125 bp, and 95 bp fragment, but
not the 65 bp fragment. There is a nonspecific fragment in the 95
bp reaction that does not shift.
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10 kDa

Figure 2.19. SapR and SapS Potentially Interact to Bind the sapCEDp. (A) SapS was
purified using the same Intein system as SapR. The purified SapS has an expected MW of 8.2
kDa and the Coomassie blue stained-PAGE fractionation of purified SapS protein is shown. (B)
Here, various increasing concentrations of SapS were combined with SapR and the sapCEDp.
DNA concentration was at 10 nM and all concentrations for the proteins are in nM. The
samples were fractionated on a 10% Native PAGE and stained with SYBR Gold. There is the
appearance of a higher shifted band (indicated by the arrow) with increasing concentration of
SapS.
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Figure 2.18. WhiJ System Proteins Do Not Interact in BACTH. (A) Diagram of
the whiJ multi-gene locus. (B) Shown are representative examples of BACTH
colonies tested for WhiJ system proteins. Only one strain (JSB84) appears pink on
the plates indicating a potential interaction between WhiJS and itself.
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Figure 2.19. SCO3421 System Proteins Interact in BACTH. (A) Diagram
of the SCO3421 multi-gene locus. (B) Shown are representative examples of
BACTH colonies for SCO3421 system proteins. SCO3421R, SCO3421S, and
SCO3421A all appear pink, while SCO3421/SCO3423 appear lightly pink.
Strains from left to right, top to bottom: JSB110, JSB144, JSB174, JSB126,
JSB130
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Figure 2.20. sapR Multi-Gene System Blast. The sapR multi-gene system was
translated and compared, as a whole, against all available bacterial genomes in NCBI.
Displayed are the results and their surrounding genetic environment. The first three
sequences are the system itself (one in each terminal inverted repeat of SCP1, and the
other in a previous assembly of SCP1). The remaining results only contain a sapR- and
sapS-like gene. Two are from the plasmid pNO33 from S. albulus and the final result is
to the actinomycete, Frankia sp. EAN1pec.
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Figure 2.21. Gene Tree of the Distribution of the SCO3421 Multi-Gene System. The SCO3421 multi-gene system
was translated and compared, as a whole, against all available bacterial genomes in NCBI. Orthologs were aligned
using MEGA and a tree was built around this alignment. Orthologs are well distributed across the Streptomyces genus
and found in other closely related morphologically complex actinomycetes.
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Figure 2.22. Species Tree of the Distribution of the SCO3421 Multi-Gene System. The SCO3421 multi-gene system was translated and
compared, as a whole, against all available bacterial genomes in NCBI. Species where the SCO3421 multi-gene system was present were
identified. A species tree was built comparing 120 house-keeping genes. The resulting tree shows the related Streptomyces species and
non-Streptomyces actinomycetes that all contain the SCO3421 multi-gene system in its entirety.

CHAPTER 3: SPORE-ASSOCIATED PROTEINS OF
STREPTOMYCES
INTRODUCTION
Bacterial spores of species are resting cells dedicated to prolonging the species ability to
survive harsh conditions (Driks, 2003). Spores are useful agents of dispersal that allow an
organism to remove its progeny from poor nutrient conditions or overpopulation. Spores can
remain dormant until they are driven by water or physical dispersal to an area that allows them to
germinate in a more conducive location. There are essentially two general types of spores:
endospores that are usually assembled from within the pre-spore compartment and from the
mother cell that houses it; and exospores, that are entirely made from within the future spore cell.
The endospores of Bacillus subtilis (and B. anthracis) have been extensively studied to determine
the nature of their hardiness and ability to determine the appropriate location for germination
(Kim et al., 2006, Driks, 1999, Setlow, 2003, Tan and Ramamurthi, 2014, Lai et al., 2003, Giorno
et al., 2007). Their ability to produce incredibly resistant spores, while maintaining the ability to
respond to environmental signals to promote germination, is facilitated by its multilayered spore
coat (Driks, 1999).
The spores of B. subtilis have two well defined layers, the inner and outer coats (Aronson and
Fitz-James, 1976). These two coat layers are easily distinguished by TEM and are made up of at
least 50 different proteins that are assembled on the spore coats in an ordered fashion, under a
highly regulated process that involves the activation of multiple σ factors and other transcription
factors directing expression of coat proteins (Tan and Ramamurthi, 2014, Driks, 1999). Early
identification of the proteinaceous layers was initiated by a non-lethal detergent wash of spores
and obtaining N-terminal sequences of the extracted proteins (Goldman and Tipper, 1978). It is
now well established these proteins have extensive interactions with each other during the
assembly process and many are required for the later assembly of other proteins (Kim et al.,
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2006). However, many of these proteins are dispensable for growth under laboratory conditions,
and some other endospore forming bacteria, like B. cereus, have coat layers that are made of
fewer proteins (Driks, 1999). B. cereus has an outer layer, called the exosporium, that contains
apparently eight different proteins (Charlton et al., 1999, Beaman et al., 1971).
The layered and ordered complexity of endospore-forming bacteria, like B. subtilis, are in
contrast to the exospores produced by Streptomyces (and other) species. Compared to the spores
of B. subtilis, the coat is thin and not lamellar in TEM. Exospores have the disadvantage of
assembling and altering the pre-spore compartments into spores by secretions of proteins
originating from inside the cell. The signals governing sporulation have been extensively studied,
which provides some information on the production and assembly of the dormant resting cells of
Streptomyces species. For example, σBldN, is an ECF (extracytoplasmic function) σ factor that has
a direct role in aerial hyphae formation, which proceeds sporulation in S. coelicolor. While not
much is known about the direct targets of σBldN in S. coelicolor, it has been shown in
S. venezuelae that the sigma factor is responsible for promoting the transcription of the rodlin
(rdl) and chaplin (chp) encoding genes (Bibb et al., 2012). The rodlins and chaplins in S.
coelicolor are surfactants that form a hydrophobic sheath (called the rodlet layer) around the
nascent aerial hyphae, which allows them to escape the aqueous environment of the vegetative
mycelium (Elliot et al., 2003, Claessen et al., 2004). This hydrophobic sheath is the earliest layer
in the formation of spores and requires harsh conditions to separate them from the spores (boiling
in SDS, TFA precipitation). The σBldN promoters were identified by a consensus sequence that
were mapped to the targets in S. venezuelae and these sequences map to the same targets in
S. coelicolor reinforcing the likelihood that σBldN fulfills the same role in both organisms (Bibb et
al., 2012).
In addition to the spore rodlet layer containing rodlins and chaplins, it has been shown that
there are other proteins that associate with the spores of streptomycetes. Spore-associated
proteins SapA and SapB were first identified by using a nonlethal detergent wash on mature
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spores (Guijarro et al., 1988). SapA is encoded by a chromosomal gene and nothing is known
about its function. Subsequently, it was determined that SapB was a proteolytically cleaved
peptide derived from the product of a developmentally regulated gene ramS (Kodani et al., 2004).
SapB plays a role similar to that of the chaplin proteins, in that it acts as a surfactant for newly
formed aerial hyphae. It was found to be essential for aerial hyphae formation on a rich medium
with high osmolarity, while not being produced on minimal mannitol medium, a poor carbon
source (Capstick et al., 2007, de Jong et al., 2012). Exogenous application of SapB is capable of
suppressing chaplin-deficient strain loss of aerial hyphae production (Capstick et al., 2007). In
addition to chromosomal genes encoding SapA and SapB, the sapCED operon is located in the
terminal inverted repeats of the linear plasmid, SCP1, which encodes three spore-associated
proteins SapC, SapD, and SapE (Bentley et al., 2004). Expression of these proteins are under the
control of two regulatory proteins, SapR and SapS, which are encoded by genes divergently
transcribed from the sapCED operon (See Chapter 2). Similarly, SapC, D, and E have not been
linked to a specific phenotype or defect in Streptomyces.
As shown in Guijarro et al. (1988), Bentley et al. (2004), and in my work in Chapter 2, there
appear to be numerous spore-associated proteins that are extracted by a non-lethal detergent wash
in addition to the five characterized Saps. While SapB remains the only one with a well-defined
function, there is a considerable dearth of information regarding the identities of a vast number of
proteins (somewhere between 30-50 obvious bands on a polyacrylamide gel) that associate with
the spore. In order to fill this gap in our understanding now that many Streptomyces genome
sequences are available, I wanted to examine the composition of the spore-associated proteins of
Streptomyces coelicolor using mass spectrometry to identify the unknown proteins extracted in
the Sap mixture. Specifically, the goal of this project was to identify a set of proteins that could
be easily dislodged from the spore surface and solubilized using a non-lethal detergent wash.
Obviously, this method would not produce a comprehensive list of all the spore-associated
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proteins, but provide a meaningful first step in identifying proteins important for spores of
Streptomyces, as was done with spores of Bacillus (Goldman and Tipper, 1978).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Maintenance of Bacterial Strains
E. coli strains used in this study can be found in Table 3.1. Strains of E. coli were used
for the cloning and maintenance of plasmids. These strains were maintained at 37°C on LB
medium for propagation (Sambrook et al., 1989). LB was supplemented with antibiotics, where
appropriate, at the following concentrations: ampicillin (100 μg mL-1), apramycin (50 μg mL-1),
chloramphenicol (25 μg mL-1), and kanamycin (50 μg mL-1). In order to make competent cells of
E. coli, LB, SOB, and SOC (for post transformation recovery) were used as the growth medium
to make chemically (LB) competent or electrocompetent (SOB) cells.
Strains of Streptomyces used in this study can be found in Table 3.2. Strains of
S. coelicolor were maintained primarily on Soy Flour Mannitol (SFM) solid medium at 30°C for
four to five days (Kieser et al., 2000) except for when inducing the loss of the temperaturesensitive pCRISPomyces based plasmids, which were grown at 37°C. SFM was supplemented
with apramycin (25 μg mL-1), when appropriate. For liquid media, Yeast Extract-Malt Extract
(YEME) medium (Kieser et al., 2000) or International Streptomyces Project medium 2 (ISP2,
(Shirling and Gottlieb, 1966) were used at 30°C. S. lividans and S. griseus were also maintained
on SFM medium at 30°C, with S. griseus requiring additional time to reach sporulation (six to
eight days). S. venezuelae was maintained on Malt Extract Yeast Extract Maltose (MYM) agar
plates at 30°C for three days.

Plasmid DNA and Genomic DNA Extractions
Plasmids used in this study can be found in Table 3.3. E. coli strains bearing plasmids
were grown in LB, with appropriate antibiotics for plasmid selection. Plasmid DNA was
extracted from E. coli cultures by alkaline lysis and phenol/chloroform extraction (Sambrook et
al., 1989) or using the ZR Plasmid MiniprepTM-Classic (Zymo, D4016). DNA samples were
resuspended in TE or sterile nanopure water supplemented with RNaseA. In general, plasmids
were verified by restriction digest and/or PCR. Plasmid DNA was stored at -20°C.
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S. coelicolor strains were grown in liquid YEME or ISP2 cultures at 30°C for 2-4 days.
Genomic DNA was extracted using the Wizard® Genomic DNA Purification Kit (Promega) and
resuspended in TE. DNA was verified by PCR. Genomic DNA was stored at 4°C.

Spore-Associated Protein Extraction
In order to extract spore-associated proteins (Saps) from the spores of Streptomyces
strains, a non-lethal detergent wash was employed as adapted from Guijarro et al. (1988). Spores
of Streptomyces were used to inoculate SFM (or MYM for S. venezuelae) plates and grown at
30°C for four to five days. The aerial mycelium of confluent lawns were harvested by mechanical
disruption with a cotton swab and saline. The resulting crude suspension was then centrifuged,
and supernatant discarded. The pellet was resuspended in 1,200 μL of a spore-associated protein
extraction buffer (50 mM Carbonate-Bicarbonate, pH 10; 50 mM DTT; 1% SDS). The spore
suspension was incubated at 37°C for 90 minutes with frequent manual agitation to maximize
efficient extraction and solubilization. The suspension was centrifuged to remove the spores. The
supernatant containing extracted proteins was transferred to a clean, sterile 1.5 mL tube. Three
hundred microliters of 50% trichloroacetic acid (TCA) was added to the Sap mixture for a final
concentration of 10% TCA and samples were incubated on ice for 30 minutes. The solution was
centrifuged at high speed for 10 minutes at 4°C to pellet the precipitated Saps. The supernatant
was discarded, and the pellet washed with 5% TCA and then washed with 100% cold acetone.
Acetone was removed by aspiration and the pellet was resuspended by violent agitation in 50 mM
ammonium bicarbonate at 37°C.
For extractions that would be subjected to mass spectrometry analysis, two additional
washes with 0.85% saline were conducted on the initial spore pellets to remove contaminating
cytoplasmic proteins from lysed vegetative mycelium. After incubation in the non-lethal
detergent wash and spore pelleting, a second high speed centrifugation step was conducted and
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the protein mixture was passed through a 0.22 μM syringe filter to remove remaining spores. The
filtered solution was used for TCA precipitation and washes as described above.

Protein Concentration, Fractionation, and Visualization
In order to quantify protein solutions, the Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit (Thermofisher
Scientific, Cat. No. 23225) was used to determine protein concentration in triplicate using a BSA
standard. Normalized protein samples were fractionated by SDS-PAGE system with a
polyacrylamide gel of various percentage (10-18% depending on the samples in each individual
experiment). After electrophoresis, polyacrylamide gels were stained with Coomassie blue for 20
minutes, and subsequently destained in methanol and acetic acid for 30 minutes, twice. Gels were
rehydrated in deionized water for 10 minutes before visualization. Images were taken on one of
three options: a UV alpha-imager, a LiCor Odyssey Fc Imager, or by visible light photography.

Protein Sample Preparation for Mass Spectrometry
After the acetone wash in the spore-associated protein extraction pellets were used
directly for digestion by Trypsin Gold (Promega). Ten microliters of 50 mM DTT was added to
the pellet and it was incubated at 95°C for ten minutes. Ten microliters of 100 mM iodoacetamide
(IAA) was added and incubated in the dark for ten minutes at room temperature. Three hundred
microliters of acidified acetonitrile were added and the solution vortexed vigorously for one
minute, followed by incubation at 4°C for 20 minutes. Solutions were subject to centrifugation
(4000 rpm) for 20 minutes and the supernatant was removed. One hundred microliters of 50 mM
ammonium bicarbonate was added to the pellet and the pellets were sonicated (Sonicor, SC-40)
for 15 minutes at room temperature. Ten microliters of Trypsin Gold (1 mg/mL) was added to the
protein mixture and was incubated at 37°C, with agitation for four hours. An additional ten
microliters of Trypsin were added to the solution and was incubated overnight at 37°C with
agitation. The reaction was quenched by the addition of ten microliters of 20% formic acid.
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Mass Spectrometry
Digested protein samples were analyzed with shotgun proteomics by LC-MS/MS
(Agilent 1100 HPLC with TOF-MS system). The separation was conducted in 50 minutes using a
gradient of two solvents (solvent A: 0.1% formic acid in water, solvent B: 0.1% formic acid in
acetonitrile) on the C18 Phenomenox column (00F-4435-E0, Gemini 5 micro-meter C18, 110
angstroms LC Column 150 * 4.6 mm). The gradient was as follows: at 0 minutes, 98% solvent A,
2% solvent B; at 35 minutes, 70% solvent A, 30% solvent B; at 40 minutes, 2% solvent A, 98%
solvent B; and at 50 minutes, 98% solvent A, 2% solvent B. Identified peptides were searched
against the predicted Streptomyces proteome. Using Masshunter, peptides mapped to proteins in
Stretpomyces were exported. Lists of these proteins were generated and compared in R Studio
(https://www.rstudio.com/) to identify a common list of proteins between various replicated
strains. Putative signal sequences of potential Saps were determined by SignalP
(http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP/, (Almagro Armenteros et al., 2019).

Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)
Oligonucleotides used in this study can be found in Table 3.4. Taq DNA polymerase
(NEB) was used to amplify fragments under the following final conditions: Template (10 ng 1,000 ng), primers (0.4 mM), dNTPs (0.2 mM), DMSO (5%), Thermopol Reaction Buffer (NEB,
1X final), Taq (0.1 U μL-1). Reaction conditions varied between primer sets and template, but in
general the following thermocycling conditions were used: initial denaturation at 94°C for 2-5
minutes; 25-30 cycles of, denaturation at 94°C for 30 seconds, annealing at 55°C (or 5°C lower
than the lower Tm of the two primers) for 30 seconds, and extension at 72°C for 1 min/kb of DNA
to be amplified; final extension at 72°C for 2-5 minutes.
When Phusion DNA Polymerase (Thermofisher) was used, the buffer system required
changes to annealing temperatures. In general, Phusion DNA polymerase was used under the
following final conditions: template (10 ng – 1,000 ng), primers (0.4 mM), dNTPs (0.2 mM),
DMSO (3%), GC Buffer (Thermofisher, 1X final), Phusion (0.02 U μL-1). Reaction conditions
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varied between primer sets and template, but in general there were three different types of
thermocycling conditions employed. First, if the primers allowed for a suitable annealing
temperature to be used, the following conditions were employed: initial denaturation at 98°C for
30 seconds; 25-30 cycles of, denaturation at 98°C for 10 seconds, annealing at 69°C (or a
temperature calculated by the Thermofisher annealing temperature calculator,
https://www.thermofisher.com/us/en/home/brands/thermo-scientific/molecularbiology/molecular-biology-learning-center/molecular-biology-resource-library/thermo-scientificweb-tools/tm-calculator.html) for 10 seconds, and extension at 72°C for 15 seconds/kb of DNA to
be amplified; final extension at 72°C for 2-10 minutes. Certain sets of primers did not have a Tm
low enough to conduct an annealing step in cycling conditions. In this case, a two-step cycle was
employed (the same conditions as above except to omit the annealing step). Finally, if large
primers were used but only had limited initial homology to the template (~20 bp), two separate
cycling steps were included to account for the change in homology. Those conditions were as
follows: initial denaturation at 98°C for 30 seconds; 10 cycles of, denaturation at 98°C for 10
seconds, annealing at 69°C (or a temperature calculated by Thermofisher’s annealing temperature
calculator) for 10 seconds, and extension at 72°C for 15 seconds/kb of DNA to be amplified; 15
cycles of, denaturation at 98°C for 10 seconds, and extension at 72°C for 15 seconds/kb of DNA
to be amplified; final extension at 72°C for 2-10 minutes.
PCR products were fractionated in agarose gel electrophoresis. If necessary, PCR
products were purified using the DNA Clean & Concentrator kit (Zymo, D4006) and eluted in
sterile nanopure water or Tris EDTA (TE).

Molecular Cloning
For cloning, the vector and the DNA insert (PCR product or from another plasmid) were
digested with the appropriate enzyme(s) from New England Biolabs (NEB), and the vector was
dephosphorylated with either Antarctic phosphatase or shrimp alkaline phosphatase (rSAP)
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according to the manufacturer’s recommended conditions. Size-selected bands from agarose gels
were subjected to the ZymocleanTM Gel DNA Recovery Kit (Zymo, D4002). Ligation reactions
were transformed into appropriate E. coli strains and DNA isolation from transformants were
screened by digestion and/or PCR.
Alternatively, TA-TOPO cloning kit (Invitrogen) Taq-based PCR products were directly
inserted into a vector and screened either by blue-white colony color (pCR2.1) or by positive
selection (pCR4). Similarly, blunt ended PCR products from high fidelity polymerases was
cloned using the Zero Blunt TOPO kit (Invitrogen) instead.

Sanger Sequencing
DNA samples were sequenced based on the specifications of the BigDye® Terminator
v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (Thermofisher) according to manufacturer’s recommendations.
Sequences were determined on an ABI 3130 Genetic Analyzer.

Isolation of Mutants Using CRISPR
For isolation of mutants for SCO1908 using CRISPR in Streptomyces, the procedure was
followed essentially as described in (Cobb et al., 2015). First a sequence for a protospacer was
located in SCO1908 and was determined not to be homologous to other sequences in S. coelicolor
using BLAST (NCBI). Two complementary primers were annealed together so that they
produced a dsDNA fragment of the 20-base pair protospacerwith BbsI overhangs. The fragment
was introduced into pCRISPomyces2 by Golden Gate Assembly at a BbsI-flanked lacZ cassette
(Cobb et al., 2015). The Golden Gate reaction was transformed into E. coli and screened for white
colony color on LB X-Gal plates. The plasmid (pJWS91) containing the SCO1908 protospacer
inserted was verified by PCR and restriction analysis.
About one kilobase pairs of DNA before the start codon upstream and after the stop
codon downstream of SCO1908 were amplified separately and introducing short homology so the
fragments would overlap. These two blocks were amplified by overlap and extension to produce
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an approximately two kilobase pair block lacking SCO1908, while simultaneously adding XbaI
sites either end (pJWS92). This fragment was cloned into pCR4Blunt-TOPO for sequencing and
restriction analysis. The XbaI fragment was cloned into the unique XbaI site in pJWS91 to
produce pJWS93.
pJWS93 was conjugated from E. coli into S. coelicolor. Resulting trans-conjugants were
screened for apramycin resistance (on plasmid backbone). Trans-conjugants were streaked to
single colonies on SFM at 37°C to induce loss of pJWS93. This was repeated until apramycinsensitive colonies were isolated. Apramycin-sensitive colonies were screened by PCR for loss of
SCO1908.

Phase-Contrast Microscopy
To examine for sporulation defects in the isolated mutants, a phase-contrast microscope
(Nikon) equipped with a Micropublisher 5.0 RTV (Q Imaging) was used to image Streptomyces
strains grown on SFM agar at 30°C for four days. Impression cover slips were made and
coverslips were mounted in 50% glycerol on an agarose pad. Images were acquired using 100X
oil immersion objective (Nikon).
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RESULTS
Analysis of Spore-Associated Proteins by Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis
Spore-associated proteins (Saps) were extracted from several wild-type lab strains of
S. coelicolor to identify a core set of Saps. To do this, a non-lethal detergent wash was used to
remove the Saps from the spore envelope. This method was used initially in B. subtilis to identify
soluble spore-coat proteins (Goldman and Tipper, 1978) and, the method was previously used
with Streptomyces to identify SapA and B (Guijarro et al., 1988) and SapC, D, and E (Bentley et
al., 2004). The five strains of S. coelicolor were chosen because they are wild-type lab strains for
most genes but have been derived independently of each other. M145 and MT1110 are separate,
prototrophic derivatives of A3(2) which lack both naturally occurring plasmids. M145 is the
strain used for genome sequencing (Bentley et al., 2002) and thus is the most commonly used
wild-type for most experiments; however, there is an approximately 1.09 Mbp deletion in the
terminal inverted repeats when compared to A3(2) (Weaver et al., 2004). This loss of genetic
information is due to the long lab history of M145, where as, MT1110 is a derivative of A3(2)
that also lack the plasmids, but without the major deletion. Similar to MT1110, HU1 is a
prototrophic strain independently derived from A3(2) with the spontaneous loss of SCP1, but
containing the small, circular plasmid SCP2. As a control for experiments, strain HU3, a
prototrophic strain of S. coelicolor was chosen because it has a single base pair mutation
(sapRS1) that results in the overexpression of SapC, D, and E(Bentley et al., 2004). This strain
also has the large linear plasmid, SCP1, integrated into the chromosome (Bentley et al., 2004).
HU35 is a wildtype derivative of M145 with a similar integrated version of SCP1 but is sapRS+.
Spores were harvested following growth and development on a standard sporulation agar
and were subjected to the non-lethal detergent wash. Spores were removed by centrifugation and
extracted Sap proteins were precipitated. Resulting purified protein solutions were fractionated by
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (Figure 3.1). In general, the majority of the protein bands
appear to be consistent across the strains, but there are some differences between strains. In
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particular, there were at least 7-10 bands that were consistent across all the tested strains. The
strain with the most divergent profile appears to be HU3, but this was to be expected because
previously it has been shown to express SapA-E (Arrows, Figure 3.1) at a higher level due to the
sapRS1 mutation (Bentley et al., 2004). Though it should be noted that there are numerous bands
(20-30) that occur in all the strains of varying intensity, and there are certainly others present in
too low of concentration to be shown on a polyacrylamide gel. These proteins also only account
for proteins that are easily solubilized in this extraction process and does not account for other
proteins that may be a part of the spore envelope that cannot be extracted with this process, like
the rodlins and chaplins.

Mass Spectrometry Analysis of S. coelicolor Spore-Associated Proteins
Standard spore-associated protein extraction procedure was suitable for polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis analysis, but in order to minimize contamination from lysed vegetative
mycelium, additional precautions were taken before mass spectrometric analysis. First, additional
wash steps were used to help remove potential proteins that may be loosely associated with the
spores. Next, after spores were exposed to the non-lethal detergent wash, additional
centrifugation steps and passage through a 0.22 μM filter were added to help eliminate any
remaining spores before TCA precipitation. The protein mixtures were digested with trypsin
overnight. Trypsin-digested proteins were analyzed by LC-MS/MS to determine the identity of
these extracted proteins.
In this type of shotgun proteomics experiment, identities of proteins are never confirmed
with 100% coverage of potential trypsin-digested fragments. However, a strong signal from one
unique peptide and other non-unique peptides corresponding to the same protein of interest can be
sufficient to confidently suggest its identity (Zhang et al., 2013). A cutoff margin for detection
was used, so it was reasonable to suppose that most, if not all, of these proteins were in fact found
in the digested mixture. Examining individual strains of S. coelicolor resulted in an unexpectedly
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large number of proteins identified by this procedure. For M145, over 200 proteins were detected
by this procedure (Table 3.5). These protein data ranged from one unique peptide with as little as
1% total coverage of predicted trypsin peptides identified to 22 unique peptides and over 40%
coverage. Most of the proteins (150/260) were identified with less than 10% total coverage of
predicted peptides. As a control, the chromosomally-encoded SapA was identified in the M145
analysis along with other putative secreted proteins. Many predicted cytoplasmic proteins were
detected in the results for the protein mixture. These include, but not limited to, various ribosomal
proteins, EF-TU, and GroEL. Obviously, these cytoplasmic proteins were unexpected or at least
to the degree that they were identified.
For HU3 (Table 3.6), 165 proteins were identified. As expected, SapA, C, D, and E were
among the proteins identified. Similar to M145, a large number of cytoplasmic proteins were
identified in addition to the previously identified Saps and putative secreted proteins. It is
possible that all of the detected proteins might not be directly from the spore-associated protein
fractions because of the predicted cytoplasmic proteins present in the mixture. The question
remains whether these proteins are random contaminants from lysed vegetative mycelial
fragments and their adherence to spores. Additionally, it is possible that these proteins could
originate from pre-spores (immature spores), which lyse during the extraction process, resulting
in some of the more numerous cytoplasmic proteins being present in the final protein mixture. If
they are random contaminants, these proteins may be inconsistently present in different
preparations. In order to address this, five lab strains of S. coelicolor were compared to see if a
consistent set of Sap proteins were identified.
To do this analysis, protein accession lists were taken from each individual strain
prediction and were compared against each other list of extracted proteins. A list of common Saps
was identified in the spore-associated protein mixture for all the S. coelicolor strains tested.
Though there are often between 100-300 identified proteins associated with the spore surface in
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each individual strain analysis, a common set of nine proteins was found between the five
different strains analyzed (Table 3.7) Five of the common proteins have predicted canonical
signal sequences (as determined by SignalP) and represent potential saprophytic functions due to
their predicted functional domains. SCO2286 is a PhoD-like alkaline phosphatase and SCO1906
is a PhoX-like alkaline phosphatase. SCO1968 is a glycerophosphoryl diester phosphodiesterase,
similar to glpQ in B. subtilis (Santos-Beneit et al., 2009). These three proteins could be important
for phosphate acquisition. SCO1908 is a secreted extracellular DNase, which may be important
for breaking down DNA fragments in the soil for nutrients. Finally, SCO7453 is a nosD-like
protein, which are normally important for nitrous oxide respiration in anaerobic bacteria, its exact
function here is unclear. The remaining identified proteins are proteins with cytoplasmic
functions, like EF-Tu (SCO4662), the chaperonin proteins (SCO4296 and SCO4762), and a
nucleotide-binding protein (SCO5249), which likely confirms the cytoplasmic contamination as
in the individual analysis.

SCO1908, a Conserved Secreted Extracellular Nuclease
In order to examine the functions of these newly discovered spore-associated proteins, an
analysis of the nine major conserved proteins was undertaken to identify the best first target for
genetic analysis. Of all of the proteins identified, SCO1908 appeared to be an excellent target
because it is highly conserved across the Streptomcyes genus and it has a high degree of identity
shared between many of the closely related orthologs (Figure 3.2A). The most attractive quality,
however, was its uniqueness in the S. coelicolor genome. It was the only predicted secreted
extracellular nuclease encoded in the genome. In order to analyze its role in S. coelicolor, a
mutant was isolated using CRISPR technology (Cobb et al., 2015). Unfortunately, the ΔSCO1968
mutant did not appear to have an obvious phenotype, microscopically or macroscopically (Figure
3.2B). Additionally, it does not appear that S. coelicolor digests exogenous DNA during
vegetative growth despite the presence of extracellular, secreted nucleases (data not shown). It
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could be important for aerial hyphae degrading spewed DNA from lysing vegetative mycelium
during development or only at germination if DNA happens to be around.

Preliminary Analysis of Conserved Spore-Associated Proteins across Streptomycetes
Given that there were few identified Sap proteins shared between related lab strains of
S. coelicolor, I wanted to determine if there were any conserved spore-associated proteins
between different species of streptomycetes. Some of the most commonly used streptomycetes
for genetic research were used in this analysis: S. lividans, very closely related to S. coelicolor;
S. griseus, the slow-growing, streptomycin-producing streptomycete is more distantly related to
S. coelicolor and can partially sporulate in liquid; and finally, S. venezuelae, the newest model for
Streptomyces development because of its quick growth and ability to sporulate on solid medium
and in liquid medium. As one would expect, S. lividans was the most similar to S. coelicolor in
terms of number (~160 proteins, Table 3.9) of proteins identified, while S. venezuelae (~70
proteins, Table 3.8) and S. griseus (~30 proteins, Table 3.10) had considerably less proteins
identified in their individual analysis. When compared to each other, there were only two proteins
that were shared between the four disparate species. A glyercophosphoryl diester diesterase
(SCO1968) and putative nucleotide-binding protein (SCO5249) were found to be shared between
the four. Even though that this experiment was only conducted (in duplicate) on one occasion
with all four species, these two proteins may be of importance and are worth further analysis,
along with further replications of the multi-species anlaysis.
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DISCUSSION

The ability to react to environmental surroundings and resist harsh conditions are critical
features to spores of all species of bacteria and fungi. Part of how bacterial spores address these
issues is by having proteins specifically to respond to different conditions. Species, like
B. subtilis, have been extensively studied to determine what factors go in to place to address these
issues (Driks, 1999), but the proteins responsible for these properties are less well described in
Streptomyces. Up until this study, there were only five known spore-associated proteins (outside
the rodlins and chaplins, which are purified under very special condtions). Unfortunately, only
SapB has a described function and it is to assist or replace the chaplins in creating a hydrophobic
layer of proteins which allows the aerial mycelium to escape the aqueous environment of the
vegetative mycelium (de Jong et al., 2012, Kodani et al., 2004). The other Saps (A, C-E) remain
undescribed, and their predicted protein domains do not immediately suggest their functions.
To increase the understanding of the spore-associated proteins of Streptomyces, I have
demonstrated that there are at least nine proteins that are consistently found associated with the
spores of five different lab strains of S. coelicolor. There are likely far more proteins associated
with the spore surface (Figure 3.1) and even more proteins that are not easily extracted using the
method employed in this study. For example, as a control, the strain HU3 was employed that
overexpresses SapC, D, and E. These three proteins, in addition to SapA, were found by mass
spectrometry in this strain. SapC, D, and E were not found in the analysis of the others, because
they lack the naturally occurring plasmid, SCP1, on which they are encoded. Here, I can describe
at least some proteins that have predicted functions that could logically coincide with existing on
the dormant spore surface. There are proteins that are not expected to be on the surface of the
spore as a putative structural coat protein. It appears that proteins identified may play a larger role
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in germination than for protection, based on the predicted functions of the available proteins
identified.
SCO2286, a PhoD-like alkaline phosphatase, and SCO1906, a PhoX-like alkaline
phosphatase, have been shown here to be associated with the spores of S. coelicolor. Phosphate
starvation and regulation has been extensively studied in many bacterial systems, for instance the
PhoP regulon in E. coli (Torriani, 1990), global phosphate starvation gene expression in
B. subtilis (Allenby et al., 2005), and the pho regulon in Streptomyces (Sola-Landa et al., 2003).
In phosphate limiting conditions, the expression of phosphatase genes (including phoA and phoD)
are upregulated in phosphate-limiting conditions in B. subtilis (Allenby et al., 2005).
Interestingly, many phosphatases are believed to be secreted and used to increase exogenous
uptake of phosphate by removing phosphate from molecules in the extracytoplasmic space
(McComb et al., 1979). A possible self-contained source of phosphate, is teichoic acid, which is a
common component of Gram positive bacterial cell walls, including the streptomycetes
(Naumova et al., 1980) The phosphatase, PhoD, has been implicated in the role of removing
phosphates from teichoic acid in the cell wall of B. subtilis (Myers et al., 2016). The implication
could be that this phosphatase, in particular, could be useful in phosphate limiting conditions and
could cannibalize wall teichoic acids during germination to provide phosphate to the nascent
germ tube. Experiments in the future could determine, if this protein is critical in phosphate
limiting conditions during germination. PhoX has a much more recently discovered alkaline
phosphatase domain that is unrelated to PhoD and PhoA, but is upregulated in phosphate limiting
conditions in marine bacteria (Majumdar et al., 2005, Sebastian and Ammerman, 2009). It would
be an important experiment to determine if these two proteins are involved in redundant
phosphate limiting responses or if they can be teased apart for specific roles under phosphate
starvation. On a final note, I have isolated spore-associated proteins from spores produced while
S. coelicolor was grown on a variety of media (data not shown), but for consistency all the
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S. coelicolor strains used for mass spectrometry analysis were performed with strains grown on
SFM, which predominately provides phosphate in the form of phytic acid and phospholipids
(Porter and M. Jones, 2003). This could lead into the upregulation of these phosphate harvesting
proteins.
SCO1908 is a secreted extracellular DNase that was reliably shown to be associated with
spores of S. coelicolor, but was not essential or even have a detectable phenotype associated with
its absence. Secreted DNases are often associated with opportunistic pathogens, such as the
Group A Streptococci and Pseudomonas aeruginosa, which are important for their interactions
with host immunity and provide nutrients for growth (Sumby et al., 2005, Mulcahy et al., 2010).
It has also been observed that in soil and marine environments, bacteria also produce DNases to
promote DNA recycling in these communities (Lidbury et al., 2016, Al-Wahaibi et al., 2019).
How this role would integrate onto a spore-associated protein is unclear. It is possible that it is
important for breaking down extracellular DNA to feed spores carbon, nitrogen, and phosphate,
but under laboratory conditions dsDNA is not used as a nutrient in agar plates. Further work
determining what other harvesting tools may be available to spores, such as nucleotide importers
or other enzymes able to break down nucleotides in the surrounding milieu to contribute to
germination. Though S. coelicolor is not naturally competent, it is possible that DNase presence
is important for degrading and preventing foreign DNA from being incorporated into the nascent
spore, which was not a condition tested in this study.
SCO7453 is a nosD-like gene that is also shared across spores of S. coelicolor strains.
Interestingly, NosD is an important component of a complex that is important in nitrous oxide
respiration (Wunsch et al., 2003, Honisch and Zumft, 2003). The genetic neighborhood of the
nosD gene is located without the encoding genes of its corresponding complex partners. It should
be noted that Streptomyces is an obligate aerobe, but there are three nitrate respiratory reductases
that are functional at different stages of the life cycle (Fischer et al., 2010). It is possible that
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NosD may have a role in some type of nitrogen response in spores, but there is a significant lack
of information surrounding this type of protein in Streptomyces.
Finally, one of the last proteins found associated with spores that has a putative secreted
signal is SCO1968. SCO1968 is a putative glycerophosphoryl diester phosphodiesterase, similar
to glpQ in B. subtilis. In S. coelicolor, there are seven putative encoded glycerophosphoryl diester
phosphodiesterases, four of which appear to be secreted. Of those, SCO1565 (glpQ1) and
SCO1968 (glpQ2) are upregulated in phosphate-limiting conditions (Santos-Beneit et al., 2009).
GlpQ1 and GlpQ2 appear to work in different ways to respond to nutrient limitation. glpQ2
expression was not affected by exogenous serine and inositol, but its expression was increased in
the presence of excess glucose, fructose, and glycerol (Santos-Beneit et al., 2009). It is possible
that this enzyme is a non-specific contaminant associated with the spore because it was secreted
due to phosphate limiting conditions; however, it could be construed that its purpose is to prepare
spores to harvest carbon and phosphate from the nutrient poor environment conditions after the
mycelium has faced limiting conditions. This protein is clearly involved in a regulatory
relationship under the control of PhoP and part of a system of several similar proteins which may
make its explicit role difficult to describe without multiple deletion of similar genes, which could
have pleiotropic effects (Santos-Beneit et al., 2009). A mutant was isolated that may have an
interesting phenotype related to the pooling of natural products produced by Streptomyces,
though this has yet to be confirmed (R. Muti, J.W. Sallmen, and J.R. McCormick, unpublished
result). This would provide an excellent starting point for future studies of the role of SCO1968 in
spores and germination.
Because of mass spectrometry sensitivity in individual preparations there are a large
number of contaminating cytoplasmic proteins identified, and even after a multi-strain analysis,
there were still at least four proteins that lack obvious secretion signals and most have obvious
cytoplasmic roles. The chaperonins (GroEL homologs) and translation elongation factor (EF-TU)
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are highly abundant proteins in the cell. In addition to these, a nucleotide-binding protein had also
been consistently found. These proteins could be a result from lysed vegetative mycelium and
immature spores during the extraction procedure; however, these proteins are found in
extracellular extracts of Gram positive (and other) bacteria and are believed to be secreted via a
nonclassical secretion pathway (Bendtsen et al., 2005). In B. cereus, a homolog of GroEL was
found in a large proportion of extracts of spore-associated proteins, though they did not purport
that it provided a serious structural role and could not describe a definitive purpose for its
presence other than perhaps by sheer virtue of its high concentration in the cell (Charlton et al.,
1999). There are other instances similar to this in non-spore forming bacteria, where GroEL
homologs are found on the surface of the cell. Heliobacter pylori has a GroEL homolog that was
shown to associate with the surface of the cell due to autolysis, but not necessarily with functional
intent (Phadnis et al., 1996). Legionella bacteria have been that shown surface-associated GroEL
was important to mediate cell invasion (Garduno et al., 1998). Certainly, the fact that these
cytoplasmic proteins are found associated with other bacterial cell surfaces is important for not
discounting the importance of the other secreted proteins associated with the spore. Though their
presence by contamination cannot be ruled out.
In order to address the identity of a conserved core of Saps across spore-associated
proteomes, a preliminary analysis was conducted. The anticipation was that conservation would
help identify proteins important for spore formation. However, my analysis of four different
species showed that only two proteins were identified, the nucleotide-binding protein and GlpQ2.
It is interesting that none of the other proteins identified for the other species were detected in the
analysis of S. coelicolor, but that analysis also indicated that there were significantly fewer
numbers of proteins found in S. griseus and S. venezuelae, which may reflect their true spore
composition, but also requires more independent replication to verify these results. Additionally,
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S. venezuelae and S. griseus sporulate in liquid media which could result in other spore-associated
proteins. I did not explore this but could be a future avenue of research.
In closing, it was of great importance to identify the proteins associated with the spores of
streptomycetes because they may play a critical role in dormancy, resistance, survivability and
germination of spores. What I have observed here is that the majority of the proteins with
predicted secretion signals that are consistently found in the tested strains of S. coelicolor are
potentially important for harvesting important nutrients, like phosphate, nitrogen, and carbon.
Importantly, many of these proteins have not been previously studied in Streptomyces, save for
GlpQ2, and it could provide insight into the roles of these proteins in the life cycle of an
organism. Also, the role of growth media could be addressed as well in mass spectrometry
analysis. As described earlier, it is possible that three of the common proteins found associated
with S. coelicolor spores are due to an upregulation of phosphate-limited gene expression,
resulting in PhoD, PhoX, and GlpQ2 being regularly found in these spores. Thus in addition to
identifying and characterizing the current spore-associated proteins that I have identified, a
differential analysis based on changes of media could provide identification of alternative
proteins conditionally important to the spore. Additionally, attempting to cut out individual bands
of proteins on polyacrylamide gel could provide a more targeted approach to identifying the more
significantly abundant proteins. Though it will be near impossible to replicate the natural
conditions of the soil in the lab, a multi-dimensional approach could provide a way to present a
more fully realized description of the spore-associated proteins of Streptomyces spores.
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Table 3.1. E. coli Strains Used in this Study

Strain
TG1
TOP10

ET12567

Genotype
supE thi-1 Δ(lac-proAB) Δ(mcrB-hsdSM)5
(rK-mK) / F´ traD36 proAB lacIqZΔM15
F- mcrA Δ(mrr-hsd RMS-mcrBC)
Φ80lacZΔM15ΔlacX74 deoR recA1 araD139
Δ(araA-leu)697 galU galK
F- dam-13::Tn9 dcm-6 hsdM hsdR recF143
zjj201::Tn10 galK2 galT22 ara-14 lacY1 xyl-5
leuB6 thi-1 tonA31 rpsL136 hisG4 tsx-78 mtl-1
glnV44
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Source
Sambrook et al
Invitrogen

Datsenko and Wanner,
2000

Table 3.2. Streptomyces Strains Used in this Study
Name
Parent
Genotype
ATCC
S. venezuelae prototroph
10712
B2682
S. griseus prototroph
HU3
Prototroph SCP1NF sapRS1 SCP2*
HU35
JWS278
JWS279
JWS280
JWS281
M145
TK21

Prototroph SCP1NF SCP2-

HU35
HU35
HU35
HU35

ΔSCO1908
ΔSCO1908
ΔSCO1908
ΔSCO1908
Prototroph SCP1- SCP2-

S. lividans prototroph
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Source
John Innes
Centre
Lab Collection
Bentley et al.
2004
J. McCormick
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
Bentley et al.
2002
Lab Collection

Table 3.3. Plasmids Used in this Study
Parent
Name
pCR4BluntTOPO
pCRISPomyces2

Description
Quick cloning vector used for blunt-ended
PCR products; Uses suicide ccdB gene for
cloning selection
Plasmid containing cas9, oriT, and aac3(IV)

pJWS91

pCRISPomyces2

pJWS92

pCR4BluntTOPO

pJWS93

pJWS91

SCO1908 protospacer inserted by Golden
Gate Assembly at the BbsI site of
pCRISPomyces2
Overlapped Upstream and Downstream
Homology to SCO1908, lacking SCO1908.
XbaI sites added on either end
XbaI fragment from pJWS92 cloned into the
unique XbaI site in pJWS91
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Source
Invitrogen
Cobb et al.,
2015
This Study
This Study
This Study

Table 3.4. Oligonucleotides Used in this Study
Oligonucleotide
PS1908FWD
PS1908REV

Sequence
Application
ACGCCGGGCCGGCCGCTGCGGAGG
Protospacer assembly
AAACCCTCCGCAGCGGCCGGCCCG
Protospacer assembly
GATTAGTCTAGAACAGTCCGAGCGG Amplifcation of SCO1908 upstream
UPS1908FWD
GGTGAGC
homology and addition of Xba I site
CGGATCCCTCCGGGGATGTGACGT
Amplifcation of SCO1908 upstream
UPS1908REV
GGCGCGGG
homology
CGCGCCACGTCACATCCCCGGAGG Amplifcation of SCO1908 downstream
DWN1908FWD
GATCCGCAGGACCCCGGTGGGGGC
homology and addition of upstream
GG
homogy
GATTAGTCTAGACGGCCCGGGCGG
Amplifcation of SCO1908 downstream
DWN1908REV
GCGCGCGGTGCGGTGCGGGCGGGG
homology and addition of Xba I site
CT
DWN1908REVSHO GATTAGTCTAGACGGCCCGGGCGG
Amplifcation of overlapped product
RT
GCGCGCGG
Sequencing analysis of the upstream
UPS1908SEQ1
GCCAGCCGCGCGGCCCGGGC
region of SCO1908
Sequencing analysis of the upstream
UPS1908SEQ2
CGGCCATCGCGTCGACCAGG
region of SCO1908
Sequencing analysis of the upstream
UPS1908SEQ3
CGGCGTGCTCGGCAACCTCT
region of SCO1908
Sequencing analysis of the upstream
UPS1908SEQ4
GCGGCGGCCGAGCAGCTCGG
region of SCO1908
Sequencing analysis of the downstream
DWN1908SEQ1
CCGACCGGCAGCGCGCCTGG
region of SCO1908
Sequencing analysis of the downstream
DWN1908SEQ2
GCAGACCGTCGACGCCATCG
region of SCO1908
Sequencing analysis of the downstream
DWN1908SEQ3
GGTCGGGGTGGGTGTCGGTG
region of SCO1908
Sequencing analysis of the downstream
DWN1908SEQ4
GCGGGCCGCACTGCGGTAGC
region of SCO1908
Primer that anneal in pCRISPomyces2 for
PSCRISPCHKFWD
GCCAGATAAGGCTTGCAGCA
verifcation of protospacer
Primer that anneal in pCRISPomyces2 for
PSCRISPCHKREV
TTACGGTTCCTGGCCTCTAG
verifcation of protospacer
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Table 3.5 Spore-Associated Proteins Identified from Extractions of the Strain M145 (Continued)
Unique
Percent
Protein ID
Protein Description
Peptide
Coverage
Score
of Protein
SCO0004*
Uncharacterized protein
13.23
3.8
SCO7843*
SCO0126
Putative multi-domain beta keto-acyl synthase
25.24
1.3
SCO0131
Putative secreted protein
64.41
16.4
SCO0140
Putative merR-family transcriptional regulator
15.03
4.3
SCO0324
Putative secreted protein
103.93
14.5
SCO0379
Catalase
50.32
9.6
SCO0409
Spore-associated protein A
32.79
16.8
SCO0478
Putative membrane protein
30.34
8.5
SCO0588
Putative sensor kinase
16.21
5
SCO0591
Lysozyme
33.35
13.6
SCO0608
Putative regulatory protein
34.29
10.2
SCO0828
Putative alkaline phosphatase
13.5
5.4
SCO0829
Putative serine protease
14.15
6.1
SCO0933
Putative lipoprotein
14.43
8.7
SCO0934
Putative integral membrane protein
14.71
3.7
SCO1048
Putative secreted protein
23.27
12.6
SCO1196
Putative secreted protein
36.18
9.4
SCO1345

Putative 3-oxoacyl-[acyl-carrier protein]
reductase

22.77

7.5

SCO1346

Putative 3-oxoacyl-[acyl-carrier protein]
reductase

46.95

20.5

SCO1432
SCO1480
SCO1489
SCO1501
SCO1505
SCO1511
SCO1512

Putative membrane protein
Uncharacterized protein
Putative DNA-binding protein
Alanine--tRNA ligase
30S ribosomal protein S4
Uncharacterized protein
Uncharacterized protein

75.17
52.23
35.21
48.55
39.88
16.63
15.14

12.3
32.7
15.5
4.6
15.1
3.3
19.5

SCO1565

Putative glycerophosphoryl diester
phosphodiesterase

41.43

9.4

SCO1590
SCO1600
SCO1626
SCO1630
SCO1637
SCO1640

Putative secreted protein
Translation initiation factor IF-3
Putative cytochrome P450
Putative integral membrane protein
Uncharacterized protein
Pup--protein ligase

40.6
58.92
23.7
42.1
17
81.36

7.7
24.8
3.6
7.3
3.7
13
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Table 3.5 Spore-Associated Proteins Identified from Extractions of the Strain M145 (Continued)
Unique
Percent
Protein ID
Protein Description
Peptide
Coverage
Score
of Protein
SCO1643
SCO1647

Proteasome subunit alpha
15.51
3.1
Uncharacterized protein
41.52
5.2
* Two protein identifications are listed because the gene is encoded of the terminal inverted repeats of the chromosome.
SCO1648
Proteasome-associated ATPase
132.24
17.1
SCO1711
Putative dehydrogenase
14.83
1.2
SCO1756
Uncharacterized protein
29.48
10.5
SCO1758
GTPase Der
24.8
6.4
SCO1796
Putative secreted protein
36.2
8.4
SCO1860
Putative secreted protein
155.95
32.8
SCO1897
Putative transcriptional regulator
13.69
6.9
SCO1906
Putative secreted protein
36.91
9.3
SCO1907
Uncharacterized protein
13.22
2.7
SCO1908
Putative large secreted protein
205.96
23.8
SCO1922
Putative ABC transporter ATP-binding subunit
33.48
11
SCO1947
Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase
29.5
9.5
SCO1948
Putative zinc-binding carboxypeptidase
21.07
2.5
SCO1950
Sporulation transcription regulator WhiA
66.89
18.9
SCO1965
Putative export associated protein
36.31
11.4
SCO1968
Putative secreted hydrolase
188.9
41.1
SCO1998
30S ribosomal protein S1
90.73
13.5
SCO2045
Uncharacterized protein
18.84
5.6
SCO2077
Uncharacterized protein
41.16
7.7
SCO2079
Cell division protein SepF 2
14.45
5.1
SCO2082
Cell division protein FtsZ
43.48
10.2
SCO2084

UDP-N-acetylglucosamine--N-acetylmuramyl(pentapeptide) pyrophosphoryl-undecaprenol Nacetylglucosamine transferase

21.9

4.3

SCO2092

Ribosomal RNA small subunit methyltransferase
H

29

14.8

SCO2135
SCO2153
SCO2168
SCO2179
SCO2180
SCO2181
SCO2198
SCO2210
SCO2286
SCO2368
SCO2504

Putative secreted protein
Putative secreted protein
Uncharacterized protein
Probable cytosol aminopeptidase
Dihydrolipoyl dehydrogenase
Putative dihydrolipoamide succinyltransferase
Glutamine synthetase
Glutamine synthetase
Putative alkaline phosphatase
Uncharacterized protein
Glycine--tRNA ligase

24.91
20.48
14.47
88.7
37.89
96.26
26.26
16.37
65.82
34.67
31.6

6.8
4.2
4.2
14.3
7.2
13.7
5.3
2.6
11.4
17.8
6
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Table 3.5 Spore-Associated Proteins Identified from Extractions of the Strain M145 (Continued)
Unique
Percent
Protein ID
Protein Description
Peptide
Coverage
Score
of Protein
SCO2509
SCO2522
SCO2529
SCO2548
SCO2568
SCO2585
SCO2597
SCO2599
SCO2611

Isoprenyl transferase 1
Uncharacterized protein
Putative metalloprotease
Putative Hit-family protein
Putative DNA-binding protein
Gamma-glutamyl phosphate reductase
50S ribosomal protein L21
Uncharacterized protein
Rod shape-determining protein

13.98
14.66
24.47
14.13
23.43
13.64
29.97
38.39
37.9

3.6
5.9
5
15.3
8.1
2.5
18.8
2.3
7.5

SCO2617

ATP-dependent Clp protease ATP-binding
subunit ClpX

29.44

6

SCO2620
SCO2677
SCO2684
SCO2700
SCO2702
SCO2704
SCO2731
SCO2758
SCO2764
SCO2792
SCO2892
SCO2904
SCO2958
SCO2968
SCO2972
SCO2999
SCO3005
SCO3009

Trigger factor
Putative ABC transpoter ATP-binding protein
Putative ATP-binding membrane protein
Tyrosinase (Monophenol monooxygenase)
Putative secreted protein
Putative secreted protein
Probable cation-transporting P-type ATPase
Beta-N-acetylhexosaminidase
Putative lipoprotein
AraC-family transcriptional regulator
Putative secreted protein
Ribonuclease PH
Putative transcriptional regulator
Cell division protein FtsX
Peptide chain release factor 2
Uncharacterized protein
Protein translocase subunit SecA
Uncharacterized protein

168.96
25.16
22.64
14.55
36.02
30.97
21.19
130.48
37.99
20.43
22.6
44.05
22.28
29.38
21.59
36.55
70.15
17.41

26
3.2
2.7
3.8
29.8
9
1.5
16.4
7.4
6.2
5.5
12.2
4.8
6.8
6.5
2.6
6.6
7

17.02

7.1

14.43
13.6
79.2
58.53
13.01
212.89
15.69
21.43

6.5
1.7
8
11.6
2.1
19
11.7
8.6

SCO3063
SCO3075
SCO3092
SCO3289
SCO3290
SCO3324
SCO3373
SCO3375
SCO3452

Putative two-component system reponse
regulator
Putative transcriptional regulator
Putative oxidoreductase
Putative large membrane protein
Uncharacterized protein
Uncharacterized protein
Putative Clp-family ATP-binding protease
Putative Lsr2-like protein
Putative methyltransferase
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Table 3.5 Spore-Associated Proteins Identified from Extractions of the Strain M145 (Continued)
Unique
Percent
Protein ID
Protein Description
Peptide
Coverage
Score
of Protein
SCO3486
SCO3487
SCO3540
SCO3543
SCO3549
SCO3560
SCO3561
SCO3571
SCO3580
SCO3581
SCO3617
SCO3661
SCO3671
SCO3790

Putative aldehyde dehydrogenase
Putative hydrolase
Proteinase (Putative secreted protein)
DNA topoisomerase 1
Anti-sigma-B factor antagonist
Putative ATP-binding protein
Putative secreted protein
Putative transcriptional regulator
Putative transpeptidase
Uncharacterized protein
Uncharacterized protein
Chaperone protein ClpB
Chaperone protein DnaK
Uncharacterized protein

13.03
76.87
33.88
51.76
30.45
25.73
19
36.98
15.03
34.36
16.21
74.53
44.1
191.25

2
6.8
6.8
4.5
34.5
10
3.7
11.6
2.5
19.4
5.9
6.4
7.9
17.4

SCO3816

Putative branched-chain alpha keto acid
dehydrogenase E1 beta subunit

24.29

4.9

SCO3873
SCO3874
SCO3886
SCO3907
SCO3909
SCO3961
SCO3974
SCO4108
SCO4139
SCO4142
SCO4145
SCO4152
SCO4199

DNA gyrase subunit A
DNA gyrase subunit B
Putative partitioning or sporulation protein
Single-stranded DNA-binding protein 2
50S ribosomal protein L9
Serine--tRNA ligase
Uncharacterized protein
Probable peptidase
Phosphate import ATP-binding protein PstB
Phosphate-binding protein PstS
Polyphosphate kinase
Putative secreted 5'-nucleotidase
Uncharacterized protein

62.96
27.95
14.23
54.69
47.13
18.57
65.05
16.82
26.21
110.2
36.82
66.02
44.84

8.2
2.9
3.6
18.5
22.2
3.5
17.4
2.5
6.9
23.2
6
6.8
15.4

43.09

11.7

14.28
26.9
64.81
381.48
21.39
13.52
13.35
24.31

4
4.7
35
45.4
12.9
5.5
2
25.3

SCO4228
SCO4230
SCO4240
SCO4277
SCO4296
SCO4328
SCO4366
SCO4403
SCO4505

Phosphate-specific transport system accessory
protein PhoU
Putative response regulator
ABC transporter ATP-binding protein
Putative tellurium resistance protein
60 kDa chaperonin 2
Putative lipoprotein
Phosphoserine aminotransferase
Putative formyltetrahydrofolate deformylase
Cold shock protein
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Table 3.5 Spore-Associated Proteins Identified from Extractions of the Strain M145 (Continued)
Unique
Percent
Protein ID
Protein Description
Peptide
Coverage
Score
of Protein
SCO4565
SCO4568
SCO4571
SCO4574
SCO4584
SCO4614
SCO4645
SCO4649
SCO4651
SCO4654
SCO4655
SCO4659
SCO4660
SCO4661
SCO4662
SCO4677
SCO4701
SCO4702
SCO4703
SCO4704
SCO4707
SCO4708
SCO4711
SCO4712
SCO4714
SCO4717
SCO4718
SCO4719
SCO4721
SCO4725
SCO4727
SCO4729
SCO4734
SCO4735
SCO4759
SCO4761
SCO4762
SCO4768

NADH-quinone oxidoreductase subunit D 2
NADH-quinone oxidoreductase subunit G
NuoJ, NADH dehydrogenase subunit
NuoM, NADH dehydrogenase subunit
Putative membrane protein
UPF0234 protein SCO4614
Aspartate aminotransferase
50S ribosomal protein L1
Putative lipoprotein SCO4651
DNA-directed RNA polymerase subunit beta
DNA-directed RNA polymerase subunit beta'
30S ribosomal protein S12
30S ribosomal protein S7
Elongation factor G 1
Elongation factor Tu-1
Putative regulatory protein
30S ribosomal protein S10
50S ribosomal protein L3
50S ribosomal protein L4
50S ribosomal protein L23
50S ribosomal protein L22
30S ribosomal protein S3
30S ribosomal protein S17
50S ribosomal protein L14
50S ribosomal protein L5
50S ribosomal protein L6
50S ribosomal protein L18
30S ribosomal protein S5
50S ribosomal protein L15
Translation initiation factor IF-1
30S ribosomal protein S13
DNA-directed RNA polymerase subunit alpha
50S ribosomal protein L13
30S ribosomal protein S9
Putative secreted protein
10 kDa chaperonin
60 kDa chaperonin 1
Putative two-component regulator
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13.56
84.99
14.13
13.13
26.41
28.6
14.53
99.62
13.35
187.45
193.03
23.14
22.12
71.31
121.99
30.71
25.03
58.35
21.85
17.67
19.75
37.84
29.78
34.43
34.45
39.98
22.77
56.59
20.41
14.78
36.6
81.63
14.58
61.42
13.84
39.21
227.79
71.38

2
8.8
7.7
1.9
5.2
14.8
2.4
39
3.5
12.8
12
15.4
10.8
8.4
20.6
18
16.6
28
4.5
6.4
10.4
16.9
21
26.2
11.8
17.8
14.1
20.3
12.5
16.4
19.8
19.1
6.8
24.1
3.4
30.3
30.8
26.6

Table 3.5 Spore-Associated Proteins Identified from Extractions of the Strain M145 (Continued)
Unique
Percent
Protein ID
Protein Description
Peptide
Coverage
Score
of Protein
SCO4770

Inosine-5'-monophosphate dehydrogenase

106.42

21.9

SCO4771

Putative inosine-5'-monophosphate
dehydrogenase

21.59

6.9

SCO4824

Bifunctional protein FolD

20.86

10.2

SCO4856

Putative succinate dehydrogenase flavoprotein
subunit

74.57

11.4

SCO4880

Putative transferase

40.14

10.6

SCO4881

Putative polysaccharide biosynthesis related
protein

81.69

18.9

SCO4897
SCO4907
SCO4920

Putative transcriptional regulator
Transcriptional regulatory protein AfsQ1
Putative deoR-family transcriptional regulator

14.93
17.19
98.81

4.4
5.3
26.8

SCO4921
SCO6271

Putative acyl-CoA carboxylase complex A
subunit

95.66

20.1

SCO4928
SCO4946
SCO4947
SCO5028
SCO5029
SCO5074
SCO5100
SCO5110

Adenylate cyclase
Uncharacterized protein
Nitrate reductase alpha chain NarG3
Putative ATP-binding protein
Putative secreted protein
Putative dehydratase
Putative gntR-family regulatory protein
Putative lipoprotein

13.01
13.68
35.6
28.25
29.46
15
56.48
14.59

2
4.1
2.3
5.4
7.1
6
14
1.8

SCO5113

BldKB, putative ABC transport system
lipoprotein

67.3

8.1

SCO5176
SCO5199
SCO5204
SCO5249
SCO5275
SCO5303
SCO5357
SCO5370
SCO5371
SCO5372
SCO5373
SCO5396
SCO5459
SCO5461
SCO5477

Putative reductase
Uncharacterized protein
UPF0182 protein SCO5204
Putative nucleotide-binding protein
Putative ATP/GTP binding protein
Putative membrane protein
Transcription termination factor Rho
ATP synthase subunit delta
ATP synthase subunit alpha
ATP synthase gamma chain
ATP synthase subunit beta
Putative cellulose-binding protein
Putative enoyl-coA hydratase
Putative secreted protein
Putative oligopeptide-binding lipoprotein

67.33
20.04
27.63
290.66
60.3
37.95
217.96
68.96
126.91
91.65
101.32
114.2
21.27
55.75
101.93

14
3.2
2.4
40.5
5.1
18
24.4
25.9
20.6
27.2
18.2
23.8
9.4
25
13
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Table 3.5 Spore-Associated Proteins Identified from Extractions of the Strain M145 (Continued)
Unique
Percent
Protein ID
Protein Description
Peptide
Coverage
Score
of Protein
SCO5501

Aspartyl/glutamyl-tRNA(Asn/Gln)
amidotransferase subunit B

44.55

8.1

SCO5537
SCO5556
SCO5560
SCO5583
SCO5586
SCO5590
SCO5591
SCO5624
SCO5625

Putative ATP/GTP binding protein
DNA-binding protein HU 2
D-alanine--D-alanine ligase
Ammonium transporter
Signal recognition particle protein
Uncharacterized protein
30S ribosomal protein S16
30S ribosomal protein S2
Elongation factor Ts

20.6
34.76
14.95
21.27
14.72
14.59
25.1
123.55
98.26

17.8
11.9
3.8
3.5
1.8
6
19.4
25.1
28.7

SCO5696

4-hydroxy-3-methylbut-2-en-1-yl diphosphate
synthase (flavodoxin) 2

21.57

7.7

SCO5704

Putative transcriptional
termination/antitermination factor

22.93

6.7

SCO5706
SCO5711
SCO5737
SCO5748
SCO5749
SCO5769

Translation initiation factor IF-2
Riboflavin biosynthesis protein
Polyribonucleotide nucleotidyltransferase
Histidine kinase
Two-component regulator
Protein RecA

75.24
14.71
72.54
14.81
30.56
26.62

5.7
2.8
10.8
0.9
13.3
9.8

SCO5795

Zinc metalloprotease (Putative membrane
protein)

54.52

7.8

SCO5803
SCO5820
SCO5855
SCO5973
SCO5988
SCO5995
SCO6013
SCO6043

LexA repressor
RNA polymerase principal sigma factor HrdB
Putative DNA-binding protein
Putative phosphatase
Uncharacterized protein
Putative secreted protein
1-deoxy-D-xylulose-5-phosphate synthase 2
Putative secreted protease

30.09
14.13
13.4
17.04
14.71
15.41
71.74
51.01

12.8
2.7
2.8
1
8.8
4.1
8.7
8.8

SCO6087

Putative transport system integral membrane
protein

13.33

3.9

SCO6104
SCO6176
SCO6265
SCO6324

Putative secreted protein
Uncharacterized protein
Gamma-butyrolactone binding protein
Putative hydrolase

26.1
54.07
61.34
28.27

4.8
26
24.1
13.9

SCO6407

Putative gamma-glutamyltranspeptidase
(Putative secreted protein)

41.07

5.1
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Table 3.5 Spore-Associated Proteins Identified from Extractions of the Strain M145 (Continued)
Unique
Percent
Protein ID
Protein Description
Peptide
Coverage
Score
of Protein
SCO6443

Putative S-adenosyl-L-methionine-dependent
methyltransferase SCO6443

14.86

3.9

SCO6457
SCO6469
SCO6476
SCO6482
SCO6483
SCO6489
SCO6530
SCO6549
SCO6608
SCO6641
SCO6749
SCO6999
SCO7093
SCO7188
SCO7250
SCO7252
SCO7434
SCO7453
SCO7657
SCO7669
SCO7697
SCO7699
SCO7701

Beta-galactosidase
Putative acyl-CoA dehydrogenase
Uncharacterized protein
Uncharacterized protein
Putative efflux protein
Putative carboxypeptidase SCO6489
Uncharacterized protein
Uncharacterized protein
Putative secreted protein
Uncharacterized protein
Uncharacterized protein
Uncharacterized protein
Putative transcriptional regulator
Putative secreted peptidase
Uncharacterized protein
Putative regulatory protein
Putative lipoprotein
Putative secreted protein
Putative secreted protein
Putative oxidoreductase
Putative secreted hydrolase
Putative nucleotide-binding protein
Geranyl diphosphate 2-C-methyltransferase

62.69
14.57
22.01
38.91
13.93
13.14
26.81
14.95
26
14.57
14.9
18.24
13.3
23.86
60.64
19.12
23.13
192.64
155.19
13.11
39.49
52.45
45.54

3.6
2.2
9.1
19
2.8
4.5
4.4
4.1
4.7
2.2
8.6
4.1
0.7
2.3
8.1
2.5
6.7
38.4
18.6
2.6
6.2
10.4
14
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Table 3.6 Spore-Associated Proteins Identified from Extractions of the Strain HU3 (Continued)

Protein ID

Protein Description

SCO0265

Putative hydroxylase
Putative secreted protein
Catalase
Uncharacterized protein
Putative glycosyl transferase
Putative epimerase
Spore-associated protein A
Non-heme chloroperoxidase
(Chloride peroxidase)
Putative regulatory protein
Putative secreted protein
Putative lipoprotein
Putative transcriptional
regulatory protein
Putative secreted protein
Uncharacterized protein
Putative secreted protein
Tripeptidyl aminopeptidase
D-alanyl-D-alanine dipeptidase
Putative membrane protein
Uncharacterized protein
Putative glycerophosphoryl
diester phosphodiesterase

SCO0324
SCO0379
SCO0396
SCO0398
SCO0400
SCO0409
SCO0465
SCO0608
SCO0736
SCO0933
SCO1026
SCO1105
SCO1113
SCO1196
SCO1230
SCO1396
SCO1432
SCO1480
SCO1565
SCO1594
SCO1640
SCO1796
SCO1817
SCO1860
SCO1906
SCO1908
SCO1965
SCO1968

Phenylalanine--tRNA ligase beta
subunit
Pup--protein ligase
Putative secreted protein
Uncharacterized protein
Putative secreted protein
Putative secreted protein
Putative large secreted protein
Putative export associated
protein
Putative secreted hydrolase
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Unique Peptide
Score

Percent
Coverage of
Protein

14.98
37.97
14.08
15.86
34.53
14.56
49.84

4.1
4.5
2.6
3.3
7.9
8.7
20.7

13.93

4.7

15.52
27.09
16.01

4.1
5.6
8.7

14.67

5.4

15.45
14.91
62.56
131.28
25.21
16.48
16.31

3
3.9
17.7
17
7.2
3.1
12.1

50.17

10.4

13.25

1.5

55.43
14.14
14.26
77.07
18.95
75.06

8.8
4.3
3
17.3
3
9.9

35.61

19.2

112.99

29.4

Table 3.6 Spore-Associated Proteins Identified from Extractions of the Strain HU3 (Continued)

Protein ID

Protein Description

SCO1998

30S ribosomal protein S1
Putative branched chain amino
acid binding protein
Putative branched chain amino
acid transport ATP-binding
protein
Putative nucleotidase
Putative secreted alkaline
phosphatase
Bacterioferritin
Putative secreted protein
Ubiquinol-cytochrome c
reductase cytochrome b subunit

SCO2008
SCO2011
SCO2015
SCO2068
SCO2113
SCO2116
SCO2148
SCO2151
SCO2156
SCO2160
SCO2230
SCO2231
SCO2238
SCO2286
SCO2368
SCO2404
SCO2407
SCO2520
SCO2554
SCO2582
SCO2595
SCO2611
SCO2620
SCO2637
SCO2758

Probable cytochrome c oxidase
subunit 3
Probable cytochrome c oxidase
subunit 2
Putative large membrane protein
Putative maltose permease
Putative maltose-binding protein
NAD(+) synthase (Glutaminehydrolysing)
Putative alkaline phosphatase
Uncharacterized protein
Putative sugar-binding receptor
Aldose 1-epimerase
Putative membrane protein
Chaperone protein DnaJ 2
Uncharacterized protein
GTPase Obg
Rod shape-determining protein
Trigger factor
Putative serine protease (Putative
secreted protein)
Beta-N-acetylhexosaminidase
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Unique Peptide
Score

Percent
Coverage of
Protein

53.43

9.1

57.41

10.5

17.54

5.5

14.95

1.6

14.3

1.8

14.69
16.5

7.7
1.8

22.52

4

14.94

5.3

22.18

4

14.46
13.21
34.87

2.1
3.5
9.4

16.94

1.9

34.55
22.85|16.16
39.98
19.28
27.44
13.19
35.82
13.89
13.23
31.27

4.4
12
10.8
4.3
7.6
3.7
5.9
3.1
4
8.7

54.31

4.5

28.82

3

Table 3.6 Spore-Associated Proteins Identified from Extractions of the Strain HU3 (Continued)

Protein ID

Protein Description

Unique Peptide
Score

Percent
Coverage of
Protein

19.19

2.3

18.55

3.7

25.56
29.84
121.69
15.37

3.4
5.5
13.3
2.4

15.25

7.1

SCO3289

Putative secreted tripeptidyl
aminopeptidase
AraC-family transcriptional
regulator
Putative secreted protein
Putative secreted protein
Putative secreted protease
Putative secreted esterase
Putative two-component system
reponse regulator
Putative secreted protein
Putative large membrane protein

15.1
44.77

2.4
6.1

SCO3373

Chaperone protein ClpB

43.39|16.67|16.67

4.3

13.62

5.8

34.3

5.5

13.48

1.8

15.31

2.1

13.33

4.7

18.04
13.69

8.1
1.5

41.81

12.8

16.73

10.1

28.62

8.9

24.19
14.01

4.4
5.1

19.2

4.8

47.32

9.2

SCO2761
SCO2792
SCO2837
SCO2892
SCO2920
SCO3053
SCO3063
SCO3145

SCO3389
SCO3540
SCO3547
SCO3671
SCO3811
SCO3844
SCO3873
SCO3887
SCO3909
SCO4139
SCO4152
SCO4199
SCO4228
SCO4240

Putative two component system
response regulator
Proteinase (Putative secreted
protein)
K(+)-insensitive pyrophosphateenergized proton pump
Chaperone protein DnaK
Putative D-alanyl-D-alanine
carboxypeptidase
Putative secreted protein
DNA gyrase subunit A
Putative partitioning or
sporulation protein
50S ribosomal protein L9
Phosphate import ATP-binding
protein PstB
Putative secreted 5'-nucleotidase
Uncharacterized protein
Phosphate-specific transport
system accessory protein PhoU
ABC transporter ATP-binding
protein
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Table 3.6 Spore-Associated Proteins Identified from Extractions of the Strain HU3 (Continued)

Protein ID

Protein Description

SCO4296

60 kDa chaperonin 2
Putative integral membrane
protein
Transcription
termination/antitermination
protein NusG

SCO4610
SCO4647

SCO4654
SCO4655
SCO4662
SCO4677
SCO4702
SCO4703
SCO4712
SCO4717
SCO4719
SCO4725
SCO4727
SCO4728
SCO4729
SCO4734
SCO4761
SCO4762
SCO4855

DNA-directed RNA polymerase
subunit beta
DNA-directed RNA polymerase
subunit beta'
Elongation factor Tu-1
Putative regulatory protein
50S ribosomal protein L3
50S ribosomal protein L4
50S ribosomal protein L14
50S ribosomal protein L6
30S ribosomal protein S5
Translation initiation factor IF-1
30S ribosomal protein S13
30S ribosomal protein S11
DNA-directed RNA polymerase
subunit alpha
50S ribosomal protein L13
10 kDa chaperonin
60 kDa chaperonin 1
Succinate dehydrogenase ironsulfur subunit

Unique Peptide
Score

Percent
Coverage of
Protein

90.64

12.5

17.55

7.9

14.6

4.3

39.5

3.7

65.58

4.2

61.32
23.25
25.56
29.3
33.41
16.99
16.67
15.1
14.53
23.69

13.6
14.5
12.1
11.4
26.2
8.9
6.9
16.4
8.7
11.1

37.38

9.4

15.9
23.11
47.25

6.8
22.5
7.2

15.34

3.5

SCO4856

Putative succinate dehydrogenase
flavoprotein subunit

41.16

6.1

SCO4886

Putative sugar ABC transporter
ATP-binding protein

28.17

4.4

SCO4920

Putative deoR-family
transcriptional regulator

37.26

6.9

SCO4921
SCO6271

Putative acyl-CoA carboxylase
complex A subunit

14.74

2.5
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Table 3.6 Spore-Associated Proteins Identified from Extractions of the Strain HU3 (Continued)

Protein ID
SCO4947
SCO4948
SCO5028
SCO5074
SCO5113
SCO5115
SCO5116
SCO5176
SCO5199
SCO5204
SCO5249
SCO5265
SCO5281
SCO5357
SCO5371
SCO5373
SCO5420
SCO5461
SCO5477
SCO5501
SCO5586
SCO5706
SCO5736
SCO5737

Protein Description
Nitrate reductase alpha chain
NarG3
Nitrate reductase beta chain
NarH3
Putative ATP-binding protein
Putative dehydratase
BldKB, putative ABC transport
system lipoprotein
BldKD, putative ABC transporter
intracellular ATPase subunit
Putative peptide transport system
ATP-binding subunit
Putative reductase
Uncharacterized protein
UPF0182 protein SCO5204
Putative nucleotide-binding
protein
Uncharacterized protein
Putative 2-oxoglutarate
dehydrogenase
Transcription termination factor
Rho
ATP synthase subunit alpha
ATP synthase subunit beta
Cholesterol esterase
Putative secreted protein
Putative oligopeptide-binding
lipoprotein
Aspartyl/glutamyltRNA(Asn/Gln)
amidotransferase subunit B
Signal recognition particle
protein
Translation initiation factor IF-2
30S ribosomal protein S15
Polyribonucleotide
nucleotidyltransferase
164

Unique Peptide
Score

Percent
Coverage of
Protein

57.48

4.2

13.92

2.1

15.23
13.05

3.4
5.1

150.89

18.5

14.83

3.1

18.39

3.1

45.78
15.82
60.63

11.8
2.6
5

125.96

22.6

21.74

7.5

22.33

2.3

44.47

5.4

26.52
31.36
13.28
14.73

5.1
5
6.9
3.9

123.4

13

20.65

4.7

14.67

2.1

57
14.74

4.6
16.8

97.17

10

Table 3.6 Spore-Associated Proteins Identified from Extractions of the Strain HU3 (Continued)

Protein ID
SCO5820
SCO5855
SCO5999
SCO6005
SCO6014
SCO6160
SCO6281
SCO6341
SCO6407

SCO6568
SCO6580
SCO6608
SCO6691
SCO6723
SCO6736
SCO6738
SCO6749
SCO6764
SCO6961
SCO7250
SCO7293
SCO7304
SCO7319
SCO7321
SCO7324
SCO7453
SCO7631

Protein Description
RNA polymerase principal sigma
factor HrdB
Putative DNA-binding protein
Aconitate hydratase
Putative lipoprotein
Putative cationic amino acid
transporter
Putative SecDF protein-export
membrane protein
Putative FAD-binding protein
Putative exonuclease
Putative gammaglutamyltranspeptidase (Putative
secreted protein)
ABC transporter integral
membrane protein
Uncharacterized protein
Putative secreted protein
Putative phospholipase C
Putative oxidoreductase (Putative
secreted protein)
Putative metallopeptidase
Putative carboxypeptidase
(Putative secreted protein)
Uncharacterized protein
Putative squalene-hopene cyclase
Uncharacterized protein
Uncharacterized protein
Uncharacterized protein
Uncharacterized protein
Putative oxidoreductase
Uncharacterized protein
Putative regulatory protein
Putative secreted protein
Putative secreted protein
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Unique Peptide
Score

Percent
Coverage of
Protein

20.96

2.7

15.06
32.16
57.36

3.9
2.8
9.1

18.81

2.3

36.6

4.9

30.88
20.11

5.5
9.2

53.22

8.6

13.53

4.4

50.39
27.79
17.08

8.1
4.7
1.8

13.93

3.7

20.29

5.7

29.25

5.5

13.16
13.61
14.3
16.6
14.43
28.62
16.62
20.78
16.82
77.87
13.54

8.6
2
3.4
1.5
5.7
5.3
2.9
9
4.6
16.8
2.5

Table 3.6 Spore-Associated Proteins Identified from Extractions of the Strain HU3 (Continued)

Unique Peptide
Score

Percent
Coverage of
Protein

Putative secreted protein
Putative nucleotide-binding
protein
Uncharacterized protein
Putative secreted protein

137.82

18.2

30.68

5.5

24.77
32.2

14.5
15.4

SCP1.297*
SCP1.56c*

Spore associated protein, SapC

47.51

18

SCP1.299*
SCP1.55c*

Putative hydratase

65.89

14.2

SCP1.300*
SCP1.54c*

Acetaldehyde dehydrogenase

17.29

4.4

SCP1.301*
SCP1.53c*

4-hydroxy-2-oxovalerate
aldolase

19.14

3.2

SCP1.302*
SCP1.52c*

Putative lysase

24.32

5.2

SCP1.303*
SCP1.51c*

Spore associated protein, SapE

29.63

16

SCP1.304*
SCP1.50c*

Spore associated protein, SapD

98.28

17

SCP1.305*
SCP1.49c*

Uncharacterized protein

15.69

3.7

Protein ID

Protein Description

SCO7657
SCO7699
SCP1.257
SCP1.269

* Two protein identifications are listed because the gene is encoded of the terminal inverted repeats of the linear
plasmid, SCP1.
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Table 3.7 Common Spore-Associated Proteins of S. coelicolor Identified from Five Different Lab Strains

Protein names
60 kDa chaperonin 1 (HSP58) (Protein Cpn60 1) (groEL1 protein)
60 kDa chaperonin 2 (GroEL protein 2) (Protein Cpn60 2)
Elongation factor Tu-1 (EF-Tu-1)
Putative alkaline phosphatase
Putative large secreted protein
Putative nucleotide-binding protein
Putative secreted hydrolase
Putative secreted protein
Putative secreted protein

Gene names
groL1 groEL1 SCO4762
groL2 groEL2 SCO4296
tuf1 SCO4662
SCD40A.08
SCO2286
SCO1908
SCO5249
SCO1968
SCO7453
SCO1906
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Length
541
541

Mass
(Da)
57,119
56,830

397
558
613
468
289
356
490

43,781
61,534
64,697
52,193
31,419
36,624
52,666

Signal peptide
(amino acid #)

1-32
1-27
1-22
1-36

Table 3.8 Spore-Associated Proteins Identified from Extractions of S. venezuelae (Continued)
Percent
Unique
Protein ID
Protein Description
Coverage
Peptide Score
of Protein
SVEN0035
Secreted protein
16.4
48.45
SVEN0085
Uncharacterized protein
19.1
105.73
SVEN0501
Uncharacterized protein
7.4
28.73
SVEN0574
Alpha-N-acetylglucosaminidase
4.4
38.92
SVEN0595
Possible transmembrane protein
3
12.7
SVEN0774
Prolyl endopeptidase
1.5
11.86
SVEN0788
Oxidoreductase, Gfo or Idh or MocA
8.2
43.19
family
SVEN0939
Transcriptional regulator, TetR family
4.5
11.82
SVEN0967
Uncharacterized protein
6.4
15.52
SVEN0985
D-alanyl-D-alanine dipeptidase
3.6
13.4
SVEN1161
Putative acetyltransferase
4.5
18.53
SVEN1324
Uncharacterized protein
20.3
47.08
SVEN1577
Putative zinc-binding
1.1
12.23
carboxypeptidase
SVEN1650
Trypsin protease
8.8
22.74
SVEN1773
Ferroxidase
7.5
14.49
SVEN1840
Uncharacterized protein
13.4
89.38
SVEN1873
Uncharacterized protein
3.5
11.73
SVEN2182
Tellurium resistance protein TerD
6.2
13.98
SVEN2469
Uncharacterized protein
13.9
61.69
SVEN2505
Uncharacterized protein
13.5
58.39
SVEN2548
Beta-N-acetylhexosaminidase
11.2
79.02
SVEN2574
Beta-hexosaminidase
17.4
114.11
SVEN2609
Putative two-component system sensor
2.7
12.31
kinase
SVEN2630
Chitinase
25
157.02
SVEN2775
Uncharacterized protein
0.7
11.13
SVEN2828
Uncharacterized protein
13
14.4
SVEN2866
Uncharacterized protein
8.4
12.06
SVEN2954
Secreted protein (Fragment)
2.1
12.78
SVEN2967
Uncharacterized protein
10.3
43.64
SVEN3144
Putative secreted protein
6.6
23.62
SVEN3161
Uncharacterized protein
15.6
12.14
SVEN3389
N-acetylmuramoyl-L-alanine amidase
3.7
11.48
SVEN3469
Uncharacterized protein
13.6
99.84
SVEN3549
Putative phosphatase
3.3
23.44
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Table 3.8 Spore-Associated Proteins Identified from Extractions of S. venezuelae (Continued)
Percent
Unique
Protein ID
Protein Description
Coverage
Peptide Score
of Protein
SVEN3818
Uncharacterized protein
21.8
30.03
SVEN3820
Uncharacterized protein
14
21.04
SVEN3857
Possible diacylglycerol kinase,
3
11.35
catalytic region (Fragment)
SVEN3900
SVEN3947
SVEN4050
SVEN4078
SVEN4211
SVEN4288
SVEN4374
SVEN4629
SVEN4650
SVEN4914
SVEN5076
SVEN5219
SVEN5228
SVEN5279
SVEN5304
SVEN5470
SVEN6030
SVEN6155
SVEN6312
SVEN6427
SVEN6460
SVEN6561
SVEN6586
SVEN6803
SVEN7075
SVEN7087
SVEN7092
SVEN7110
SVEN7128
SVEN7406

Phosphate-binding protein PstS
Uncharacterized protein
60 kDa chaperonin
Holo-[acyl-carrier-protein] synthase
Conserved secreted protein
Aminopeptidase Y (Arg, Lys, Leu
preference)
Elongation factor Tu
Cell envelope-associated
transcriptional attenuator LytR-CpsAPsr, subfamily A1
Secreted protein
cAMP-binding proteins
Acetate kinase
Uncharacterized protein
Uncharacterized protein
Ammonium transporter
Elongation factor Ts
Putative protease
Beta-lactamase class C and other
penicillin binding proteins

26
20.2
2
7.4
10
3.4

89.39
52.79
13.99
11.75
34.23
11.24

6.1
6.3

45.95
26.38

7
8.7
2.9
11.8
8
2.9
5
18.7
20.7

18.94
45.89
12.22
29.13
11.21
13.47
11.02
103.06
96.42

Gamma-glutamyltranspeptidase
Probable exported protease
Uncharacterized protein
Uncharacterized protein
Uncharacterized protein
Glycerophosphoryl diester
phosphodiesterase
Putative secreted protein
Uncharacterized protein
L-arabinose-binding periplasmic
protein AraF
Beta-lactamase
cAMP-binding proteins
Uncharacterized protein
Conserved repeat domain

1.9
8
16.6
20.7
5.8
26.7

16.83
45.5
31.27
68.1
26.63
102.07

3.8
39.1
2.7

13.57
118.93
11.85

25.9
1.9
13.9
1.2

130.77
14.07
94.91
15.52
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Table 3.9 Spore-Associated Proteins Identified from Extractions of S. lividans (Continued)
Protein ID

Protein Description

Unique
Peptide
Score

Percent
Coverage of
Protein

SLIV00795

Geranyl diphosphate 2-C-methyltransferase
(EC 2.1.1.255)

61.45

18.7

SLIV00815

Secreted hydrolase

12.34

3.4

SLIV00885

Non-ribosomal peptide synthetase

14.66

0.6

SLIV01030

Secreted protein

122.64

18.9

SLIV01160

Metallophos domain-containing protein

34.66

5.8

SLIV02045
SLIV02380

CASH domain-containing protein
Slp25

118.15
12.25

27.5
2

SLIV03045

N-acetylmuramoyl-L-alanine amidase domaincontaining protein

41.72

3.5

SLIV04770

HATPasec domain-containing protein

24.73

15.3

SLIV05300

PLD phosphodiesterase domain-containing
protein

11.47

5.7

SLIV05840
SLIV06780

Uncharacterized protein
Type I polyketide synthase

11.02
22.03

1.6
0.7

SLIV07410

POLIIIAc domain-containing protein

13.03

2.6

SLIV08140

Aconitate hydratase (Aconitase) (EC 4.2.1.3)

24.1

2.8

SLIV09590

Vitamin B12-dependent ribonucleotide
reductase (EC 1.17.4.1)

11.87

1.1

SLIV09640

Zinc metalloprotease membrane protein

24.93

4.4

SLIV09730

Glutamate transport ATP-binding protein
GluA

11.89

4.6

SLIV09870

Two-component system response regulator

44.08

18.7
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Table 3.9 Spore-Associated Proteins Identified from Extractions of S. lividans (Continued)
Protein ID

Protein Description

Unique
Peptide
Score

Percent
Coverage of
Protein

SLIV09950

Polyribonucleotide nucleotidyltransferase (EC
2.7.7.8) (Polynucleotide phosphorylase)
(PNPase)

26.09

3.2

SLIV10385

Fe(3+) ions import ATP-binding protein FbpC
(EC 7.2.2.7)

12.01

2.8

SLIV10420

Uridylate kinase (UK) (EC 2.7.4.22) (Uridine
monophosphate kinase) (UMP kinase)
(UMPK)

24.99

9.4

SLIV10425
SLIV10430
SLIV10550

Elongation factor Ts (EF-Ts)
30S ribosomal protein S2
Nitrogen regulatory protein P-II

20.1
28.54
36.85

5
7.6
28.5

SLIV10930

D-3-phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase (EC
1.1.1.95)

12.62

2.2

SLIV10935

Ketol-acid reductoisomerase (NADP(+))
(KARI) (EC 1.1.1.86) (Acetohydroxy-acid
isomeroreductase) (AHIR) (Alpha-keto-betahydroxylacyl reductoisomerase)

11.21

3.6

SLIV11120
SLIV11200
SLIV11600

Oligopeptide-binding lipoprotein
Secreted protein
Sensor-histidine kinase

50.65
27.52
12.75

8.3
13.7
3

SLIV11625

ATP synthase subunit beta (EC 7.1.2.2) (ATP
synthase F1 sector subunit beta) (F-ATPase
subunit beta)

78.18

12.7

SLIV11635

ATP synthase subunit alpha (EC 7.1.2.2) (ATP
synthase F1 sector subunit alpha) (F-ATPase
subunit alpha)

97.08

14.1

SLIV11705

Transcription termination factor Rho (EC
3.6.4.-) (ATP-dependent helicase Rho)

12.37

1.4

SLIV11855
SLIV12120

SH3b domain-containing protein
Nucleotide-binding protein

13.64
200

6.4
33.5

SLIV12230

Ribonucleoside-diphosphate reductase (EC
1.17.4.1)

11.46

1.1
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Table 3.9 Spore-Associated Proteins Identified from Extractions of S. lividans (Continued)
Protein ID

Protein Description

Unique
Peptide
Score

Percent
Coverage of
Protein

SLIV12440
SLIV12500

DNA helicase (EC 3.6.4.12)
Reductase

13.68
41.3

1.5
12.5

SLIV12815

ABC transporter lipoprotein BldKB

105.15

18.3

SLIV13700

Lipoprotein

24.18

6.2

SLIV13775

DeoR family transcriptional regulator

63.49

18.3

SLIV13840

Transcriptional regulatory protein

51.6

17.5

SLIV13970

Polysaccharide biosynthesis-like protein

82.27

16.3

SLIV13975

Transferase

11.66

3

SLIV14550

60 kDa chaperonin (GroEL protein) (Protein
Cpn60)

110.34

18.6

SLIV14690

50S ribosomal protein L13

12.7

6.8

SLIV14715

DNA-directed RNA polymerase subunit alpha
(RNAP subunit alpha) (EC 2.7.7.6) (RNA
polymerase subunit alpha) (Transcriptase
subunit alpha)

23.05

7.3

SLIV14790
SLIV14820
SLIV14845
SLIV14850
SLIV15025

50S ribosomal protein L5
30S ribosomal protein S3
50S ribosomal protein L4
50S ribosomal protein L3
Elongation factor Tu (EF-Tu)

27.56
28.22
28.18
18.06
108.46

10.8
7.5
14.1
6.5
18.8

SLIV15060

DNA-directed RNA polymerase subunit beta'
(RNAP subunit beta') (EC 2.7.7.6) (RNA
polymerase subunit beta') (Transcriptase
subunit beta')

12.2

0.8

SLIV15065

DNA-directed RNA polymerase subunit beta
(RNAP subunit beta) (EC 2.7.7.6) (RNA
polymerase subunit beta) (Transcriptase
subunit beta)

13.06

1.2

SLIV15090
SLIV15115
SLIV15660

50S ribosomal protein L1
Aminotransferase (EC 2.6.1.-)
Integral membrane protein

26.38
11.01
11.5

10.3
2.6
2.4

SLIV16915

60 kDa chaperonin (GroEL protein) (Protein
Cpn60)

194.66

24.7
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Table 3.9 Spore-Associated Proteins Identified from Extractions of S. lividans (Continued)
Protein ID

Protein Description

Unique
Peptide
Score

Percent
Coverage of
Protein

SLIV17010

TerE-lik protein

32.11

13

SLIV17190

Trehalose import ATP-binding protein SugC
(EC 3.6.3.-)

49.78

11.9

SLIV17250

Phosphate-specific transport system accessory
protein PhoU

14.05

4.8

SLIV17615

Secreted 5'-nucleotidase

19.16

2.4

SLIV17685

Phosphate import ATP-binding protein PstB
(EC 7.3.2.1) (ABC phosphate transporter)
(Phosphate-transporting ATPase)

11.77

5.4

SLIV18735

30S ribosomal protein S6

14.05

14.5

SLIV19225

D-alanyl-D-alanine carboxypeptidase (EC
3.4.16.4)

17.68

4.7

SLIV19350
SLIV20435
SLIV20540

Uncharacterized protein
cAMP receptor protein
Anti-sigma factor antagonist

66.77
45.69
11.23

7.3
13.3
14.1

SLIV20550

K(+)-insensitive pyrophosphate-energized
proton pump (EC 7.1.3.1) (Membrane-bound
proton-translocating pyrophosphatase)
(Pyrophosphate-energized inorganic
pyrophosphatase) (H(+)-PPase)

12.16

1.6

SLIV21340

TIR-like domain-containing protein

14.5

3.2

SLIV21345

Large membrane protein

72.68

9.8

SLIV22380

Two-component system response regulator

45.23

22.2

SLIV22455

Transcriptional regulator

11.72

2.5

SLIV22645

DNA-binding response regulator MtrA

45.47

14.6

SLIV22705

NAD-specific glutamate dehydrogenase (EC
1.4.1.2)

13.78

0.5

SLIV23230
SLIV23620
SLIV23855

Secreted protein
Uncharacterized protein
Lipoprotein

56.32
14.03
41.42

10.5
2.8
10.1
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Table 3.9 Spore-Associated Proteins Identified from Extractions of S. lividans (Continued)
Protein ID

Protein Description

Unique
Peptide
Score

Percent
Coverage of
Protein

SLIV23870

Prolyl tri/tetrapeptidyl aminopeptidase (EC
3.4.11.-)

15.04

2.3

SLIV24585

ATP-dependent Clp protease proteolytic
subunit (EC 3.4.21.92) (Endopeptidase Clp)

11.14

6.3

SLIV24690

50S ribosomal protein L21

14.7

8.7

SLIV24940

Tricorn protease homolog (EC 3.4.21.-)

11.27

1

SLIV25165

Glycine--tRNA ligase (EC 6.1.1.14) (GlycyltRNA synthetase) (GlyRS)

28.25

8.2

SLIV25845

Tellurium resistance protein TerE

28.14

13

SLIV26290

Alkaline phosphatase D (EC 3.1.3.1)

32.88

4.4

SLIV26725

Glutamine synthetase (EC 6.3.1.2)

30.97

6.8

SLIV26805

Dihydrolipoamide acetyltransferase
component of pyruvate dehydrogenase
complex (EC 2.3.1.-)

30.85

4.7

SLIV26810

Dihydrolipoyl dehydrogenase (EC 1.8.1.4)

141.41

24.6

Probable cytosol aminopeptidase (EC 3.4.11.1)
SLIV26815
(Leucine aminopeptidase) (LAP) (EC
3.4.11.10) (Leucyl aminopeptidase)

41.62

7.7

SLIV26920

Aminotransferase

14.23

2.5

SLIV26960

Ubiquinol-cytochrome c reductase iron-sulfur
subunit

14.11

3.9

SLIV27365
SLIV27410

Phospholipase D (EC 3.1.4.4)
Uncharacterized protein

11.05
13.15

1.6
5.9

SLIV27470

Imidazole glycerol phosphate synthase subunit
HisF (EC 4.3.2.10) (IGP synthase cyclase
subunit) (IGP synthase subunit HisF) (ImGP
synthase subunit HisF) (IGPS subunit HisF)

14.2

5.9
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Table 3.9 Spore-Associated Proteins Identified from Extractions of S. lividans (Continued)
Protein ID

Protein Description

Unique
Peptide
Score

Percent
Coverage of
Protein

SLIV27725
SLIV27875
SLIV27890

30S ribosomal protein S1
Secreted hydrolase
Export associated protein

70.22
143.93
13.44

9.1
34.9
6.2

SLIV27980

Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase
(EC 1.2.1.12)

39.19

10.4

SLIV28040

Transketolase (EC 2.2.1.1)

14.33

2

SLIV28175

Endo/exonuclease/phosphatase domaincontaining protein

110.7

14.3

SLIV28185
SLIV28200

Secreted protein
Transport associated protein

20.11
13.7

2.6
3

SLIV28415

GRAMPOSANCHORING domain-containing
protein

41.85

12.5

SLIV28740

Secreted protein

14.73

4

SLIV28890

Segregation and condensation protein A

13.13

1.8

SLIV29505

AAA ATPase forming ring-shaped complexes
(ARC)

34.47

6.8

SLIV29520

Proteasome subunit beta (EC 3.4.25.1) (20S
proteasome beta subunit) (Proteasome core
protein PrcB)

11.52

4.2

SLIV29540

Pup--protein ligase (EC 6.3.1.19) (Proteasome
accessory factor A) (Pup-conjugating enzyme)

58.5

10.8

SLIV29590

HATPasec domain-containing protein

13.84

1.8

SLIV29775
SLIV30245

UPFUPF0748-like protein
30S ribosomal protein S4

11.94
11.86

3.1
5.3

SLIV30390

S-adenosylmethionine synthase (AdoMet
synthase) (EC 2.5.1.6) (MAT) (Methionine
adenosyltransferase)

16.1

3.7

SLIV31815

Secreted protein

59.15

17.7

SLIV32225

BcrADBadFG domain-containing protein

13.49

4.2

SLIV35580

Secreted protein

50.48

9.4

SLIV35630

2-dehydropantoate 2-reductase (EC 1.1.1.169)
(Ketopantoate reductase)

12.48

4.5
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Table 3.9 Spore-Associated Proteins Identified from Extractions of S. lividans (Continued)
Protein ID

Protein Description

Unique
Peptide
Score

Percent
Coverage of
Protein

SLIV36045
SLIV37095

Catalase (EC 1.11.1.6)
Uncharacterized protein

87.34
11.18

13.9
5.2
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Table 3.10 Spore-Associated Proteins Identified from Extractions of S. griseus
Protein ID

Protein Description

Unique
Peptide
Score

Percent
Coverage of
Protein

SGR0343

DUF2236 domain-containing protein

11.79

2

SGR0459

Putative glutamate--cysteine ligase 2 (EC
6.3.2.2) (Gamma-glutamylcysteine
synthetase 2) (GCS 2) (Gamma-GCS 2)

11.26

3.5

SGR0814

Putative NRPS-type-I PKS fusion protein

11.51

0.3

SGR1653
SGR1958

DUF4430 domain-containing protein
Catalase (EC 1.11.1.6)

18.77
43.51

9.2
10

SGR2014

Putative non-hemolytic phospholipase C

47.78

5.4

SGR2063
SGR2066
SGR2181
SGR2201

Uncharacterized protein
Putative phage tail sheath protein
Threonine synthase (EC 4.2.3.1)
SH3b domain-containing protein

11.03
12.27
11.74
13.47

2.6
2.7
3.6
5.5

SGR2648

Putative secreted subtilisin-like serine
protease

109.05

6.3

SGR3498
SGR3796
SGR4648
SGR4906

Putative hydroxylase
Uncharacterized protein
Uncharacterized protein
Superoxide dismutase (EC 1.15.1.1)

35.16
37.45
11.93
11.27

7.8
4.7
2.4
6.1

SGR4909

Putative glycerophosphoryl diester
phosphodiesterase

87.05

20.7

SGR4946
SGR5638
SGR5693

Putative glycosyl transferase
Putative secreted protein
Putative short chain dehydrogenase

12.29
12.65
11.79

1.1
4.4
5.8

11.9

2.8

13.15

1.9

SGR5973
SGR6833

Putative glycerophosphoryl diester
phosphodiesterase
Uncharacterized protein
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HU1

MT1110

M145

HU35

HU3

50 kDA

20 kDA

Figure 3.1. Spore-Associated Proteins Profiles of selected Wild-Type
S. coelicolor Strains. Spore-associated proteins were extracted from five
prototrophic strains of S. coelicolor using a nonlethal detergent wash.
Protein samples (10 μg) were fractionated on a 16% polyacrylamide gel
and stained with Coomassie Blue. The five strains are HU1 (SCP1SCP2+), MT1110 (SCP1- SCP2-), M145 (SCP1- SCP2-), HU35 (SCP1NF
SCP2-), and HU3 (SCP1NF SCP2*)
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Figure 3.2. Sporulation Phenotype of a Null Mutant of SCO1908. SCO1908 is a secreted, extracellular nuclease that is conserved across
the Stretpomyces genus and shares a high degree of identity across many species. (A) is a percent identity matrix comparing the primary
protein sequence of orthologs of SCO1908 in S. griseus (SGR_1342), S. scabies (SCAB70251), S. avermitilis (SAV_6347), S. lividans
(SLI_2220), S. leeuwenhoekii (sle_52330), S. venezuaele (SVEN_1540), and S. clavuligeris (SCLAV_1103). Shown in (B), Phase-contrast
Micrographs of the wild-type and the ΔSCO1908 mutant from impression coverslip lifts of strains grown for five days on SFM at 30°C.
Deletion of SCO1908 does not appear to have an effect on spore morphology.
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS
OVERVIEW
Streptomyces coelicolor has been a model for prokaryotic development for the better part
of the last century and despite the emergence of S. venezuelae as a more amenable model for
development, it still is an icon of bacterial cell biology, the regulation of development and
production of secondary metabolites (Hopwood, 2007). There are dozens of known proteins that
integrate into a multifaceted regulatory network that allows Streptomyces to exhibit a complex
life cycle, while also producing an array of secondary metabolites, and there are far more that
have not been identified or studied. Most recently for S. venezuelae, there have been at least three
“master” regulators of development identified that feed into developmental program of
Streptomyces species, BldD, WhiA, and WhiB. Between these regulators, they affect the
transcription of over 400 genes, which in turn have effects on other genes (Den Hengst et al.,
2010, Bush et al., 2013, Bush, 2018). Ultimately, these transcription factors ensure that fully
matured spores are produced from aerial filaments, so that they may disperse into more amenable
environments (McCormick and Flärdh, 2012). These regulators themselves are subject to multiple
layers of regulation, for instance, BldO is a transcription factor that provides another layer of
control over whiB, which is also regulated by BldD (Bush et al., 2017, Flärdh and McCormick,
2017). BldC is another regulator that has an extensive regulon that overlaps with other
developmental transcription factors. For instance, it works to actively repress the expression of
genes responsible erection of aerial hyphae, which are activated later by WhiA/B (Bush et al.,
2019). These are just small illustrations of complex developmental regulation in Streptomyces,
but there are numerous other regulatory proteins that have been less well characterized. There
was a lack of information regarding the characterization of the multi-gene whiJ-like systems,
which are composed of three distinct groups of protein coding-genes: an XRE-HTH domain
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containing protein (WhiJR), a DUF397-containing small, acidic protein (WhiJS), and a SpoIIABlike anti-sigma factor (WhiJA) (Ainsa et al., 2010, Chandra and Chater, 2014). To illustrate how
these proteins function to regulate their targets, a whiJ-like gene system, the sapR multi-gene
system was studied to determine their role in regulation of the spore-associated protein sapCED
operon.

SapR and SapS Repress the sapCED Operon
Originally identified in genetic screens for morphological defects, BldB (a WhiJS-like
protein) and WhiJ have long been associated with the regulation of gene expression in
S. coelicolor (Merrick, 1976, Chater, 1972). Recently, WhiJ has been shown to not be well
distributed in Streptomyces species (Chandra and Chater, 2014). The direct targets of WhiJ and
BldB were never determined and remain unclear due to the nature of the pleiotropic phenotypes
caused by their mutations (Ainsa et al., 2010, Eccleston et al., 2002). In a stroke of good fortune,
a strain of S. coelicolor was isolated with overexpression of SapC, D, and E. We now know a
spontaneous point mutation arose in a four base pair overlap of the WhiJR-like protein-encoding
gene, sapR, and the WhiJS-like protein-encoding gene, sapS.
In order to ensure that the mutation was the direct cause of this elevated expression in
sapCED, null mutations were constructed in a wild-type strain to determine if the phenotype
could be recapitulated by the lack of one or both of these proteins. I showed that the single
deletion of each gene and the double deletion of sapRS resulted in a similar phenotype to that of
the original point mutation, sapRS1 (Figure 2.5). This interpretation was further supplemented by
operon fusion assays, where the sapCED promoter was placed in front of the luxCDABE operon,
which demonstrated a prolonged activity of luminesce in mutant strains of sapRS. The wild-type
does exhibit detectable activity of the sapCED promoter, but the expression diminished as
sporulation began (Figure 2.8). These data would suggest a role of SapR and SapS in negatively
regulating the expression of the sapCED operon.
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The third gene in the sapR multi-gene system encodes a putative WhiJA-like protein
named spore-associated protein anti-sigma factor (SasA). A null mutant was constructed to
determine the phenotype of a strain lacking sasA. Considering the previous data that SapRS
negatively regulates sapCED and sasA is the first gene of sapCED, it was no surprise that the
deletion of sasA had no measurable effect on expression of sapCED or any otherwise detected
effect (Figure 2.5). But to integrate whether they may work together as a trio, a triple mutant was
constructed to see the effect of the loss of SasA when repression is relieved. Unfortunately, a lack
of expression of sapCED was observed in this triple mutant, but this phenotype was not able to be
complemented by replacing sasA in trans. This could potentially be the result of some
unavoidable transcriptional polarity but should be further investigated to determine what role
SasA could signify in this system. For example, SasA should interact with a σ factor(s) that
should alter the expression of a promoter(s), which may be important to the regulation of sapCED
or turn off something else off when the sapCED operon is expressed. Additionally, there may be
other proteins with which SasA interacts, such as an anti-anti-σ factor.

SapR and SapS Play a Role in their own Regulation
No previous investigation established if WhiJR-like and WhiJS-like play a role in their
own regulation. There are examples in the literature across bacteria and in Streptomyces, such as
BldD, where proteins often play a positive or negative role on their own expression (Den Hengst
et al., 2010). Here, I have shown that there is evidence that in the presence of SapRS, there is
divergent expression from both the sapCEDp and the sapRSp, while in strains that lack sapRS
(either mutants or strains naturally absent of SCP1), there is no detectable activity from the sapRS
promoter (Figure 2.9). This would suggest that SapRS represses the expression of the sapCED
promoter, but activates the expression of the sapRS promoter. While the transcription start site
(TSS) of sapCED had been previously mapped with high resolution, the TSS of sapRS had not
been identified (Bentley et al., 2004). Based on my mapping data of the potential transcription
start site of the sapRS promoter, sapRSp appears to directly overlap with that of that of the
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sapCED promoter region (Figure 2.11). This observation may link the role of these proteins as
functional units where by the WhiJR-like and WhiJS-like proteins have control over the
divergently transcribed intergenic region between them and a whiJA-like gene or others. Control
of divergent promoters by one of the transcribed gene products has been shown in regulation of
super oxide response in E. coli (Hidalgo and Demple, 1994) and bioluminescence in
Vibrio fischeri (Engebrecht and Silverman, 1987).

Protein-Protein Interactions within the SapR System
Previous investigations into the protein-protein interactions of the products of WhiJ-like
multi-gene systems, have been limited to an orphan WhiJS-like protein (BldB), and a WhiJA-like
protein (SCO4677). No direct protein-protein interaction information exists for WhiJR-like
proteins. BldB, a WhiJS-like protein, has been shown to directly interact with itself to exercise its
control of development in S. coelicolor (Eccleston et al., 2002, Eccleston et al., 2006). A WhiJAlike protein, SCO4677, has been shown to interact with the developmental sigma factor, σF, and
two anti-anti-sigma factor-like proteins (Kim et al., 2008). There have been no real efforts to
understand how the protein products of these multi-gene systems interact with themselves or with
each other. This information could help identify direct interactions to help elucidate the
mechanism by which these protein exert their control over development. Here, I was interested in
how the proteins of the sapR multi-gene system interact to help explain how SapR, SapS, and
SasA exert their regulation.
To assay protein-protein interactions in the sapRS system, the bacterial adenylate cyclase
based two-hybrid (BACTH) system was employed (Karimova et al., 1998). Here, I observed
several interesting interactions. First, similar to BldB, the homolog SapS interacts with itself.
Interestingly, SapR and SasA were also shown have self-interactions (Figure 2.12). Two
particularly novel interactions were detected. BACTH evidence suggests that SapR and SapS
interact, and SapS interacts with SasA; though, these results have not yet been corroborated by
another independent assay. Particularly, it is unknown if these proteins function/interact as a
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dimer of dimers or a heterodimer. If true, the former presents a logical supporting piece of
evidence to combine with the genetic data that links the phenotypes of each mutant, suggesting a
co-dependent role for their ability to exercise their regulation. If true, the interaction between
SapS and SasA is both exciting and puzzling. It is exciting because it provides a direct
relationship between all three proteins encoded by the sapR multi-gene system. The puzzling part
remains to what is that function and what is the timing behind these interactions. Perhaps, SapS
acts in a type of partner switching mechanism and/or as a yet undescribed type of anti-anti-sigma
factor for SasA. When aligned directly to SpoIIAA, SapS and SpoIIAA share about 20% identity
(Figure 2.12), this is in contrast to a known homolog of SpoIIAA, RsbW (SCO3548), which is
about ~29% identical. SpoIIAA and homologs average about 50 amino acids more in length
compared to SapS and homologs; however, SapS and many other homologs do share a block of
homology, that is not completely conserved among all WhiJS-like proteins, but contains a serine
that is phosphorylated by SpoIIAB in SpoIIAA (Serine 58, (Najafi et al., 1995). Fortunately, this
interaction further solidifies the interconnection of the gene products of the sapR multi-gene
system and potentially proposes newly revealed interacting partner for SpoIIAB-like anti-sigma
factors. Future experiments could include mutagenesis of these proteins to determine the critical
interacting residues, as was deduced for BldB (Eccleston et al., 2006) and independent assays to
confirm these interactions such as, protein pull-down assays, volume exclusion chromatography,
and determining if SapS is phosphorylated by SasA.
My work addressed the question of whether the repression by SapR and SapS was a
direct or indirect mechanism of control over sapCED. To answer this question, SapR was
overexpressed and purified in E. coli and in an electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) was
tested with promoter fragments containing the sapCEDp (and the sapRSp). This assay showed
that SapR appears to specifically bind the promoter region of sapCED, when compared against
the unrelated ermE promoter (Figure 2.15). In fact, SapR bound increasingly smaller fragments
of sapCEDp, up to and including the -35 region (Figure 2.16). There are many areas of this
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interaction that could be explored. Potentially, there is an allosteric inhibitor that is produced in
S. coelicolor that is not produced in E. coli or that would be present in my in vitro assays. As
suggested by the BACTH data, there is a potential interaction between SapR and SapS. This
interaction could prove to enhance or reduce DNA binding. I have already done some preliminary
analysis with an overexpressed and purified SapS, but further experimentation must be done to
see if there is an in vitro demonstration of cooperation between SapR and SapS when binding to
the sapCED promoter. Other experiments could include mutagenizing the codons specifying the
predicted binding domain (in the HTH domain) of SapR and determining the important residues
for DNA binding. Additionally, promoter mutagenesis of the direct and indirect repeats
surrounding the predicted -35 of sapCEDp would also complete this analysis. Finally, a high
resolution mapping of the sapRSp may provide a more complete picture of this potentially
overlapping regulatory region.

Interactions of Other WhiJ-like Systems
The initial goal of this study was to use the SapR multi-gene system as an example that
could hopefully be a general model for how these unique gene systems exert regulatory control in
Streptomyces. To begin to address that possiblity, I tested two other multi-gene systems. The first
and most obvious choice was the founding system, the whiJ mutli-gene system. I chose the
SCO3421 multi-gene system as the second, based on its unique presence across streptomycetes
and morphologically complex actinomycetes (Chandra and Chater, 2014). Each gene of the whiJ
and SCO3421 multi-gene system were cloned into BACTH plasmids. To my disappointment, the
whiJ gene system products did not appear to interact at all in the BACTH, with the exception of a
very weak self-interaction with WhiJS (Figure 2.18). This disappointment was slightly relieved
in the light of the SCO3421 gene system proteins, because all the SapR system interactions were
recapitulated, save for the SCO3421S protein interacting with the SCO3421A protein (Figure
2.19). It is not unreasonable to suggest that these interactions are not the sum total of all potential
interactions of these proteins. There are other examples of false negative interactions failing in
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the BACTH, that are otherwise shown in different assays. For example, a previous graduate
student in the McCormick laboratory was unable to show that FtsZ and the protein SepF were
able to interact in the BACTH, but was able to show their interaction in a co-sedimentation
experiment (Kotun Dissertation, 2012).
A potential set of future experiments could be to determine whether these proteins form
and function as heterodimers, like SapS interacting with SCO3421S. This would be an especially
interesting interaction to test given that many of the conserved residues in WhiJS proteins are
important in BldB dimerization (Eccleston et al., 2006). And certainly, there are other examples
of heterodimer formation being used for gene expression, such as WhiA/WhiB and BldM/WhiI
(Bush et al., 2016, Al-Bassam et al., 2014). Additionally, since the SCO3421 gene system is one
of the most well distributed multi-gene systems across Streptomyces species and morphologically
complex actinomycetes (Figure 2.21), it would be beneficial to examine its role in Streptomyces
development in light of this activity and the information generated by the SapR system.

Spore-Associated Proteins of S. coelicolor
It is interesting that of the five initially identified spore-associated proteins (Saps), SapAE, there is only one with a well-defined function. SapB has been shown to be critically important
for breaking through the hydrophobic barrier and allowing of the escape of aerial filaments from
the vegetative mycelium (Kodani et al., 2004, de Jong et al., 2012, Capstick et al., 2007). The
functions of the remaining proteins are still shrouded in mystery. Thus, it was important to
identify as many of the other Saps as possible so as to find targets that may have identifiable traits
that can actually have attributable roles in spore maturation, germination, quiescence, resistance,
or stability. Here using a nonlethal detergent wash of spores and mass spectrometry, I have
identified at least nine proteins that are consistently found across several common lab strains of
S. coelicolor (Table 3.7). Of the proteins identified, there are several that have well established
domains important for nutrient harvesting in nutrient limiting conditions.
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SCO1908 is a putative secreted extracellular nuclease that was identified in the screen.
To determine its role in spores, a null mutant was constructed. No obvious morphological defects
were observed (Figure 3.2) and S. coelicolor does not appear to use extracellular DNA as a
carbon source (data not shown). It is likely that SCO1908 may be important for feeding the
germinating spore via DNA from the environment, but this activity ceases early on in vegetative
mycelium formation which would make the breakdown of DNA less obvious as the colony
grows. Alternatively, it could be responsible for preventing foreign DNA from being present
around quiescent spores, though there is no evidence to suggest that S. coelicolor is naturally
competent to take up DNA.
Of the nine commonly identified Saps, there are three that are important for phosphate
harvesting, a PhoD-like and a PhoX-like phosphatase, and a glycerophosdiester diesterase. Of
these, an undergraduate student has already isolated a mutant of SCO1968, a
glyerophosphodiester diesterase (R. Muti, J.W. Sallmen, and J.R. McCormick, unpublished
result). This gene mutant may have an interesting phenotype and could play an important role in
Streptomyces, but the mutant has not been rigorously tested for a phenotype. This protein has
already been shown to be under the regulation of the pho regulon and is important for nutrient
utilization in vegetative growing mycelium (Santos-Beneit et al., 2009). SCO1968 was a good
place to start, but the two phosphatase proteins are also linked to phosphate starvation and could
provide further targets for elucidating the roles of these Saps in spore quiescence and
germination. Ultimately, combined with the other commonly identified Saps can help increase
our understanding of spore-associated proteins in S. coelicolor.
I performed a preliminary analysis of multiple Streptomyces species in an attempt to
identify an important core set of spore-associated proteins. In this analysis, only two proteins
were found identified in the extracts of all four Streptomyces species (S. coelicolor, S. lividans,
S. venezuelae, and S. griseus). One was the orthologs of SCO4259, a putative nucleotide-binding
protein, and the other SCO1968 orthologs. This suggests an important role for SCO1968 in the
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spores of Streptomyces. The nucleotide-binding protein is homologous to proteins expected to be
in the cytoplasm. Though it could be intentionally associated with the spore surface, its lack of
any recognizable secretion signal and its predicted cytoplasmic function would indicate that this
protein is present as result of cytoplasmic contamination from vegetative mycelium and/or
immature spores lysing during the extraction process. This extraction of Saps and analysis needs
to be reproduced before the results can be taken at face value.
While the above analysis was conducted on solid media, species like S. venezuelae and
S. griseus sporulate on solid and in liquid medium. Do the spore-associated proteins of spores
grown on solid medium differ in composition to those grown in liquid medium? If so, it would be
interesting because it would suggest that there may be differential gene expression from cultures
grown on solid and liquid media. It is already known that streptomycetes like S. coelicolor and
S. lividans do not sporulate in liquid, which already suggests that they must have altered
expression of genes in liquid versus solid media. Up until this point, nothing was known about
what spore-associated proteins could be affected (if any) when spores are isolated from liquid
grown cultures. This may reveal proteins important for streptomycetes adaptability and their
ability to respond to different environmental conditions as well.

The Search for What Triggers Activity of the SapR-like Multi-Gene System
An important question that I would have liked to have answered is, what is the
mechanism by which SapR and SapS are relieved of their repression of sapCED? I tried testing a
strain expressing the sapC-egfp fusion in the wild-type background against a variety of chemicals
and small molecules, that based on potential reactions related to the domains found in encoded
proteins of the sapCED operon, but this failed to provide any potential leads (data not shown).
Additionally, I thought perhaps examining the genetic context of the sapR system may lead to a
suggestion of what it may be important for and thus, what could be useful to examine as a trigger.
Using sequence alignments of the three proteins from the sapR multi-gene system, I compared
them against all the available sequences in NCBI. Of all of predicted sequences, there appeared to
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be two operons that are most closely related to sapRS, but they lack sasA. One is found on a
plasmid from Streptomyces albulus, pNO33, and the other is chromosomally-encoded by a
Frankia species EAN1. Frankia are morphologically complex actinomycetes, that form root
nodules with non-legume plants (Benson and Silvester, 1993). The two identified operons lack a
sasA-like homolog, and appear in completely separate genetic contexts, that ultimately provides
little inspiration for future tests. It is interesting to note that the Frankia genes are located directly
next to what appears to be some type of gene cluster that may be a mobile genetic element,
potentially a phage integration system, that may indicate a history of transferring this specific
cluster through horizontal gene transfer.
There are likely many ways that regulatory proteins could receive a signal to remove
repression of this system. It could simply be the result of a small molecule that interacts with one
or both of the proteins that causes a conformational change resulting in the differential affinity for
DNA-binding sites. The obvious problem of identifying a molecule is that there is no shortage of
small molecules that could induce some type of conformational change in these proteins and
without the structure of these proteins, it would hard to predict a binding site.
Aside from finding an allosteric regulatory molecule, a potentially different avenue to
explore the regulation of SapR and SapS presents itself in light of the interaction between SapS
and SasA. SasA contains a histidine kinase domain that is normally important for how proteins
like SpoIIAB interact with corresponding anti-anti-sigma factors (Duncan and Losick, 1993,
Duncan et al., 1996). Perhaps, the relationship revolves around the concurrent expression of
sapRS and sapCED suggested by the luciferase experiment (Figure 2.9). Coupled with another
type of event, like the rise and fall of ATP in the cell, it could result in a change in gene
expression similar to the SpoIIAB system in B. subtilis (Duncan et al., 1996). ATP does begin to
decrease in S. coelicolor on media rich with inorganic phosphate during aerial filament erection,
but remains similar in a phosphate poor medium (Smirnov et al., 2015). This may be a more
fruitful endeavor, but even if that were the case, it would not particularly shed light on the
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mechanism by which these protein interact in the absence of WhiJA-like proteins or when they
are found independently of each, which is the majority of occasions (Gehring et al., 2000). This
may inherently suggest that these proteins either act promiscuously with other proteins encoded
in other gene systems or there is yet an undescribed interacting partner for these proteins.
Although there is potential for interaction within the sapCED operon, because of the unusual
occurrence of a second WhiJA-like protein encoded by the second gene in the sapCED operon.
This could result in further intra-operon dynamics that could be further explored.
A screen of a chromosomal library in the BACTH with all three SapR system proteins as
bait ultimately did not provide any substantive leads. Given how many homologs of these
proteins and how highly conserved the interacting residues of WhiJS-like proteins (Eccleston et
al., 2006), it seems that it could be possible that homologs of these proteins do not interact
directly, but further testing would be required.
In conclusion, whiJ-like multi-gene systems are widely conserved amongst complex
actinomycetes, and are noticeably absent from other bacteria (Chandra and Chater, 2014). Based
on the founding homologs BldB (WhiJS-like) and WhiJR, these proteins are likely important
developmental (secondary metabolite) regulators, but the goal of my project was to shed light on
how these groups of proteins interact and exercise their control in the context of the sapCED
operon. Certainly, this study showed an instance of a WhiJR-like and WhiJS-like protein pair
interacting directly to repress the expression of divergently transcribed operons. In addition, there
were protein-protein interactions between the WhiJS protein and the WhiJA protein that could be
involved some type of feedback for the system as a whole. Some protein interactions were shown
to be consistent with previous data (SapS interacting with itself), and some were shown to be new
novel (SapR-SapS; SapS-SasA). Similar protein-protein interactions were observed for one of the
most well conserved whiJ-like multi-gene systems, the SCO3421 multi-gene system. While the
question of what triggers these proteins into action remains unsolved, there are several pieces of
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evidence that provide an insight into the functional relationship between a conserved gene system
governing a developmentally-regulated spore-associated protein operon in S. coelicolor.
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APPENDIX I: MOLECULAR CLONING, EXPRESSION AND
BIOCHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF PERIPLASMIC
NITRATE REDUCTASE FROM CAMPYLOBACTER JEJUNI
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